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Preface to the Second Edition
The second edition of Principles of Applied Reservoir Simulation has been
expanded to include background material on reservoir engineering. The chapters
in Part I - Reservoir Engineering Primer are intended to make the book more
accessible to people from such disciplines as geology, geophysics, and hydrology.
The material should serve as a review for petroleum engineers. Chapters in Part
II - Modeling Principles have been substantially revised and updated where
appropriate. Exercises have been added or modified to improve their usefulness.
Much of the material in the program technical supplement has been integrated
into the main body of the text because it is relevant for flow simulators in general,
and not just for the accompanying software.
The simulator WINB4D accompanying the text is a version of the original
BOAST4D flow simulator modified for use in a Windows operating environment
with a dynamic memory management system. The dynamic memory management
system expands the range of applicability of the program. A visualization program
(3DVIEW) is included on the accompanying CD. It lets the reader obtain a 3D
perspective of the reservoir using WINB4D output.
I would like to thank my students in the undergraduate senior reservoir
engineering course at the Colorado School of Mines for their comments and
suggestions. I would also like to thank Kathy Fanchi for helping complete the
revisions to the second edition, and David Abbott for providing the original
version of 3DVIEW. Any written comments or suggestions for improving the
material are welcome.
John R. Fanchi, Ph.D.
Golden, Colorado
June 2000
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Preface
Principles of Applied Reservoir Simulation is a vehicle for widely
disseminating reservoir simulation technology. It is not a mathematical treatise
about reservoir simulation, nor is it a compendium of case histories. Both of
these topics are covered in several other readily available sources. Instead,
Principles of Applied Reservoir Simulation is a practical guide to reservoir
simulation that introduces the novice to the process of reservoir modeling and
includes a fully functioning reservoir simulator for the reader's personal use.
Part I explains the concepts and terminology of reservoir simulation. The
selection of topics and references is based on what I have found to be most useful
over the past two decades as both a developer and user of reservoir simulators.
I have provided advice gleaned from model studies of a variety of oil, gas, and
condensate fields.
Participation is one of the best ways to learn a subject. The exercises in
Part I give you an opportunity to apply the principles that are discussed in each
chapter. As a means of integrating the material, the principles of reservoir
simulation are applied to the study of a particular case in Part II. By the time
you have completed the case study, you will have participated in each technical
phase of a typical model study.
Parts III and IV are the User's Manual and Technical Supplement,
respectively, for the three-dimensional, three-phase black oil simulator
BO AST4D that accompanies the text. BOAST4D is a streamlined and upgraded
version of BOAST II, a public domain black oil simulator developed for the U. S.
Department of Energy in the 1980's. As principal author of BOAST II, I have
added several features and made corrections to create BOAST4D. For example,
you can now use BOAST4D to model horizontal wells and perform reservoir
geophysical calculations. The latter calculations are applicable to an emerging
technology: 4D seismic monitoring of fluid flow. The inclusion of reservoir
xvi
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geophysical calculations is the motivation for appending "4D" to the program
name. In addition, BOAST4D includes code changes to improve computational
performance, to allow the solution of material balance problems, and to reduce
material balance error.
BOAST4D was designed to run on DOS-based personal computers with
486 or better math co-processors. The simulator included with this book is wellsuited for learning how to use a reservoir simulator, for developing an understanding of reservoir management concepts, and for solving many types of reservoir
engineering problems. It is an inexpensive tool for performing studies that
require more sophistication than is provided by analytical solutions, yet do not
require the use of full-featured commercial simulators. Several example data
sets are provided on disk to help you apply the simulator to a wide range of
practical problems.
The text and software are suitable for use in a variety of settings, e.g. in
an undergraduate course for petroleum engineers, earth scientists such as
geologists and geophysicists, or hydrologists; in a graduate course for modelers;
and in continuing education courses. An Instructor's Guide is available from
the publisher.
I developed much of the material in this book as course notes for a
continuing education course I taught in Houston. I would like to thank Bob
Hubbell and the University of Houston for sponsoring this course and Tim Calk
of Gulf Publishing for shepherding the manuscript through the publication
process. I am grateful to my industrial and academic employers, both past and
present, for the opportunity to work on a wide variety of problems. I would also
like to acknowledge the contributions of Ken Harpole, Stan Bujnowski, Jane
Kennedy, Dwight Dauben and Herb Carroll for their work on earlier versions
of BOAST. I would especially like to thank my wife, Kathy Fanchi, for her moral
support and for the many hours at the computer creating the graphics and refining
the presentation of this material.
Any written comments or suggestions for improving the material are
welcome.
John R. Fanchi, Ph.D.
Houston, Texas
August 1997
XVll
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Reservoir Management
Reservoir modeling exists within the context of the reservoir management
function. Although not universally adopted, reservoir management is often
defined as the allocation of resources to optimize hydrocarbon recovery from
a reservoir while minimizing capital investments and operating expenses
[Wiggins and Startzman, 1990; Satter and Thakur, 1994; Al-Hussainy and
Humphreys, 1996; Thakur, 1996]. These two outcomes - optimizing recovery
and minimizing cost - often conflict with each other. Hydrocarbon recovery
could be maximized if cost was not an issue, while costs could be minimized
if the field operator had no interest in or obligation to prudently manage a finite
resource. The primary objective in a reservoir management study is to determine
the optimum conditions needed to maximize the economic recovery of hydrocarbons from a prudently operated field. Reservoir modeling is the most sophisticated methodology available for achieving the primary reservoir management
objective.
There are many reasons to perform a model study. Perhaps the most
important, from a commercial perspective, is the ability to generate cash flow
predictions. Simulation provides a production profile for preparing economic
forecasts. The combination of production profile and price forecast gives an
estimate of future cash flow. Other reasons for performing a simulation study
from a reservoir management perspective are listed in Table 1 -1. Several of the
items are discussed in greater detail in later chapters.
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Table 1-1
Why Simulate?
Corporate Impact
+ Cash Flow Prediction
0 Need Economic Forecast of Hydrocarbon Price
Reservoir Management
4 Coordinate Reservoir Management Activities
4 Evaluate Project Performance
0 Interpret/Understand Reservoir Behavior
4 Model Sensitivity to Estimated Data
0 Determine Need for Additional Data
4 Estimate Project Life
+ Predict Recovery vs Time
4 Compare Different Recovery Processes
4 Plan Development or Operational Changes
4 Select and Optimize Project Design
0 Maximize Economic Recovery

1.1 Consensus Modeling
Reservoir modeling is the application of a computer simulation system
to the description of fluid flow in a reservoir [for example, see Peaeeman, 1977;
Aziz and Settari, 1979; Mattax and Dalton, 1990]. The computer simulation
system is usually just one or more computer programs. To minimize confusion
in this text, the computer simulation system is called the reservoir simulator, and
the input data set is called the reservoir model.
Many different disciplines contribute to the preparation of the input data
set. The information is integrated during the reservoir modeling process, and
the concept of the reservoir is quantified in the reservoir simulator. Figure 1-1
illustrates the contributions different disciplines make to reservoir modeling.
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Figure 1-1. Disciplinary contributions to reservoir modeling
(after H.H. Haldorsen and E. Damsleth, ©1993; reprinted by
permission of the American Association of Petroleum
Geologists).

The simulator is the point of contact between disciplines. It serves as a
filter that selects from among all of the proposed descriptions of the reservoir.
The simulator is not influenced by hand-waving arguments or presentation style.
It provides an objective appraisal of each hypothesis, and constrains the power
of personal influence described by Millheim [1997]. As a filter of hypotheses,
the reservoir modeler is often the first to know when a proposed hypothesis about
the reservoir is inadequate.
One of the most important tasks of the modeler is to achieve consensus
in support of a reservoir representation. This task is made more complex when
available field performance data can be matched by more than one reservoir
model. The non-uniqueness of the model is discussed in greater detail throughout
the text. It means that there is more than one way to perceive and represent
available data. The modeler must sort through the various reservoir representations and seek consensus among all stakeholders. This is often done by
rejecting one or more proposed representations. As a consequence, the human
element is a factor in the process, particularly when the data do not clearly
support the selection of a single reservoir representation from a set of competing
representations. The dual criteria of reasonableness and Ockham's Razor
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[Chapter 9.3; Jefferys and Berger, 1992] are essential to this process, as is an
understanding of how individuals can most effectively contribute to the modeling
effort.

1.2 Management of Simulation Studies
Ideally, specialists from different disciplines will work together as a team
to develop a meaningful reservoir model. Team development proceeds in well
known stages [Sears, 1994]:
+ Introductions: Getting to know each other
4 "Storming": Team members disagree over how to proceed
0 Members can lose sight of goals
4 "Norming": Members set standards for team productivity
4 "Performing": Team members understand
0 what each member can contribute
<> how the team works best
Proper management recognizes these stages and allows time for the team
building process to mature.
Modem simulation studies of major fields are performed by teams that
function as project teams in a matrix management organization. Matrix
management is synonymous here with Project Management and has two distinct
characteristics:
4 "Cross-functional organization with members from different work areas
who take on a project." [Staff-JPT, 1994]
+ "One employee is accountable to two or more superiors, which can
cause difficulties for managers and employees." [Staff-JPT, 1994]
To alleviate potential problems, the project team should be constituted such that:
+ Each member of the team is assigned a different task.
4 All members work toward the same goal.
Team members should have unique roles to avoid redundant functions. If the
responsibilities of two or more members of the team overlap considerably,
confusion may ensue with regard to areas of responsibility and, by implication,
of accountability. Each team member must be the key decision maker in a
particular discipline, otherwise disputes may not get resolved in the time avail-
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able for completing a study. Teams should not be allowed to flounder in an
egalitarian Utopia that does not work.
Effective teams may strive for consensus, but the pressure of meeting
deadlines will require one team member to serve as team leader. Deadlines
cannot be met if a team cannot agree, and there are many areas where decisions
may have to be made that will not be by consensus. For this reason, teams should
have a team leader with the following characteristics:
4 Significant technical skills
4 Broad experience
Team leaders should have technical and monetary authority over the project. If
they are perceived as being without authority, they will be unable to fulfill their
function. On the other hand, team leaders must avoid authoritarian control or
they will weaken the team and wind up with a group.
According to Maddox [1988], teams and groups differ in the way they
behave. Group behavior exhibits the following characteristics:
+ "Members think they are grouped together for administrative purposes
only. Individuals work independently, sometimes at cross purposes."
4 "Members tend to focus on themselves because they are not sufficiently
involved in planning the unit's objectives. They approach their job simply
as hired hands."
By contrast, the characteristics of team behavior are the following:
4 "Members recognize their interdependence and understand both
personal and team goals are best accomplished with mutual support. Time
is not wasted straggling over territory or seeking personal gain at the
expense of others."
^ "Members feel a sense of ownership for their jobs and unit because they
are committed to goals they helped to establish."
Similar observations were made by Haldorsen and Damsleth [1993]:
4 "Members of a team should necessarily understand each other, respect
each other, act as a devil's advocate to each other, and keep each other
informed."
Haldorsen and Damsleth [1993] argue that each team member should have the
following focus:
4 Innovation and creation of value through the team approach
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4 Customer orientation with focus on "my output is your input"
Mclntosh, etal. [ 1991] support the notion that each team member should
fulfill a functional role, for example, geoscientist, engineer, etc. A corollary is
that team members can understand their roles because the roles have been clearly
defined,
Proper management can improve the likelihood that a team will function
as it should, A sense of ownership or "buy-in" can be fostered if team members
participate in planning and decision making. Team member views should influence the work scope and schedule of activity. Many problems can be avoided
if realistic expectations are built into project schedules at the beginning, and then
adhered to throughout the project. Expanding work scope without altering
resource allocation or deadlines can be demoralizing and undermine the team
concept,
Finally, one important caution should be borne in mind when performing
studies using teams: "Fewer ideas are generated by groups than by individuals
working alone - a conclusion supported by empirical evidence from psychology
[Norton, 1994]." In describing changes in the work flow of exploration and
development studies, Tobias [ 1998, pg. 38] observed that "asset teams have their
drawbacks. The enhanced teamwork achieved through a team approach often
comes at the expense of individual creativity, as group dynamics can and often
does inhibit individual initiative [Kanter, 1988]." Tobias recommended that
organizations allow "the coexistence of both asset teams and individual work
environments." His solution is a work flow that allows the "simultaneous
coexistence of decoupled individual efforts and recoupled asset team coordination."

1.3 Outline of the Text
The remainder of the text is organized as follows. Part I presents a primer
on reservoir engineering. The primer is designed to provide background concepts
and terminology in the reservoir engineering aspects of fluid flow in porous
media. Material in Part II explains the concepts and terminology of reservoir
simulation. A typical exercise in Part II asks you to find and change data records
in a specified example data file. These records of data must be modified based
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on an understanding of the reservoir problem and a familiarity with the
accompanying computer program WINB4D, WINB4D is a three-dimensional,
three-phase reservoir simulator. These terms are discussed in detail in subsequent
chapters.
The exercises in Part II use different sections of the user's manual
presented in Part IV. If you work all the exercises, you will be familiar with the
user's manual and WINB4D by the time the exercises are completed. Much of
the experience gained by running WINB4D is applicable in principle to other
simulators.
Successful completion of the exercises in Part II will prepare you for the
case study presented in Part III. The case study is designed to integrate the
material discussed in Parts I and II. By the time Part III is completed, you will
have participated in each technical phase of a typical model study.
Parts IV and V are the User's Manual and Technical Supplement,
respectively, for WINB4D. Supplemental information in Part V provides more
detailed descriptions of the algorithms coded in WINB4D,
Exercises
Exercise 1.1 WINB4D Folder: A three-dimensional, three-phase reservoir
simulator (WINB4D) is included on a disk with this book. The WINB4D user's
manual is presented in Part IV, and a technical supplement is provided in Part
V. Prepare a folder on your hard drive for running WINB4D using the procedure
outlined in Chapter 23. What is the size of the file WINB4D.EXE in kilobytes
(KB)?
Exercise 1.2 WINB4D Example Data Sets: Several example data sets are
provided on the WINB4D disk. Copy all files from your disk to the \WINB4D
folder on your hard drive. Make a list of the data files (files with extension
"dat"). Unless stated otherwise, all exercises assume WINB4D and its data sets
reside in the \WINB4D directory.
Exercise 1.3 The program 3D VIEW maybe used to view the reservoir structure
associated with WINB4D data sets. 3DVIEW is a visualization program that
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reads WINB4D output files with the extension "arr". To view a reservoir
structure, proceed as follows:
Use your file manager to open your folder containing the WINB4D files.
Unless stated otherwise, all mouse clicks use the left mouse button.
Start 3DVIEW (double click on the application 3DVIEW.EXE)
Click on the button "File".
Click on "Open Array File".
Click on "CSJRim.arr" in the File List.
Click on "OK".
At this point you should see a structure in the middle of the screen. The structure
is an anticlinal reservoir with a gas cap and oil rim. To view different perspectives of the structure, hold the left mouse button down and move the mouse. With
practice, you can learn to control the orientation of the structure on the screen.
The gridblock display may be smoothed by clicking on the "Project"
button and selecting "Smooth Model Display". The attribute shown on the screen
is pressure "P". To view other attributes, click on the "Model" button, set the
cursor on "Select Active Attribute" and then click on oil saturation "SO". The
oil rim should be visible on the screen.
To exit 3DVIEW, click on the "File" button and then click on "Exit",
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Chapter 2
Basic Reservoir Analysis
The tasks associated with basic reservoir analyses provide information
that is needed to prepare input data for a simulation study. These tasks include
volumetric analysis, material balance analysis, and decline curve analysis. In
addition to providing estimates of fluids in place and forecasts of fieldwide
production, they also provide an initial concept of the reservoir which can be
used to design a model study. Each of these tasks is outlined below,
2.1 Volumetrics
Fluid volumes in a reservoir are values that can be obtained from a variety
of sources, and therefore serve as a quality control point at the interface between
disciplines. Geoscientists use static information to determine volume in a
process that is often referred to as volumetric analysis [see, for example, Mian,
1992; Tearpock and Bischke, 1991 ]. Material balance and reservoir simulation
techniques use dynamic data to obtain the same information. Consequently, an
accurate characterization of the reservoir should yield consistent estimates of
fluid volumes originally in place in the reservoir regardless of the method chosen
to determine the fluid volumes. In this section, we present the equations for
volumetric estimates of original oil and gas in place.
Original oil in place (OOIP) in an oil reservoir is given by
Ar
N =

7758 (|> Ah S.
2—2!B

l(2 1}
j
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where
N

original oil in place [STB]

<f)

reservoir porosity [fraction]

A

reservoir area [acres]

h0

net thickness of oil zone [feet]

Soi

initial reservoir oil saturation [fraction]

Boi initial oil formation volume factor [RB/STB]
Associated gas, or gas in solution, is the product of solution gas-oil ratio Rso and
original oil in place N.
Original free gas in place for a gas reservoir is given by

G =

775844^ S .
^_£.

(22)

gi

where
G

original free gas in place [SCF]

hg

net thickness of gas zone [feet]

Sg

initial reservoir gas saturation [fraction]

Bgi initial gas formation volume factor [RB/SCF]
Equation (2.2) is often expressed in terms of initial water saturation Swi by
writing Sgi = 1 - Swi. Initial water saturation is usually determined by well log
or core analysis.

2.2 Material Balance
The law of conservation of mass is the basis of material balance calculations. Material balance is an accounting of material entering or leaving a system.
The calculation treats the reservoir as a large tank of material and uses quantities
that can be measured to determine the amount of a material that cannot be
directly measured. Measurable quantities include cumulative fluid production
volumes for oil, water, and gas phases; accurate reservoir pressures; and fluid
property data from samples of produced fluids.
Material balance calculations may be used for several purposes. They
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provide an independent method of estimating the volume of oil, water and gas
in a reservoir for comparison with volumetric estimates. The magnitude of
various factors in the material balance equation indicates the relative contribution
of different drive mechanisms at work in the reservoir. Material balance can be
used to predict future reservoir performance and aid in estimating cumulative
recovery efficiency. More discussion of these topics can be found in references
such as Dake [1978] and Craft, et al. [1991],
The form of the material balance equation depends on whether the
reservoir is predominately an oil reservoir or a gas reservoir. Each of these cases
is considered separately.
Oil Reservoir Material Balance
The general material balance equation for an oil reservoir is the Schilthuis
equation [1961] expressed in a form given by Guerrero [1966]:

(2.3)

-TV R B -{W+W.-W)B
p

so

g

\

e

i

pJ

w

All of these terms are defined in the Nomenclature at the end of this chapter. The
unit of each quantity is presented in square brackets in the Nomenclature. The
physical significance of the terms in Eq. (2.3) can be displayed by first defining
the terms
B -B .

D

_"

l-Swlg

Btwi

(2.4)

B«ticAP.
/
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Substituting Eq. (2.4) in Eq. (2.3) gives the general material balance equation
in the form
(2,5)

The terms in Eq. (2.5) have a physical significance. The terms on the right
hand side of Eq. (2.3) represent fluid production and injection, while the terms
on the left hand side represent volume changes. The significance of the terms
Is summarized in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1
Physical Significance of Material Balance Terms
Term

Physical Significance

ND0

Change in volume of initial oil and associated gas

ND

Change in volume of free gas

,o

MA. + Arw) Change in volume of initial connate water
Change in formation pore volume
NDr

#A

*AA
GA

Cumulative oil production
Cumulative gas produced in solution with oil
Cumulative solution gas produced as evolved gas

GptPgc

Cumulative gas cap gas production

Gfi,'

Cumulative gas injection

WJBW

Cumulative water influx

wpw
*A

Cumulative water injection
Cumulative water production

Equation (2.3) is considered a general material balance equation because
it can be applied to an oil reservoir with a gas cap and an aquifer. The derivation
of the material balance equation is based on several assumptions: the system is
in pressure equilibrium; the system is isothermal; available fluid property data
are representative of reservoir fluids; the reservoir has a constant volume;
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production data is reliable; and gravity segregation of phases can be neglected.
A discussion of the relative importance of drive mechanisms obtained from Eq,
(2.3) is presented in Chapter 8.
Gas Reservoir Material Balance
The general material balance equation for a gas reservoir can be derived
from Eq. (2.3) by first recognizing the relationship
GBgi = NmBH

(2,6)

defines original gas in place G. Substituting Eq. (2.6) into Eq. (2.3) gives the
general material balance equation

N(B,
' - B,.
BgiSwlg ( B» - B\
I- S.__(
5., J

'

( NBti
—__
1- 5.....

_j.

GBgi }
^ ur
1- S...J f

(2.7)

*A + fas, + G^ - G,jy] - ]VpJRso5g
Equation (2.7) is further simplified by recognizing that the material balance for
a gas reservoir does not include oil in place so that N - 0 and Np = 0. The
resulting material balance equation is
B

~B

-

GB

Water compressibility and formation compressibility are relatively small
compared to gas compressibility. Consequently, Eq. (2.8) is often written in the
simplified form

GB

( B - B }=

^ ^

B

« - G<B*' - (w- + w< - W^B-

(2 9)

-
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2.3 Decline Curve Analysis
Arps [1945] studied the relationship between flow rate and time for
producing wells. Assuming constant flowing pressure, he found the relationship;
^ =-«?""

(2-10)

where a and n are empirically determined constants. The empirical constant n
ranges from 0 to 1,
Solutions to Eq. (2.10) show the expected decline in flow rate as the
production time increases. A fit of an equation of the form of Eq. (2.10) to flow
rate data is referred to as decline curve analysis. Three decline curves have been
identified based on the value of n.
The Exponential Decline curve corresponds to n — 0. It has the solution
q=qte'at

(2.11)

where qi is initial rate and a is a factor that is determined by fitting Eq. (2.11)
to well or field data.
The Hyperbolic Decline curve corresponds to a value of n in the range
0 < n < 1. The rate solution has the form
q~n = nat + q:n

(2.12)

where qi is initial rate and a is a factor that is determined by fitting Eq. (2.12)
to well or field data.
The Harmonic Decline curve corresponds to n - 1. The rate solution is
equivalent to Eq. (2.12) with n = 1, thus
q~l = nat + q:1

(2.13)

where ql is initial rate and a is a factor that is determined by fitting Eq. (2.13)
to well or field data.
Decline curves are fit to actual data by plotting the logarithm of observed
rates versus time t. The semi-log plot yields the following equation for
exponential decline:
tnq=tnqi-at

(2.14)

Equation (2.14) has the form y - mx + b for a straight line with slope m and
intercept b. In the case of exponential decline, time / corresponds to the
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independent variable*, $n q corresponds to the dependent variable y, $n qi is the
intercept b, and -a is the slope m of the straight line. Cumulative production for
decline curve analysis is the integral of the rate from the initial rate qt at t - 0
to the rate q at time t. For example, the cumulative production for the exponential
decline case is

f

N

(2 J5)

<*

The decline factor a is for the exponential decline case and is found by rearranging Eq. (2. 11), thus
fl=--ln

t

—

(2.16)

Exercises
Exercise 2.1 Copy file EXAM1 .DAT to file WTEMP.DAT and run WINB4D.
What are the volumes of initial fluids in place in the model? Hint: Open the run
output file WTEMP.ROF to find initial fluids in place.
Exercise 2.2 Derive the material balance equation for a system with no gas cap
beginning with Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4).
Exercise 2.3 Use Eq. (2.9) to show that the material balance equation for a
depletion drive gas reservoir is
"

(P/Z).

where G is original free gas in place, G^ is cumulative free gas produced, P is
reservoir pressure, and Z is the real gas compressibility factor. Subscript t
indicates that the ratio P/Z should be calculated at the time / that corresponds
to Gpc, and subscript / indicates that the ratio P/Z should be calculated at the
initial time. The units of GP and G must agree for the equation to be consistent.
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Exercise 2.4 Derive Eq. (2.15) for the exponential decline case by using Eq.
(2.11) as the integrand and performing the integration.
Nomenclature
for Equation (2.3)

B

cf
G
G,
m
N

R
yw

R,

'wig

s.

WIO

w
w

AP

gas formation volume factor (FVF) [RB/SCF]
gas cap FVF [RB/SCF]
injected gas FVF [RB/SCF]
oil FVF [RB/STB]
B0 + (Rsi- Rso)Bg = composite oil FVF [RB/STB]
Bw + (Rswi - Rsw)Bg = composite water FVF [RB/STB]
formation (rock) compressibility [1/psia]
initial gas in place [SCF]
cumulative gas injected [SCF]
cumulative gas cap gas produced [SCF]
cumulative solution gas produced as evolved gas [SCF]
ratio of gas reservoir volume to oil reservoir volume
initial oil in place [STB]
cumulative oil produced [STB]
solution gas-oil ratio [SCF/STB]
initial solution gas-oil ratio [SCF/STB]
solution gas-water ratio [SCF/STB]
initial solution gas-water ratio [SCF/STB]
gas saturation [frac.]
oil saturation [frac.]
water saturation [frac.]
initial water saturation [frac.]
initial water saturation in gas cap [frac.]
initial water saturation in oil zone [frac.]
cumulative water influx [STB]
cumulative water injected [STB]
cumulative water produced [STB]
P,'P = reservoir pressure change [psia]
initial reservoir pressure [psia]
reservoir pressure corresponding to cumulative fluid times [psia]
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Chapter 3
Multiphase Flow Concepts
This chapter summarizes the basic concepts of multiphase flow including
interfacial tension, wettability, and contact angle. These concepts lead naturally
to a discussion of capillary pressure, mobility, and fractional flow.
3.1 Basic Concepts
Some basic concepts must be introduced as prerequisites for understanding
capillary pressure. The concepts are interfacial tension, wettability, and contact
angle. They are defined here.
Interfacial Tension
On all interfaces between solids and fluids, and between immiscible fluids,
there is a surface free energy resulting from electrical forces. These forces cause
the surface of a liquid to occupy the smallest possible area and act like a
membrane. Interfacial tension (IFT) refers to the tension between liquids at a
liquid/liquid interface. Surface tension refers to the tension between fluids at
a gas/liquid interface.
Interfacial tension is energy per unit of surface area, or force per unit
length. Interfacial tension is often abbreviated as IFT. The units of IFT are
typically expressed in milli-Newtons/meter or the equivalent dynes/cm. The
value of IFT depends on the composition of the two fluids at the interface
between phases. Table 3-1 lists a few examples:
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Table 3-1
Examples of Interfacial Tension
Fluid Pair

IFT Range (niN/m or dyne/cm)

Air-Brine

72-100

Oil-Brine

15-40

Gas-Oil

35-65

Interfacial tension (IFT) can be estimated using the Macleod-Sugden
correlation. The Weinaug-Katz variation of the Macleod-Sugden correlation is
Ne

'ML

y,

(3.1)

where

o
1

chi

ML
My

Pi

PK

x:
yt

interfacial tension [dyne/cm]
parachor of component i [(dynes/cm)1/4/(g/cm3)]
molecular weight of liquid phase
molecular weight of vapor phase
liquid phase density [g/cm3]
vapor phase density [g/cm3]
mole fraction of component / in liquid phase
mole fraction of component i in vapor phase

Parachors are empirical parameters. The parachor of component i can be
estimated using the molecular weight Mi of component i and the empirical
regression equation
Pchi = 10.0 +2.92 Ml

(3.2)

This procedure works reasonably well for molecular weights ranging from 100
to 500. A more accurate procedure for a wider range of molecular weights is
given by Fanchi [1990].
Wettability
Wettability is the ability of a fluid phase to preferentially wet a solid
surface in the presence of a second immiscible phase. The wetting, or wettability,
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condition in a rock/fluid system depends on IFT. Changing the type of rock or
fluid can change IFT and, hence, wettability of the system. Adding a chemical
such as surfactant, polymer, corrosion inhibitor, or scale inhibitor can alter
wettability.
Contact Angle
Wettability is measured by contact angle. Contact angle is always
measured through the more dense phase. Contact angle is related to interfacial
energies by
os

ws

a ow cos0

(3.3)

where
oos
om
oow
0

interfacial energy between oil and solid [dyne/cm]
interfacial energy between water and solid [dyne/cm]
interfacial energy, or IFT, between oil and water [dyne/cm]
contact angle at oil-water-solid interface measured through
the water phase [degrees]

Examples of contact angle are presented in Table 3-2 for different wetting
conditions.
Table 3-2
Examples of Contact Angle
Wetting Condition

Contact Angle, degrees

Strongly Water- wet

0-30

Moderately Water-wet

30-75

Neutrally Wet

75-105

Moderately Oil-wet

105-150

Strongly Oil-wet

150-180

Wettability is usually measured in the laboratory. Several factors can
affect laboratory measurements of wettability. Wettability can be changed by
contact of the core during coring with drilling fluids or fluids on the rig floor,
and contact of the core during core handling with oxygen and/or water from the
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atmosphere. Laboratory fluids should also be at reservoir conditions to obtain
the most reliable measurements of wettability. Based on laboratory tests, most
known reservoirs have intermediate wettability and are preferentially water wet.
3.2 Capillary Pressure
Capillary pressure is the pressure difference across the curved interface
formed by two immiscible fluids in a small capillary tube:
PC = Pm - Pw

(3.4)

where
Pc capillary pressure [psi]
Pnw pressure in nonwetting phase [psi]
Pw pressure in wetting phase [psi]
Capillary Pressure Theory
Equilibrium between fluid phases in a capillary tube is satisfied by the
relationships/ores up = force down. These forces are expressed in terms of the
radius r of the capillary tube, the contact angle 6, and the interfacial tension 0,
The forces are given by
force up - IFT acting around perimeter of capillary tube
= O cos 0 x 2Kr

and
force down = density gradient difference x cross-sectional
area x height h of capillary rise in tube
The density gradient F is the weight of the fluid per unit length per unit crosssectional area. For example, the density gradient of water Tw is approximately
0.433 psia/ft at standard conditions. If we assume an air-water system, the force
down is
force down

= (Tw - Tair)Ttr2h

where the cross-sectional area of the capillary tube is Tlr2. Capillary pressure
P. is defined as the force/unit area, thus
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Pc = force up I Tlr2 = force down / Tlr2.

Capillary Pressure and Pore Radius
Expressing capillary pressure in terms offeree up per unit area gives:
n
PC

=27crocos0
_ - -2ocos0
=
----71 r 4
r

(3>5)

where
r

pore radius [cm]

a interfacial (or surface) tension [mN/m or dynes/cm]
6 contact angle [degrees]
Equation (3.5) shows that an increase in pore radius will cause a reduction in
capillary pressure while a decrease in IFT will cause a decrease in capillary
pressure.
Equivalent Height
Expressing Pc in terms of force down leads to the expression
PC = - 2_=
Tir 2

h(rw

- Tair)

(3.6)

where
h
Pc
Tw
rai>

height of capillary rise [ft]
capillary pressure [psi]
water, or wetting phase, density gradient [psi/ft]
air, or nonwetting phase, density gradient [psi/ft]

Solving for h yields the defining relationship between capillary pressure and
equivalent height, namely

The equivalent height provides an estimate of the height of the transition zone
between immiscible phases. A more precise definition of transition zone is given
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in the following section. Equivalent height is inversely proportional to the
difference in densities between two immiscible phases. The relatively large
density difference between gas and liquid results in a smaller transition zone
height than the relatively small difference between two liquid phase densities.
Oil-Water Capillary Pressure
Oil is the nonwetting phase in a water-wet reservoir. Capillary pressure
for an oil-water system is

PC,* = po -

p
w

(3-8)

where
P0 pressure in the oil phase [psi]
Pw pressure in the water phase [psi]
Capillary pressure increases with height above the oil-water contact (OWC) as
water saturation decreases,
Gas-Oil Capillary Pressure
In gas-oil systems, gas usually behaves as the nonwetting phase and oil
is the wetting phase. Capillary pressure between oil and gas in such a system
is
Pego = Pg - P o
(39}
\J.y)
where
Pg pressure in the gas phase [psi]
P0 pressure in the oil phase [psi]
Capillary pressure increases with height above the gas-oil contact (GOC) as gas
saturation decreases.
3.3 Mobility
A measure of the ability of a fluid to move through interconnected pore
space is the concept of mobility. It is defined here for single phase and
multiphase flow. The multiphase flow definition is based on the concept of
relative permeability, which is presented next.
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Relative Permeability
The general definition of relative permeability is
kr = -^

(3.10)

k

abs

where
kr
relative permeability between 0 and 1 ,
keff effective permeability [md]
kabs absolute permeability [md]
Fluid phase relative permeabilities for oil, water and gas phases, respectively,
are

kro-kjktk^kjktkr^kjk

(3.11)

where k$ is the effective permeability of phase (!, &ri is the relative permeability
of phase d, and k is absolute permeability.
Mobility
Fluid phase mobility is defined as the ratio of effective phase permeability
to phase viscosity. Mobility for oil, water and gas phases respectively are

V —
• ^= —
• VU
LI
~0

r*W

U,

(3.12)

' g

where |lf is the viscosity of phase 1 Relative mobility is defined as relative
permeability divided by viscosity [Dake, 1978]. Absolute permeability is not
a factor in the definition of relative mobility.
Mobility Ratio
Mobility ratio is defined as the mobility of the displacing fluid "kD behind
the front divided by the mobility of the displaced fluid Kd ahead of the front,
thus
(3.13)
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An example of mobility ratio is the mobility ratio of water to oil for a waterflood:

In this case, relative permeability to water is evaluated at residual oil saturation
Sor, and relative permeability to oil is evaluated at connate water saturation Swc.
Notice that absolute permeability factors out of the expression for mobility ratio.
Consequently, mobility ratio can be calculated using either mobilities or relative
mobilities.
3.4 Fractional Flow
The fractional flow of water is the ratio of water production rate to total
production rate. In the case of an oil-water system, the fractional flow of water
is given by
/, = ~ = -^—
*r
<?w + <lo

(3.15)

where
fw
qw
q0
qt

fractional flow of water
water volumetric flow rate [RB]
oil volumetric flow rate [RB]
total volumetric flow rate [RB]

Notice that the flow rates are expressed in terms of reservoir volumes. The
fractional flow of oil/, and the fractional flow of water are related byfw= 1 -f0
for an oil-water system. Based on the definition of fractional flow, we see that
fractional flow should be a value between 0 and 1.
Simplified Fractional Flow Equation
A simplified fractional flow equation is obtained by replacing flow rates
with Darcy's Law in the definition of fractional flow. If we neglect capillary
pressure and gravity for simplicity, we obtain
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/. - -

kkAdP

-

klA dP

(3.16)

where ^ is cross-sectional area and /^ is the pressure of phase L Since capillary
pressure is neglected, we have the equality of phase pressures Pw = P0 so that

Equation (3.17) can be expressed in terms of mobilities as

1

1

^£ ¥z
k.rw

i+jjl

(3;l8)

The construction of Eq. (3.18) is based on the following simplifying assumptions: Darcy's Law adequately describes flow rate, and capillary pressure and
gravity are negligible. Given these assumptions, we can calculate/,, at reservoir
conditions.
Fractional Flow Equation with Gravity
Gravity can be included in the fractional flow equation as follows. First,
let us consider the two-phase flow of oil and water in a tilted linear system.
Darcy's Law including capillary pressure and gravity effects for linear flow is

(3.19)

kkA
ro
• u

^

dx
^

P0gsina

where
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a dip angle of formation
g gravitational constant
If we differentiate capillary pressure for a water-wet system with respect to
position x along the dipping bed, we find

dx

dx

dx

Combining Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) gives

Akk M»

ru

where we have used qt = q0 + qw. If we write the density difference as
A p = Pw - P 0 ,

(3.22)

collect terms, and simplify we obtain
q~tt >li o

Ak\ kro krw /

Akk

,

BPc o w

dx

sina

(3.23)

Rearranging and collecting terms gives the fractional flow to water fw in
conventional oilfield units:
1+0.001127

Akk

dp

0.433(Y ~Yjsina
(3.24)

kr w PuO
A
k
kro
km
|J,0
\lw
Pcow

cross-sectional area of flow system [ft2]
absolute permeability [md]
relative permeability to oil
relative permeability to water
oil viscosity [cp]
water viscosity [cp]
oil-water capillary pressure [psi] = P0 - Pw
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x
a
Y0
jw

direction of linear flow [ft]
dip angle of formation [degrees]
oil specific gravity (water =1)
water specific gravity (water = 1 )

The general expression forfw includes all three terms governing immiscible
displacement, namely the viscous term (kro/krw) (|iw/ (10) , the capillary pressure
term d PcoJ$x, and the gravity term ( Y W ~ Y 0 ) sin a,
It is interesting to note that the capillary pressure and gravity terms are
multiplied by II qt in Eq. (3.24). Most waterfloods have sufficiently high flow
rates that capillary pressure and gravity effects can be neglected, leaving the
simplified expression:

f a

_ L __
,

k

^

ro

•

•

-

V«

(3.25)

- • •

Equation (3.25) is in agreement with Eq. (3.18), as it should be.
Gas Fractional Flow
A similar analysis can be performed to determine the fractional flow of
gasjC The result for a gas-oil system is
1+0.001127

f _-

Akk

dP
—^ - 0.433 (Y ~ Y 0
dx
U ° Q t'
l

+

}

(3.26)

£

k rg ~o
u.

where
krg
M-g
Pcgo
Yg
qg
qt'

relative permeability to gas
gas viscosity [cp]
gas-oil capillary pressure = Pg-P0 [psi]
gas specific gravity [water = 1]
gas volumetric flow rate [RB/D]
total volumetric flow rate = q0 + qg [RB/D]

Immiscible displacement of oil by gas is analogous to water displacing oil with
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the water terms replaced by gas terms. In general, the gravity term in^ should
not be neglected unless q,' is very high because of the specific gravity difference
between gas and oil.

Exercises
Exercise 3.1 Estimate the parachors for butane and decane.
Exercise 3.2 Derive the relationship between the equivalent height of a transition
zone and pore radius by using Eq. (3.5) to eliminate capillary pressure from Eq.
(3.7).
Exercise 3.3 Suppose kJiS^ ~ kro(Swc) in Eq. (3.14) and water viscosity is 1
cp. Plot Mw 0 versus oil viscosity for oil viscosity ranging from 0.1 cp to 100 cp.
Exercise 3.4 Derive Eq. (3.21) from Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20).
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Chapter 4
Derivation of the Flow Equations
Many derivations of the oil, water, and gas fluid flow equations exist in
the literature [for example, see Crichlow, 1977; Peaceman, 1977]. Consequently,
only a brief discussion will be presented here. It closely follows the presentation
originally published in Fanchi, et al. [1982].
4.1 Conservation of Mass
We begin by considering the flow of fluid into and out of a single reservoir
block (Figure 4-1). Let the symbol J denote fluid flux. Flux is defined as the rate

j,—**

A /
i
i

JX+AX
^^-

7

y
fmnm—^nm^^. j£

T
z

Figure 4-1. Reservoir block: the coordinate
convention follows Sawyer and Mercer [1978].
of flow of mass per unit cross-sectional area normal to the direction of flow,
which is the x direction in the present case. Assume fluid flows into the block
atx (Jx) and out of the block at ;c + A x (Jx+&x)- By conservation of mass, we have
the equality:
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mass entering the block - mass leaving the block
= accumulation of mass in the block.
If the block has length A*, width Ay, and depth Az, then we can write the mass
entering the block in a time interval A/ as
| (',/ ')x A v A z + \(j y I} AxAz + \( j I }: AjcAv
A / = Mass in
" \

I '<

x

z

(4,1)

v

where we have generalized to allow flux in the y and z directions as well, The
notation (Jx)x denotes the x direction flux at location*, with analogous meanings
for the remaining terms,
Corresponding to mass entering is a term for mass exiting which has the
form

lW*.*,*y*z + (^WA*A* + (^) 2+ A, A * A ^ A '

(4.2)

+ g A x A y A z A / = Mass out
We have added a source/sink term q which represents mass flow into (source)
or out of (sink) a well. A producer is represented by q > 0, and an injector by
q<0.
Accumulation of mass in the block is the change in concentration of phase
<! (C4) in the block over the time interval A?. If the concentration Ct is defined
as the total mass of phase 0 (oil, water, or gas) in the entire reservoir block
divided by the block volume, then the accumulation term becomes

[ ( ^ X + A * ~ (C^JAjtAyAz = Mass accumulation

(43)

Using Eqs. (4.1) through (4.2) in the mass conservation equality
Mass in - Mass out = Mass accumulation
gives
[(/^AyAz H- (J^AjcAz + 0/ Z ) Z A*A7]A?

- lWx.***y*z

+

(^W A * A * + Wz^z&x&y]&t (4.4)

- ^ A x A y A z A / = [(C ( )^ Ar - (C f ),]A*A;pAz
Dividing Eq. (4.4) by AxAyAzA/ and rearranging gives
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A*

A*

A7
=

Az

Ar

In the limit as A*, Aj, Az, and A? go to zero, Eq. (4.5) becomes the
continuity equation
dJx
dJv
dJz
dC,
y

dx

dy

dz

dt

(A
&}
\*T,Oj

The oil, water, and gas phases each satisfy a mass conservation equation having
the form of Eq. (4.6).

4.2 Flow Equations for Three-Phase Flow
The flow equations for an oil, water, and gas system are determined by
specifying the fluxes and concentrations of the conservation equations for each
of the three phases. A flux in a given direction can be written as the density of
the fluid times its velocity in the given direction. Letting the subscripts o, w, and
g denote oil, water, and gas, respectively, the fluxes become:
D
B

(A, - -^

B

g

B

(4.8)

B

(

where Rso and Rsw are gas solubilities; B0, Bw, and Bg are formation volume
factors; the subscript sc denotes standard conditions (usually 60°F and 14.7 psia
in oilfield units); and p denotes fluid densities. The velocities v are assumed
to be Darcy velocities and their x components are
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®
a

a^

rP

o

_a_
w

w

rP

w

dx

-

'"_-

...

-

W

,,>

(A 1 A\

(4,10)

/A

11 \

(4.11 j

(4.12)
where g is the acceleration of gravity in ft/sec2, andgc is 32.174 ft/sec2 (WINB4D
assumes g - gc). These equations should be valid for describing fluid flow in
porous media even if g and gc change, such as on the Moon, Mars, or the space
shuttle. Similar expressions can be written for the>> and z components.
The phase mobility Ae is defined as the ratio of the relative permeability
to flow of the phase divided by its viscosity, thus
A, = V»*i

(4.13)

The phase densities are related to formation volume factors and gas solubilities
by
Po

=

— [Po*c

+

^oPff*J'

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

Besides fluxes, we also need concentrations. These are given by
C

o = 4»Po,A/* 0 »

(4.17)

(4.18)
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c
so

c

c

£„

B,

(4.19)

where <j> is the porosity and St is the saturation of phase fi. The saturations satisfy
the constraint
5O

o

4.
+

O

^w

4. P

— l1

//i OA\

^g ~

(4,20)

Combining Eqs. (4.6), (4.7) through (4.9), and (4.17) through (4.19) gives a mass
conservation equation for each phase:
Oil

_a_

£££vZ0

dz

dx

a fA

(4.21)

5'

Water

pwsc-V.

a
xw

dx

q

\

yw

'w

B.

dz

/

(4.22)

--Up * ~1
B)
W C

»~ dt(

0

Gas

"

I

8&c -.
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* \
O

a_

O2T

JD

so"gsc

SY/* gsc

BO

'gSC

_

,

SO^gSC

^

_

jD

I

BW

i
I

SW'gSC

^^

_

/>

(4.23)

I
z^

1

^

a/
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The densities at standard conditions are constants and can be divided out of the
above equations. This reduces the equations to the following form:
Oil

B
d

*

Water

d

v,yw

d

y(B»)

9* M
<?w

ft

/
u

I

\
zw

dz B

( »s

w

dt

Pw.c

Gas
- A

a*

By ( Bg

B

\
Zff"
o

-i.

JO 11

(

c
-JL
^

J_

JW t i

+ R

c
__2.
"^

+ R

(4.26)

c N
_JL
^w,

4.3 Flow Equations in Vector Notation
Equations (4.10) through (4.16), (4.20), and (4.24) through (4.26) are the
basic fluid flow equations which are numerically solved in a black oil simulator.
A glance at Eqs. (4.24) through (4.26) illustrates the computational complexity
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of the basic three-dimensional, three-phase black oil simulator equations.
Equivalent but much simpler appearing forms of the flow equations are presented
in terms of vector operators as

(427)

-V

q

3

™

- - •

(4,28)

and
-V
Pgsc

(4.29)
dt

+1?

*

"

}

where the symbol V • v for the divergence of the velocity vector is shorthand
for the expression

_

d
d
d
—
vx ++ —v
+ —-v
—
- v = —-v
z.
y

dx

dy

dz

(430)

A review of vector analysis can be found in many references, such as Kreyszig
[1999] and Fanchi [2000].

Exercises
Exercise 4.1 Suppose the unit of density posc is mass per volume at standard
conditions, and the unit of Darcy velocity is length per time. Use dimensional
analysis to determine the unit of flux in Eq. (4.7).
Exercise 4.2 The densities in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) include gas dissolution.
Rewrite Eqs. (4.19), (4.23), and (4.29) for a system with no gas dissolved in
either the oil or water phases.
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Exercise 4.3 Run EXAM3.DAT and record the time, pressure, oil rate, water
rate, gas rate, and GOR at the end of the run. These values are obtained from
the one line timestep summary file WTEMP.TSS (also see Chapter 26.2). Is gas
significant in this model?
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Chapter 5
Fluid Displacement
Fluid displacement processes require contact between the displacing fluid
and the displaced fluid. The movement of the interface between displacing and
displaced fluids and the breakthrough time associated with the production of
injected fluids at producing wells are indicators of sweep efficiency. This chapter
shows how to calculate such indicators using two analytical techniques: BuckleyLeverett theory with Welge's method for immiscible fluid displacement, and
solution of the convection-dispersion equation for miscible fluid displacement.

5.1 Buckley-Leverett Theory
One of the simplest and most widely used methods of estimating the
advance of a fluid displacement front in an immiscible displacement process is
the Buckley-Leverett method. Buckley-Leverett Theory [1942] estimates the
rate at which an injected water bank moves through a porous medium. The
approach uses fractional flow theory and is based on the following assumptions:
• Flow is linear and horizontal
• Water is injected into an oil reservoir
• Oil and water are both incompressible
• Oil and water are immiscible
• Gravity and capillary pressure effects are negligible
The following analysis can be found in a variety of sources, such as Collins
[1961], Dake [1978], Wilhite [1986], and Craft, et al. [1991].

39
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Frontal advance theory is an application of the law of conservation of
mass. Flow through a small volume element (Figure 5-1) with length Ax and

/

/

v
Porous Material
(e.g. Rock)

A

/

Figure 5-1. Flow Geometry
cross-sectional area A can be expressed in terms of total flow rate qt as

9* = QO + <?w

(s.i)

where q denotes volumetric flow rate at reservoir conditions and the subscripts
{o, w, t} refer to oil, water, and total rate, respectively. The rate of water entering
the element on the left hand side (LHS) is
qtfw = entering LHS

(5.2)

for a fractional flow to water fw. The rate of water leaving the element on the
right hand side (RHS) is
qt(fw

+

A/w) = leaving RHS

(53)

The change in water flow rate across the element is found by balancing mass
for an immiscible, incompressible system, thus
rate change = water entering - water leaving

(54)

The change in water saturation per unit time is the rate change in Eq. (5.4)
divided by the pore volume of the element, thus

Ax
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In the limit as A/ -> 0 and Ax -* 0, we pass to the differential form of Eq. (5.5)
for the water phase:

-4(j)

dt

dx

A similar equation applies to the oil phase:

dt

(5.7)

A$ dx

Since/, depends only on Sw, we can write the derivative of fractional flow as

"a7

=

(5 8)

'

Ist "a7

Substituting dfjdx into dSJdx yields

dSw
dt

-qt

A

dfw
dS

(5,9)

dx

It is not possible to solve for the general distribution of water saturation S^x,
t) in most realistic cases because of the nonlinearity of the problem. For example,
water fractional flow is usually a nonlinear function of water saturation. It is
therefore necessary to consider a simplified approach to solving Eq. (5.9).
We begin by considering the total differential of Sw(x, t):
w

dt

w QX

dx

w

dt

dt

(5.10)

Equation (5.10) can be simplified by choosing x to coincide with a surface of
fixed Sw so that dSJdt = 0 and

( dS.}
dx\I
_____
.J

— _ (\ dt /)
/

\

ff 1 1 \

(5.H)

dx
Substituting Eqs. (5.8) and (5.9) into Eq. (5. II) gives the Buckley-Leverett
frontal advance equation:
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dx\
jfl

-'
,<,K

^c I

(5,12)

* i

The derivative (dxidi)Sw is the velocity of the moving plane Sw, and (dfJdSw)Sw
is the slope of the fractional flow curve. The integral of the frontal advance
equation gives
W

< (

dL

\
-~7* \7s~l
\
' $„

rs -

(5J3)

where
xSw
Wj
(dfw/dsj\

distance traveled by a particular Sw contour [ft]
cumulative water injected [cu ft]
slope of fractional flow curve

Water Saturation Profile
A plot of Sw versus distance using Eq. (5.13) and typical fractional flow
curves leads to the physically impossible situation of multiple values of Sw at
a given location. A discontinuity in Sw at a cutoff location xc is needed to make
the water saturation distribution single valued and to provide a material balance
for wetting fluids. The procedure is described by Collins [ 1961 ] and summarized
below.

5.2 Welge's Method
In 1952, Welge published an approach that is widely used to perform the
Buckley-Leverett frontal advance calculation. Welge's approach is best
demonstrated using a plot offw vs Sw (Figure 5-2).
A line is drawn from the water saturation Sw before the waterflood irreducible water saturation Swirr - and tangent to a point on thefw curve. The
resulting tangent line is called the breakthrough tangent, or slope. It is illustrated
in Figure 5-2. Water saturation at the flood front S^is the point of tangency on
thefw curve. Fractional flow of water at the flood front is/^and occurs at the
point of tangency S^ on the/w curve. In Figure 5-2, Swf\s 65% and/w/is 95%
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Average water saturation behind the flood front Swbt is the intercept of the main
tangent line with the upper limiting line where/,, = 1.0. In Figure 5-2, average
5^ is 67%.

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Figure 5-2. Welge's Method
In summary, when water reaches the producer, Welge's approach gives
the following results:
• Water saturation at the producing well is Swf
• Average water saturation behind the front is Swbt
• Producing water cut at reservoir conditions isfwf
Other useful information about the waterflood can be obtained from Welge's
approach.
The time to water breakthrough at the producer is
.
LA*
" " 9, (4W)V

where
qt
(dfw I dS^\
V

(5J4)

injection rate
slope of main tangent line

'Swf

L
linear distance from injection well to production well
Cumulative water injected is given by
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Qi =
where Qi is the cumulative pore volume of injected water. The slope of the water
fractional flow curve with respect to water saturation evaluated at the water
saturation at breakthrough gives Q( at breakthrough.
Effects of Capillary Pressure and Gravity
In the absence of capillary pressure and gravity effects, the flood front
propagates as a "sharp" step function, or piston-like displacement. The presence
of capillary pressure leads to the imbibition of water ahead of the front. This
causes a change in the behavior of produced fluid ratios. Rather than an abrupt
increase in WOR associated with piston-like displacement, the WOR will
increase gradually as the leading edge of the mobile water reaches the well and
is produced. In addition, the WOR will begin to increase sooner than it would
have in the absence of capillary pressure. By contrast, gravity causes high Sw
values to lag behind the front. The result is a smeared or "dispersed" flood front.

5.3 Miscible Displacement
Buckley-Leverett theory treats the displacement of one fluid by another
under immiscible, piston-like conditions. An immiscible displacement occurs
when the displaced and displacing fluids do not mix. The result is a readily
discernible interface between the two fluids. In a miscible displacement, the
fluids mix and the interfacial tension approaches zero at the interface. A miscible
displacement system is described by a convection-dispersion (C-D) equation.
As an illustration, consider the one-dimensional C-D equation for the concentration C of the displacing fluid:
2
BC = —
dC
n d C
D
f5
16\
v
IJ 10J
dx2
dx
dt
'
We assume here that dispersion D and velocity v are real, scalar constants. The
diffusion term has the Fickian form D'd2C/dx2 and the convection term is
vdC/dx. When the diffusion term is much larger than the convection term, the
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vdC/dx. When the diffusion term is much larger than the convection term, the
C-D equation behaves like the heat conduction equation, which is a parabolic
partial differential equation (PDE). If the diffusion term is much smaller than
the convection term, the C-D equation behaves like a first-order hyperbolic PDE.
The C-D equation is especially valuable for studying numerical solutions
of fluid flow equations because the C-D equation can be solved analytically and
the C-D equation may be used to examine two important classes of PDEs
(parabolic and hyperbolic). To solve the C-D equation, we must specify two
boundary conditions and an initial condition. The two boundary conditions are
needed because the C-D equation is second-order in the space derivative. The
initial condition satisfies the need for a boundary condition in time associated
with the first-order derivative in time. The boundary conditions for the miscibie
displacement process are that the initial concentration of displacing fluid is equal
to one at the inlet (x = 0), and zero for all other values of x. The mathematical
expressions for these boundary conditions are concentration C(0, t) = I at the
inlet, concentration C(°°, f) = 0 at the edge of the linear system for all times t
greater than the initial time t = 0, and the initial condition C(x, 0) = 0 for all
values of x greater than 0.
The propagation of the miscibie displacement front is calculated by
solving the C-D equation. The analytical solution of the one-dimensional C-D
equation is [Peaceman, 1977]
JC -

Vt

C(jc, 0 = -U erfc
2
2]/Dt
l

X + Vt

(5.17)

where the complementary error function erfc(y) is defined as
2 r 2
erfc(j) = 1 - — je z
rfz
(5,18)
V* o
Abramowitz and Stegun [ 1972] have presented an accurate numerical algorithm
for calculating the complementary error function erfcO/). A comparison of the
analytical solution of the C-D equation with numerical solutions is given in
Fanchi [2000].
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Exercises
Exercise 5.1 Consider an oil-water system in which oil viscosity is 0.64 cp and
water viscosity is 0.5 cp. Oil relative permeability (krow) and water relative
permeability (Arw) are given in the following table as a function of water
saturation (Sw). Complete the table by using the viscosity and relative permeability information to calculate oil mobility (A,0), water mobility (A.w), total mobility
(1,), water fractional flow (/"„,), and oil fractional flow (£,). Total mobility is the
sum of oil mobility and water mobility. Assume absolute permeability is 100
md.

sw -

*n.

^row

0.30

0.000

1.000

0.35

0.005

0.590

0.40

0.010

0.320

0.45

0.017

0.180

0.50

0.023

0.080

0.55

0.034

0.030

0.60

0.045

0.010

0.65

0.064

0.001

0.70

0.083

0.000

0.80

0.120

0.000

k
^

*,

L

L

Exercise 5.2 Plot X0, Xw, and A, in Exercise 5.1 as a function of Sw. What is the
mobility ratio of the oil-water system? Hint: See Eq. (3.14).
Exercise 5.3 Piotf0 and/,, in Exercise 5.1 as a function of Sw. Use the plot of
fw versus Sw and Welge's method to determine water saturation at the producing
well, average water saturation behind the front, and producing water cut at
reservoir conditions.
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Exercise 5.4 Run EXAM3.DAT and plot water saturation as a function of
distance between wells at the midpoint of the ran and at the end of the ran. Hint:
water saturation is reported in the run output file WTEMP.ROF.
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Chapter 6
Frontal Stability
The stability of a flood front can influence the efficiency of fluid
displacement. A front is stable if it retains the shape of the interface between
displaced and displacing fluids as the front moves through the medium. An
analysis of frontal stability is presented in this chapter in terms of a specific
example - the advance of a water-oil displacement front in the absence of gravity
and in the presence of gravity. The stability of the front is then studied using
linear stability analysis.
6.1 Frontal Advance Neglecting Gravity
The displacement of one phase by another may be analytically studied
if a linear, homogenous porous medium is assumed. Let us first consider the
displacement of oil by water in a horizontal porous medium of length L. We
assume piston-like displacement of a front located atxf. Application of Darcy's
law and the continuity equation leads to a pressure distribution described by
Poisson's equation. The absence of sources or sinks in the medium reduces
Poisson's equation to the Laplace equation for the water phase pressure:
£3

D

dx

= 0, 0<x<xr

(6.1)

The corresponding equation for oil phase pressure is

48
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3

ox

f = 0, xf < x < L

(62)

Equations (6.1) and (6.2) apply to those parts of the medium containing water
and oil respectively. They assume that the fluids are incompressible, and that
the oil-water interface is a piston-like displacement in the ^-direction. The pistonlike displacement assumption implies a discontinuous change from mobile oil
to mobile water at the displacement front. This concept differs from the BuckleyLeverett analysis presented in Chapter 5. Buckley-Leverett theory with Welge's
method shows the existence of a transition zone as saturations grade from mobile
oil to mobile water. The saturation profile at the interface between the immiscible
phases depends on the fractional flow characteristics of the system. The present
method has less structure in the saturation profile, but is more readily suited for
analyzing the stability of the displacement front.
Boundary conditions at the displacement front are given by continuity of
phase pressure
P0 = Pw at x = x f ( t )
(6.3)
and continuity of phase velocity

(64)
where A.J is the mobility of phase 0. Equation (6.3) is valid when we neglect
capillary pressure, and the effect of gravity has been excluded from Eq. (6.4).
The exclusion of gravity corresponds physically to flow in a horizontal medium.
Boundary conditions at the edges of the porous medium are
Pw=Platx=0
(6.5)
and
P0 = P2 at*= L
(6.6)
Equations (6.1) through (6.6) may be solved analytically. We begin by
integrating Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) to find the general solutions
Pw = Awx+Bw
(6.7)
and
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P0 = A0x+B0

(6.8)

where the constant coefficients {Ae Bs} are determined by applying the boundary
conditions. Substituting Eq. (6.5) in Eq. (6.7) gives
Bw = P{

(6.9)

The remaining coefficients are found by simultaneously solving Eqs. (6.4), (6,7),
and (6.8) subject to Eqs. (6.3), (6.5), and (6.6). The resulting coefficients are
AP
Aw = -~rz—-———
(6.10)
ML + (1 - M}xf

A0=MAW

(6.11)

B0 = PI = (Aw - A0)xf = P, + (1- M)Awxf

(6.12)

where M is the mobility ratio
M=-~-

(6.13)

k

o

and the pressure difference is
AP=P,-P2
The frontal velocity Vyis given by
dx
v

(6.14)

where Sor is residual oil saturation, Swc is connate water saturation, and vw is the
Darcy velocity:
V

w ~ ~^w~A

=

~^w^w

(6.16)

Substituting Eq. (6.16) into (6.15) gives
dt ~ A n ~ s - ? ^ F i>rr . /,

m~l
- A/)*,]

(6.17)
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The integral of Eq. (6.17) with respect to time gives the frontal advance.

6.2 Frontal Advance Including Gravity
Gravity is included in the analysis of frontal advance in a dipping reservoir
(Figure 6-1) by replacing phase pressure in Eqs. (6.1) through (6.6) with phase

Figure 6-1. Geometry of Frontal Advance
potential

<J> ; = Pf - p (gxsm&
The resulting equations for phase potentials are

dx2

0,0<x<xf

(6.18)

JL^

(6.19)

d2®
5jc

->

—

\J) A 7f

'X J*. ^,

The phase potentials at the flood front are related by

with continuity of phase velocities
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The boundary conditions for the phase potentials are
Q

(6.22)

0> 0 = 0 2 atx = L

(6.23)

and

Capillary pressure is still neglected in this formulation. Equation (6.20) is the
analog of Eq. (6.3).
The solutions of the second-order ordinary differential equations Eqs,
(6.18) and (6.19) are the linear relationships
®w = A'wx+B'w
(6.24)
<S>0 = A'0x+Bi

(6.25)

The coefficients are evaluated by substituting Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25) into Eqs.
(6.18) and (6.19) and applying the boundary conditions. The coefficients are

AL = -

ML + (1 - M)xf

(6.26)

A'0 = MAI

(6-27)

*; = 0,

(6.28)
(6.29)

The Darcy velocity of the water phase is
vw = ~dw ;~"= ~A A
dx

(6.30)

The velocity of frontal advance in a dipping reservoir is found by substituting
Eq. (6.30) into Eq. (6.15) to find
dt

W-Sor-Swc)

ML+(l-M)xf

(

'

}
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6.3 Linear Stability Analysis
The stability of frontal advance is determined by considering the rate of
growth of a perturbation at the front. We first express the frontal advance
velocity Eqs. (6.17) and (6.31) in the general form

dx
. /f
di

a + $xf
^L
j + 8jtf

(632)

where the coefficients are independent of time and frontal location. Equation
(6.32) is a nonlinear, first-order differential equation. Imposing a slight
perturbation on the front location gives

d(xf + e)
'
dt

=

a + $(xf + e)
_i__
y +b(xf + K)

(6J3)

The velocity of propagation of the perturbation is given by the difference
between Eqs. (6.33) and (6.32):

de
dt

=

a + $xff + pe
•
j + oxf + 6s

a + $xf
-*-

(6.34)

y + bxf

Combining fractions and simplifying yields

j£

(6.35)

dt

Further simplification is achieved by recognizing that the perturbation is slight
so that we have the approximation
1
8s c
5
w 1—
for
6s « y + oxf f
S£
i+.
T + 5^/
(6.36)
y +8^
Substituting Eq. (6.36) into Eq. (6.35) gives

1-

8s

(637)
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Keeping only terms to first order in e and simplifying gives
dt ~ (y

(6.38)

Equation (6.38) has the solution
(6.39)
where e0 is an integration constant, and
T=

By — 8ot
(y+5*
—7 ) 2

^6 40^

If T is negative, the perturbation decays exponentially. If T is greater than zero,
the perturbation grows exponentially. Finally, if T equals zero, the perturbation
does not propagate because de/dt - 0 in Eq. (6.38).
We can now examine the stability of a displacement front. Comparing
Eq. (6.32) with (6.31) lets us make the identifications
a=

Xw(p0-pw)gsine

(6 42)

-

T = ML

(6.43)

8 = (1-M)

(6.44)

The resulting expression for the growth of a perturbation is
&
M
(l-MX$,-<D2)+M.(p0-pJgsin0
(6 45)

'

Equation (6.45) agrees with Eq. (7-104) in Collins [1961].
Zero growth rate of a perturbation is determined by setting the derivative
de/dt = 0 in Eq. (6.45). The resulting condition for zero growth rate is

(1- A f X * i - * 2 ) + M,(p e -p w )gsine = 0

(6.46)
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If the medium is horizontal, the condition for a system without gravity is
(1 ~ M)AP = 0

(6.47)

To see the effect of mobility ratio Mon finger growth for the gravity-free case,
we set g =• 0 in Eq, (6.45) to get
fife
X W6
(1 (6.48)
dt
<j>(l- Sor - S-.J [ML
The finger grows exponentially if M> 1, decays exponentially if M< I, and does
not propagate if M = 1.
Exercises
Exercise 6.1 Show that Eq. (6.7) is a solution of Eq. (6.1).
Exercise 6.2 Use Eq. (6.45) to determine the rate of finger growth of a unit
mobility flood in a horizontal medium. Hint: Set M = 1 in Eq. (6.45) and
simplify.
Exercise 6.3 Use Eq. (6.48) to explain why the mobility ratio condition M< 1
is considered "favorable" for a displacement flood.
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Chapter 7
Pattern Floods
The effectiveness of a displacement process depends on many factors.
These factors include reservoir and fluid characteristics that are beyond our
control, such as depth, structure, and fluid type. Other factors that influence
displacement efficiency can be controlled, however. They include the number
and type of wells, well rates, and well locations. The distribution of wells is
known as the well pattern. The impact of well pattern on displacement effectiveness is discussed after definitions of recovery efficiency are presented.

7.1 Recovery Efficiency
Recovery efficiency is quantified by comparing initial and final volumes
of fluid in place. It takes into account volumetric and displacement efficiencies.
The different aspects of recovery efficiency are defined and then combined to
form overall recovery efficiency.
Displacement efficiency accounts for the efficiency of recovering mobile
hydrocarbon. To be specific, we define displacement efficiency for oil as the
ratio of mobile oil to original oil in place at reservoir conditions:
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where
Vp
Soi

initial pore volume
initial oil saturation
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Sor residual oil saturation
Displacement efficiency can approach 100% if residual oil saturation can be
driven to zero. One of the goals of enhanced oil recovery processes such as
micellar-polyrner flooding or miscible flooding is to reduce residual oil saturation and increase displacement efficiency.
The definition of displacement efficiency can be modified to include the
effects of swelling. Swelling is represented by using surface volume rather than
reservoir volume in the definition of displacement efficiency. The volume
conversion is achieved by dividing reservoir volume by formation volume factor.
For example, the displacement efficiency of a waterflood is
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where
Boi oil FVF at the beginning of waterflood
Boa oil FVF at the waterflood pressure
Notice that oil formation volume factor is a maximum at the bubble point
pressure of the oil. If the waterflood is conducted at or just above bubble point
pressure, the value of B^ will be maximized and the residual oil term will be
minimized. The resulting displacement efficiency for a waterflood is then
maximized.
Displacement efficiency is a measure of how effectively mobile hydrocarbons can be recovered. Although the above definitions of displacement
efficiency have been given for oil, similar definitions can be provided for gas.
In addition to displacement efficiency, volumetric factors are needed to
determine overall recovery efficiency. Areal and vertical sweep efficiencies are
defined by
„ = swept area
A - ,total area

E

(7.3)

and
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„ _ swept thickness
total thickness

(7,4)

Reservoir flow models are useful tools for quantifying both swept area and swept
thickness. The product of areal and vertical sweep efficiency is the volumetric
sweep efficiency Evol:
E

vor^EF

(7.5)

where
EA areal sweep efficiency
Ey vertical sweep efficiency
Overall recovery efficiency must account for both volumetric and
displacement effects. It is therefore defined as the product of volumetric sweep
efficiency and displacement efficiency:
^-ED^EvorED^EAxEy

(7,6)

where
RE recovery efficiency
Notice that each of the efficiency factors in recovery efficiency can be relatively
large,, and yet recovery efficiency will be relatively small. For example, suppose
the areal and vertical efficiencies are each 70% and displacement efficiency is
80%, the product of these efficiencies is approximately 39%. This means that
even the reservoirs with the best recovery efficiency often have a substantial
volume of unrecovered hydrocarbon remaining in the ground. The most
important goal of improved recovery techniques is to recover this remaining
resource.
7.2 Patterns and Spacing
The displacement processes discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 study fluid
displacement between one injection well and one production well. The alignment
of the injector-producer pair represents a linear displacement process. It is the
simplest pattern involving injection and production wells. A variety of other
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patterns may be defined. Several examples are shown in Figure 7-1. A representative pattern element for the five-spot pattern is shown using lines between
wells to denote boundary wells.

Direct Line Drive Pattern
a — distance between neighboring wells
d — distance between rows of wells
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Staggered Line Drive Pattern
a = distance between neighboring wells
d ~ distance between rows of wells

Five-Spot Pattern
d = distance between neighboring producers
= distance between neighboring injectors
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Figure 7-1. Well Locations in Selected Well Patterns. Production Well •;
Injection Well *.
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The ratio of the number of producing wells to the number of injection wells is
shown in Table 7-1. The patterns depicted in Table 7-1 and Figure 7-1 are
symmetric patterns that are especially effective for reservoirs with relatively
small dip and large areal extent. The injectors and producers are generally
interspersed. Other patterns in which injectors and producers are grouped
together may be needed for reservoirs with significant dip. For example, a
peripheral or flank injection pattern may be needed to effectively flood an
anticlinal or monoclinal reservoir.
Table 7-1
Producer-to-Injector Ratios for Common Well Patterns
Well Pattern

Producer : Injector Ratio

Four-Spot

2

Five-Spot

1

Direct Line-drive

1

Staggered Line-drive

1

Seven-Spot

1/2

Nine- Spot

1/3

The location of injection wells depends on factors such as reservoir
structure, injected fluid type, and displacement mechanism. For example,
upstructure gas injection can be an effective displacement process for producing
a monoclinal reservoir containing oil. It relies on the movement of a gas-oil
contact and the displacement of oil to downstrucrure production wells. On the
other hand, downstructure peripheral injection of water can be used to displace
oil to upstructure producers in an anticlinal reservoir. In this case, downstructure
water injection is used to move the oil-water contact upstructure and displace
oil to upstructure production wells. The same displacement concept applies to
production of an anticlinal oil reservoir with strong aquifer support.
In addition to reservoir geometry and displacement process, the well
pattern depends on the distribution of existing production wells and the desired
spacing of wells. Well spacing is an estimate of the area being drained by a
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production well. A reduction in well spacing requires an increase in the density
of production wells. The density of production wells is the number of production
wells in a specified area. Well density can be increased by drilling additional
wells in the space between wells in a process called infill drilling. Infill drilling
is an effective means of altering flow patterns and improving recovery efficiency,
but can be more expensive than a fluid displacement process. The selection of
a development plan depends on a comparison of the economics of alternative
development concepts. Reservoir models are especially useful tools for
performing these studies.

7.3 Pattern Recovery
Optimum performance may be achieved with the patterns defined in the
previous section by controlling the rates of injectors and producers. These
calculations can be performed analytically if we assume the displacing and
displaced fluids are incompressible, the mobility ratio is one, and the reservoir
has uniform properties. Values of injection rates for the three patterns shown
in Figure 7-1 are presented in Table 7-2 [ Wilhite, 1986]. Units and nomenclature
for the rate equations in Table 7-2 are barrels per day for rate q; darcies for
permeability k; feet for thickness h; well separations a and d, and wellbore radius
rw; pounds per square inch for pressure change A/3; and centipoise for viscosity
|i. The well separations are defined in Figure 7-1.
Table 7-2
Analytical Injection Rates for Selected Well Patterns
Pattern

Rate
q =—

Direct Line Drive

3.541 khbP

d
a

-,-> 1

-1.838
H In \r—) + 1.571a
w

3541 kh^P
Staggered Line Drive

-1.838
M In \r—j + 1.571a
w
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Table 7-2
Analytical Injection Rates for Selected Well Patterns
Pattern

Rate

Five-Spot
*

3541 khbP
fa]
In — - 0.619
\rw)

The calculation of analytical injection rates, even under a set of restrictive
assumptions, provides a methodology for designing well patterns without using
a reservoir simulator. More accurate estimates of injection rates under a less
restrictive set of assumptions are obtained using reservoir simulators. For
example, simulators have been used to correlate volumetric sweep efficiency
with mobility ratio and permeability variation in a reservoir that is being
subjected to a pattern flood [Wilhite, 1986]. One measure of permeability
variation is the Dykstra-Parsons coefficient of permeability variation.
The Dykstra-Parsons coefficient can be estimated for a log-normal
permeability distribution as
VDp = 1- exp - jertk

*H

where kA is the arithmetic average permeability for n samples
K
kA ~--f
L k
i
K

n

/=!

and kH is the harmonic average permeability

JL_ ly _L
kH

« ~ kt

The Dykstra-Parsons coefficient should be in the range 0 < VDP < 1. For a
perfectly homogeneous reservoir, VDP = 0 because kA = kH. An increase in
reservoir heterogeneity increases VDP. Typical values of the Dykstra-Parsons
coefficient are in the range 0.4 < VDP < 0.9.
Correlations of volumetric sweep efficiency with mobility ratio and
permeability variation show that volumetric sweep efficiency declines as
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reservoir heterogeneity increases or mobility ratio increases, particularly for
mobility ratios greater than one. This makes sense physically if we recall the
definition of mobility ratio.
Mobility ratio is the mobility of the displacing fluid behind the front
divided by the mobility of the displaced fluid ahead of the front. If the mobility
of the displacing fluid is greater than the mobility of the displaced fluid, then
the mobility ratio is greater than one. On the other hand, if the mobility of the
displacing fluid is less than the mobility of the displaced fluid, then the mobility
ratio is less than one. Mobility ratios less than or equal to one are considered
favorable, while mobility ratios greater than one are considered unfavorable.
Unfavorable mobility ratios often occur when gas is displacing oil or water is
displacing high viscosity oil. An example of a flood with a favorable mobility
ratio is the displacement of a low-viscosity oil by water.
Exercises
Exercise 7.1 Core floods show that the waterflood of a core with 80% initial
oil saturation leaves a residual oil saturation of 30%. If the same core is
resaturated with oil and then flooded with carbon dioxide, the residual oil
saturation is 10%. What are the displacement efficiencies for the waterflood and
the carbon dioxide flood?
Exercise 7.2 Assuming a log-normal distribution, estimate the Dykstra-Parsons
coefficient for three sample permeabilities: k{ = 35 md; k2=48 md; k3 -126 md.
Exercise 7.3 (A) Run EXAM6.DAT and record the time, pressure, oil rate, water
rate, gas rate, cumulative oil produced, and cumulative gas produced at the end
of the run. (B) What is the oil recovery efficiency at the end of the run? Hint:
original oil in place is output in the run output file WTEMP.ROF.
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Chapter 8

Fluid recovery concepts during the life of a reservoir are summarized in
this chapter. A review of the various production stages during the life of a
conventional reservoir is followed by a discussion of recovery mechanisms for
enhanced oil recovery and non-conventional fossil fuels.
8.1 Production Stages
The production life of a reservoir begins when reservoir fluid is withdrawn
from the reservoir. Production can begin immediately after the discovery well
is drilled, or several years later after several delineation wells have been drilled.
Delineation wells are used to define the reservoir boundaries, while development
wells are used to optimize resource recovery. Optimization criteria are defined
by management and should take into account relevant governmental regulations.
The optimization criteria may change during the life of the reservoir for a variety
of reasons, including changes in technology, economic factors, and new
information obtained during various stages of reservoir production. The stages
of reservoir production are described below.
Primary Production
Primary production is ordinarily the first stage of production. It relies
entirely on natural energy sources. To remove petroleum from the pore space
it occupies, the petroleum must be replaced by another fluid, such as water,
natural gas, or air. Oil displacement is caused by the expansion of in situ fluids
64
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as pressure declines during primary reservoir depletion. The natural forces
involved in the displacement of oil during primary production are called
reservoir drives. The most common reservoir drives for oil reservoirs are water
drive, solution or dissolved gas drive, and gas cap drive.
The most efficient drive mechanism is water drive. In this case, water
displaces oil as oil flows to production wells. An effective reservoir management
strategy for a water drive reservoir is to balance oil withdrawal with the rate of
water influx. Water drive recovery typically ranges from 35% to 75% of the
original oil in place (OOIP).
In a solution gas drive, gas dissolved in the oil phase at reservoir
temperature and pressure is liberated as pressure declines. Some oil moves with
the gas to the production wells as the gas expands and moves to the lower
pressure zones in the reservoir. Recovery by solution gas drive ranges from 5%
to 30% OOIP.
A gas cap is a large volume of gas at the top of a reservoir. When
production wells are completed in the oil zone below the gas cap, the drop in
pressure associated with pressure decline causes gas to move from the higher
pressure gas cap down toward the producing wells. The gas movement drives
oil to the wells, and eventually large volumes of gas will be produced with the
oil. Gas cap drive recovery ranges from 20% to 40% OOIP, although recoveries
as high as 60% can occur in steeply dipping reservoirs with enough permeability
to allow oil to drain to downstructure production wells.
Gravity drainage is the least common of the primary production mechanisms. In this case oil flows downstructure to a producing well. This is the result
of a pressure gradient that favors downstructure oil flow to oil movement
upstructure due to gravity segregation. Gravity drainage can be effective when
it works. It is most likely to happen in shallow, highly permeable, steeply
dipping reservoirs.
A schematic comparison of primary production mechanisms on reservoir
pressure and recovery efficiency is sketched in Figure 8-1. In many cases, one
or more drive mechanisms are functioning simultaneously. The behavior of the
field depends on which mechanism is most important at various times during
the life of the field. The best way to predict the behavior of such fields is with
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sophisticated reservoir flow models.
100

K^-^

E

0
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0

Recovery Efficiency, % OOIP
A: Liquid and Rock Expansion
B: Solution Gas Drive
C: Gas Cap Expansion
D: Gravity Drainage
E: Water Influx

Figure 8-1. Comparison of primary production
mechanisms
If we rearrange the terms in the general material balance equation for an
oil reservoir, Eq. (2.3), we can estimate the relative importance of different drive
mechanisms. The indices representing different drives are given in Table 8-1
relative to the hydrocarbon production given by
DHC = NpB0 + [Cps - NpRso]Bg + G^

(8.1)

Table 8-1
Drive Indices from the Schilthuis Material Balance Equation
Drive

Index

Solution Gas

Isg = ND0/DHC

Gas Cap

Igc = NDgo/DHC

Water

Iw = [(We-Wp)Bw]IDHC

Injected Fluids

^[Wfo + GpllDne

Connate Water and Rock Expansion I^mDr + D^+NDJ/DHc
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The sum of the drive indices equals one, thus

Iv + Igc + Iw + 1, + I* = 1

(8,2)

Equation (8.2) can be derived by rearranging Eq. (2.3). A comparison of the
magnitudes of the drive indices indicates which drive is dominating the performance of the reservoir.
Although the above discussion referred to oil reservoirs, similar comments
apply to gas reservoirs. Water drive and gas expansion with reservoir pressure
depletion are the most common drives for gas reservoirs. Gas reservoir recovery
can be as high as 70% to 90% of original gas in place (OGIP) because of the
relatively high mobility of gas.
Gas storage reservoirs have a different life cycle than gas reservoirs that
are being depleted. Gas storage reservoirs are used as a warehouse for gas. If
the gas is used to as a fuel for power plants, it will also need to be periodically
produced and replenished. The performance attributes of a gas storage reservoir
are [Tek, 1996, pg. 4]:
*
Verification of inventory
*
Assurance of deliverability
*
Containment against migration
The gas inventory consists of working gas and cushion gas. Gas deliverability
must be sufficient to account for swings in demand. Demand swings arise from
such factors as seasonal variations. Gas containment is needed to conserve the
amount of stored gas. For more discussion of natural gas storage in reservoirs,
see references such as Tek [1996], Smith [1990], and Katz and Lee [1990].
Secondary Production
Primary depletion is usually not sufficient to optimize recovery from an
oil reservoir. Oil recovery can be doubled or tripled by supplemental natural
reservoir energy. The supplemental energy is provided using an external energy
source, such as water injection or gas injection. The injection of water or natural
gas may be referred to as pressure maintenance or secondary production. The
latter term arose because injection usually followed a period of primary pressure
depletion, and was therefore the second production method used in a field. Many
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modern reservoirs incorporate pressure maintenance early in the production life
of the field, sometimes from the beginning of production. In this case the
reservoir is not subjected to a conventional primary production phase. The term
"pressure maintenance" is a more accurate description of the reservoir
management strategy for these fields than the term "secondary production."
Alternative Classifications
Both primary and secondary recovery processes are designed to produce
oil using immiscible methods. Additional methods may be used to improve oil
recovery efficiency by reducing residual oil saturation. The reduction of residual
oil saturation requires a change in such factors as interfacial tension or
wettability. Methods designed to reduce residual oil saturation have been referred
to in the literature as:
• Tertiary Production
• Enhanced Oil Recovery
• Improved Oil Recovery
The term tertiary production was originally used to identify the third stage of
the production life of the field. Typically the third stage occurred after waterflooding. The third stage of oil production would involve a process that was
designed to mobilize waterflood residual oil. An example of a tertiary production
process is a chemical flood process such as surfactant flooding. Tertiary
production processes were designed to improve displacement efficiency by
injecting fluids or heat. They were referred to as enhanced recovery processes.
It was soon learned, however, that some fields would perform better if the
enhanced recovery process was implemented before the third stage in the life
of the field. In addition, it was found that enhanced recovery processes were
often more expensive than just drilling more wells in a denser pattern.
The drilling of wells to reduce well spacing and increase well density is
called infill drilling. The birth of the term "infill drilling" was coincident with
the birth of another term, "improved recovery." Improved recovery includes
enhanced oil recovery and infill drilling. Some major improved recovery
processes are waterflooding, gasflooding, chemical flooding, and thermal
recovery, [Dyke, 1997]. They are discussed in more detail below.
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8.2 Enhanced Oil Recovery
Improved recovery technology includes traditional secondary recovery
processes such as waterflooding and immiscible gas injection, as well as
enhanced oil recovery (EOR) processes. EOR processes are usually classified
as one of the following processes: chemical, miscible, thermal, and microbial.
A brief description of each of these processes is presented here. The literature
on EOR processes is extensive. For more detailed discussions of EOR processes,
including screening criteria and analyses of displacement mechanisms, see such
references as Taber and Martin [1983], Lake [1989], Martin [1992], Taber, et
al. [1996], and Green and Willhite [1998].
Chemical
Chemical flooding methods include polymer flooding, micellar-polymer
or surfactant-polymer flooding, and alkaline or caustic flooding. Polymer
flooding is designed to improve the mobility ratio and fluid flow patterns of a
displacement process by increasing the viscosity of injected water containing
polymer, Micellar-polymer flooding uses a detergent-like solution to lower
residual oil saturation to waterflooding. The polymer slug injected after the
micellar slug is designed to improve displacement efficiency. Alkaline flooding
uses alkaline chemicals that can react with certain types of in situ crude. The
resulting chemical product is miscible with the oil and can reduce residual oil
saturation to waterflooding.
Miscible
Miscible flooding methods include carbon dioxide injection, natural gas
injection, and nitrogen injection. Miscible gas injection must be performed at
a high enough pressure to ensure miscibility between the injected gas and in situ
oil. Miscibility is achieved when interfacial tension (IFT) between the aqueous
and oleic phases is significantly reduced. The desired IFT reduction is typically
from around 1 dyne/cm to 0.001 dyne/cm or less. Any reduction in IFT can
improve displacement efficiency, and a near miscible process can yield much
of the incremental oil that might be obtained from a miscible process. If reservoir
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pressure is not maintained above the minimum miscibility pressure (MMP) of
the system, the gasflood will be an immiscible gas injection process.
Immiscible gas can be used as the principal injection fluid in a secondary
displacement process, or it can be used as the injection fluid for a tertiary
process. Two improved recovery processes based on immiscible gas injection
are the double displacement process (DDP) and the second contact water
displacement (SCWD) process [Novakovic, 1999]. Both processes require the
injection of immiscible gas into reservoirs that have been previously waterflooded. Oil remaining after waterflood can coalesce into a film when exposed to an
immiscible gas. The processes require favorable gas-oil and oil-water interfacial
tensions. The oil film can be mobilized and produced by down-dip gravity
drainage (the DDP) process or by water influx from either an aquifer or water
injection (SCWD) following the immiscible gas injection period.
Thermal
Thermal flooding methods include hot water injection, steam drive, steam
soak, and in situ combustion. The injection or generation of heat in a reservoir
is designed to reduce the viscosity of in situ oil and improve the mobility ratio
of the displacement process. Electrical methods can also be used to heat fluids
in relatively shallow reservoirs containing high-viscosity oil, but electrical
methods are not as common as hot-fluid injection methods. Steam injection
methods work by injecting steam into the reservoir, while in situ combustion
requires compressed air injection after in situ oil has been ignited. Steam and
hot water injection processes are the most common thermal methods because
of the relative ease of generating hot water and steam. The in situ combustion
process is more difficult to control than steam injection processes and it requires
an in situ oil that can be set on fire. Hot gases and heat advance through the
formation and displace the heated oil to production wells.
Microbial
Microbial EOR uses the injection of microorganisms and nutrients in a
carrier medium to increase oil recovery and/or reduce water production in
petroleum reservoirs. Dietrich, et al.[1996] summarized the results of five
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successful commercial microbial EOR projects. The projects reflected a diversity
of locations, lithologies, depths, porosities, permeabilities, and temperatures.
Two of the projects were in the U.S., two in China, and one in Argentina, and
included sandstone, fractured dolomite, siltstone/sandstone, and fractured
sandstone reservoirs. Reservoir depths ranged from 4450 to 6900 feet, temperatures from 110° to 180° F, porosity from 0.079 to 0.232, and effective permeability from 1.7 to 300 md. Evidence from laboratory research and case/field studies
shows that microbial EOR processes can result in the incremental recovery of
oil and also reduce water production from high permeability zones. However,
more research needs to be done to maximize the potential for microbial EOR.
Some effort in this direction has been conducted. A microbial transport simulator
was developed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy as a
modification to the black oil simulator BOAST.
8.3 Nonconventional Fossil Fuels
Clean energy refers to energy that is generated with little environmental
pollution. Natural gas is a source of clean energy. Oil and gas fields are
considered conventional sources of natural gas. In the following, we discuss two
nonconventional sources of natural gas: coalbed methane, and gas hydrates.
(oalbed Methane
Coalbeds are an abundant source of methane [Selley, 1998; Rogers, 1994].
The presence of methane gas in coal has been well known to coal miners as a
safety hazard, but is now being viewed as a source of natural gas. The gas is
bound in the micropore structure of the coalbed. It is able to diffuse into the
natural fracture network when a pressure gradient exists between the matrix and
the fracture network. The fracture network in coalbeds consists of microfractures.
The microfractures allow Darcy flow and are called "cleats."
Gas recovery from coalbeds depends on three processes [Kuuskraa and
Brandenburg, 1989]. Coalbed methane exists as a monomolecular layer on the
internal surface of the coal matrix. Its composition is predominately methane,
but can also include other constituents, such as ethane, carbon dioxide, nitrogen
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and hydrogen [Mavor, et al., 1999]. Gas content can range from approximately
20 SCF gas per ton of coal in the Powder River Basin of Wyoming [Mavor, et
al., 1999] to 600 SCF/ton in the Appalachian Basin [Gaddy, 1999]. Gas recovery
begins with the desorption of gas from the internal surface to the coal matrix
and micropores. The gas then diffuses through the coal matrix and micropores
into the cleats. Finally, gas flows through the cleats to the production well. The
flow rate depends, in part, on the pressure gradient in the cleats and the density
and distribution of cleats. The controlling mechanisms for gas production from
coalbeds are the rate of desorption from the coal surface to the coal matrix, the
rate of diffusion from the coal matrix to the cleats, and the rate of flow of gas
through the cleats.
The production performance of a coalbed methane well typically exhibits
three stages. The reservoir dewaters and methane production increases during
the first stage of pressure depletion. Methane production peaks during the second
stage. The amount of water produced is relatively small compared to gas
production during the second stage because of gas-water relative permeability
effects, and desorption of natural gas provides a counterbalance to permeability
loss as a result of formation compaction. The third stage of production is similar
to conventional gas field production in which gas rate declines as reservoir
pressure declines.
Gas Hydrates
The entrapment of natural gas molecules in ice at very low temperatures
forms an ice-like solid. The ice-like solid substance is a metastable complex
called a gas hydrate. Gas hydrates are clathrates. A clathrate is a chemical complex that is formed when one type of molecule completely encloses another type
of molecule in a lattice. In the case of gas hydrates, hydrogen-bonded water
molecules form a cage-like structure in which mobile molecules of gas are
absorbed or bound.
The presence of gas hydrates can complicate field operations. For
example, the existence of hydrates on the ocean floor can affect drilling
operations in deep water. The simultaneous flow of natural gas and water in
tubing and pipelines can result in the formation of gas hydrates that can impede
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or completely block the flow of fluids through pipeline networks. Heating the
gas or treating the gas-water system with chemical inhibitors can prevent the
formation of hydrates, but increases operating costs,
Gas hydrates are generally considered a problem for oil and gas field
operations, but their potential commercial value as a clean energy resource is
changing the industry perception. The potential as a gas resource is due to the
relatively large volume of gas contained in the gas hydrate complex. In
particular, Makogon, et al. [1997] have reported that one cubic meter of gas
hydrate contains 164.6 m3 of methane. This is equivalent to one barrel of gas
hydrate containing 924 ft3 of methane, and is approximately six times as much
gas as the gas contained in an unimpeded gas-filled pore system [Selley, 1998,
pg, 25]. The gas in gas hydrates occupies approximately 20% of the volume of
the gas hydrate complex. The remaining 80% of gas hydrate complex volume
is occupied by water.
Gas hydrates can be found throughout the world [Selley, 1998; Makogon,
et al., 1997]. They exist on land in sub-Arctic sediments and on seabeds where
the water is near freezing at depths of at least 600 to 1500 feet. For instance,
favorable conditions for gas hydrate formation exist at sea floor temperatures
as low as 39°F in the Gulf of Mexico and as low as 30°F in some sections of the
North Sea. According to Makogon, et al. [ 1997], over 700 trillion m3 in explored
reserves of methane in the hydrate state exist. Difficulties in cost-effective
production have hampered development of the resource.
Exercises
Exercise 8.1 Use the definitions in Table 8-1 and Eq. (8-1) to derive Eq. (8-2)
fromEq. (2.3).
Exercise 8.2 (A) Which drive index in Table 8-1 will be largest in a field
containing a dead oil that is subjected to pressure depletion? (B) Suppose a dead
oil reservoir is subjected to a peripheral waterflood. Identify the two drive
indices in Table 8-1 that will have the greatest influence on oil recovery.
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Exercise 8.3 EOR simulators can be found on the internet. Access the internet
and search for a website containing public domain EOR simulators. Hint: The
United States Department of Energy is one governmental agency that has
distributed EOR software using a website.
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Chapter 9
Economics and the Environment
Economic analyses are an essential aspect of a reservoir management
study. The economic performance of a prospective project is often the deciding
factor in determining whether or not a project is undertaken. Consequently, it
is important to be aware of basic economic concepts and factors that may effect
the economic performance of a project. These topics are introduced here. Further
details can be found in references such as Thompson and Wright [1985] and
Satter and Thakur [1994].

9.1 SPEAVPC Reserves
The analysis of a petroleum project depends on the amount of commercially valuable resource that is available. According to the Society of Petroleum
Engineers and the World Petroleum Congress [Staff-JPT, 1997], reserves are
those quantities of petroleum which are anticipated to be commercially
recoverable from known accumulations from a given date forward. Table 9-1
summarizes the SPEAVPC definitions of reserves. The definitions of reserves
include both qualitative and quantitative criteria. Although the SPEAVPC
definitions have been adopted in many parts of the world, they are not universal.
For example, a different, yet analogous, set of definitions exists in the Russian
Federation [Nemchenko, et al., 1995; Grace, et al., 1993].
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Table 9-1
SPE/WPC Reserves Definitions
Proved
reserves

4 Those quantities of petroleum which, by analysis of geological
and engineering data, can be estimated with reasonable certainty
to be commercially recoverable, from a given date forward, from
known reservoirs and under current economic conditions,
operating methods, and government regulation.
4 In general, reserves are considered proved if the commercial
producibility of the reservoir is supported by actual production
or formation tests.
4 There should be at least a 90% probability (P90) that the
quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate.

Unproved
reserves

Those quantities of petroleum which are based on geologic
and/or engineering data similar to that used in estimates of
proved reserves; but technical, contractual, economic, or regulatory uncertainties preclude such reserves being classified as
proved.

Probable
reserves

4 Those unproved reserves which analysis of geological and
engineering data suggests are more likely than not to be recoverable.
4 There should be at least a 50% probability (P50) that the
quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate.

Possible
reserves

4 Those unproved reserves which analysis of geological and
engineering data suggests are less likely to be recoverable than
probable reserves.
I
4 There should be at least a 10% probability (P]0) that the
quantities actually recovered will equal or exceed the estimate.

The probability distribution associated with the SPE/WPC reserves
definitions can be estimated with relative ease if the modeling team has
performed a sensitivity analysis that generates a set of cases that yield low,
medium, and high reserves estimates. In the absence of data to the contrary, a
reasonable first approximation is that each case is equally likely to occur. Given
this assumption, an average p, and standard derivation o may be calculated from
the sensitivity analysis results to prepare a normal distribution of reserves. For
a normal distribution with mean (J, and standard deviation o, the SPE/WPC
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reserves definitions are quantified as follows:
Proved reserves = P^ = |i - 1.28O
Probable reserves = P50 = |i
Possible reserves = P10 = [I + 1.28O
The normal distribution can be used to associate an estimate of the likelihood
of occurrence of any particular prediction case with its corresponding economic
forecast.
9.2 Basic Economic Concepts
The cash flow of a project is the net cash generated or expended on the
project as a function of time. The time value of money is included in economic
analyses by applying a discount rate to adjust the value of money to the value
during a base year. The discount rate is the adjustment factor, and the resulting
cash flow is called the discounted cash flow. The net present value (NPV) of
the cash flow is the value of the cash flow at a specified discount rate. The
discount rate at which NPV is zero is called the discounted cash flow return on
investment (DCFROI) or Internal Rate of Return (IRR).
A typical plot of NPV as a function of time is shown in Figure 9-1. The
early time part of the figure shows a negative NPV and indicates that the project

Time (Years)

Figure 9-1. Typical cash flow
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is operating at a loss. The loss is usually associated with initial capital investments and operating expenses that are incurred before the project begins to
generate revenue. The reduction in loss and eventual growth in positive NPV
is due to the generation of revenue in excess of expenses. The point in time on
the graph when the NPV is zero after the project has begun is the payout time.
The concept of payout time applies to either discounted or undiscounted cash
flow. Payout time on Figure 9-1 is approximately 1.5 years.
The discounted cash flow return on investment (DCFROI) and payout time
are measures of the economic viability of a project. Another measure is the
profit-to-investment ratio. The profit-to-investment (PI) ratio is a measure of
profitability. It is defined as the total undiscounted cash flow without capital
investment divided by total investment. Unlike DCFROI, the PI ratio does not
take into account the time value of money. The definitions of several commonly
used economic measures are presented in Table 9-2. Useful plots include a plot
of NPV versus time and a plot of NPV versus discount rate.
Table 9-2
Definitions of Selected Economic Measures
Discount Rate

Factor to adjust the value of money to a base
year.

Net Present Value
(NPV)

Value of cash flow at a specified discount rate.

DCFROI or IRR

Discount rate at which NPV = 0.

Payout Time

Time when NPV = 0.

Profit-to-Investment
(PI) Ratio

Undiscounted cash flow without capital investment divided by total investment.

The ideas discussed above are quantified as follows. Net present value
is the difference between the present value of revenue R and the present value
of expenses £, thus

NPV = R-E
(9.1)
If we define AE(&) as the expenses incurred during a time period k, then E may
be written as
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where i 7is the annual inflation rate, N is the number of years of the expenditure
schedule, and Q is the number of times interest is compounded each year. A
similar expression is written for revenue R:

where A/?(fc) is revenue obtained during time period k, and i is the annual interest
or discount rate. Equations (9.2) and (9.3) include the assumptions that i and / /
are constants over the life of the project, but i and / 'are not necessarily equal.
These assumptions let us compute the present value of money expended relative
to a given inflation rate i ' and compare the result to the present value of revenue
associated with a specified interest or discount rate i.
Illustration: Application to an Oil Production Project
The net present value and break-even oil price for an oil production proj ect
can be obtained from the above analysis as an illustration of the concepts. We
specify the base year for present value calculations as the year when the project
begins. In this case, we have no initial revenue and the initial expense is just
initial investment //, thus
Afl(O) = 0 andA£(0) = //

(9.4)

Substituting Eqs. (9.2) through (9.4) into Eq. (9.1) gives

Q;

Revenue from the sale of oil during period k has the form
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(9,6)

where P0 is the present price of oil, and AN° (k) is the incremental oil production
during period k. Notice that we are assuming the value of produced gas is
negligible in this example. An inflation factor on the price of oil is included in
Eq. (9.6). Combining Eqs. (9.4), (9.5), and (9.6) yields net present value for this
project:
O

(9.7)

Q

Q

The incremental oil production in Eq. (9.7) is typically obtained as a
forecast using reservoir engineering methods. Some of the most frequently used
methods include decline curve analysis, material balance analysis, or reservoir
simulation. The oil production profile used in the economic analysis may
represent both historical and predicted oil recovery. Th& predicted oil recovery
is used to determine project reserves. Several different production profiles may
be required to determine the probabilistic distribution of reserves and associated
economic sensitivity.
A break-even oil price Poe for a specified rate of return / = ROR and
production profile is calculated by setting NPV= 0 as the break-even condition
in Eq. (9.7). Rearranging the resulting equation gives the following estimate of
break-even oil price:

N^Q

ROR

~.f

Q

1T

(9.8)

Q

A plot of Pw versus ROR shows the sensitivity of break-even oil price to
different rates of return.
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9.3 Investment Decision Analysis
Economic analyses are performed to provide information about the
economic performance that can be expected from a project relative to alternative
investment options. The decision to invest in a project depends on many factors.
Thompson and Wright [1985, pg. 3-2] list the following set of characteristics
for measures of investment worth that can be used to compare and rank
competing projects:
* Consistent with corporate goals.
* Easy to understand and apply.
«Permits cost-effective decision making.
«Provides a quantitative measure for acceptance or rejection,
* Permits alternatives to be compared and ranked.
* Incorporates the time value of money.
The economic measures that are used in investment decision analysis
depend on the experience of the decision makers who will use the economic
measures. Some of the most commonly used economic measures are payout,
present worth, net present value, discount rate, profit-to-investment ratio, and
internal rate of return. The relative importance of each economic measure is
determined by the decision makers. For example, a proposed project with an
early payout but relatively low discount rate may be more attractive to a
company that needs to maintain a positive cash flow than another project with
a higher discount rate but which does not payout as soon. The criteria for
acceptance or rejection of a project may change, even within a company, as the
economic environment changes.
Combinations of economic measures are often used as economic criteria
for making decisions about projects. For example, a project may be considered
economically viable if the internal rate of return (IRR) is greater than 30% and
the profit-to-investment ratio (PI) is greater than 0.5. Economic viability is
influenced by both tangible and intangible factors. Intangible factors such as
environmental and socio-political concerns are relatively difficult to quantify,
yet may have a greater influence on the final decision than tangible factors.
Tangible factors, such as well costs and reserves, are relatively easy to quantify.
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9.4 Environmental Impact
Environmental issues must always be considered when developing a
reservoir management strategy. For example, the Louisiana Offshore Oil
Production (LOOP) facility is designed to keep hydrocarbon transfer operations
from pipelines to tankers away from sensitive coastal areas. Periodic water
sampling of surface and produced waters can assure the fresh water sources are
not contaminated. In addition, periodic testing for the excavation or production
of naturally occurring radioactive materials helps assure environmental
compliance,
A well-managed field should be compatible with both the surface and
subsurface environment. The advantages of operating a field with prudent
consideration of environmental issues can pay economic dividends. In addition
to improved public relations, a sensitivity to environmental issues can minimize
adverse environmental effects that may require costly remediation and financial
penalties. Remediation is often in the form of clean-up, such as the clean-up
required after the oil spill from the Exxon-Valdez oil tanker in Alaska. New
technologies are being developed to improve our ability to clean-up environmental pollutants. For example, bioremediation uses living microorganisms or their
enzymes to accelerate the rate of degradation of environmental pollutants
[Westlake, 1999].
Subsidence
An issue of special importance to reservoir characterization is subsidence.
Subsidence is a compressibility effect that depends on the geomechanics of the
produced interval and its overburden. Subsidence, or the change in thickness
A& of the reservoir, can be estimated from the compressibility and pressure
depletion of the system using the equation

A/z = cBhAP = <kcfhAP
where
CB
cf

bulk compressibility [psia"1]
formation compressibility [psia"1]
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h
net thickness of reservoir [ft]
4> porosity [frac]
AF pressure depletion [psia]
If properties like compressibility are measured hydrostatically, they should be
corrected to uniaxial compressibilities [Teeuw, 1971] so that the subsidence
estimate becomes
A/z =

where V is Poisson's ratio and the subscript u denotes uniaxial compressibility.
The correction for uniaxial compaction recognizes that reservoirs with large
lateral dimensions relative to their vertical thickness deform mainly in the
vertical direction.
In many cases, subsidence has little or no adverse environmental effects.
In some cases, however, subsidence can be a significant concern. For example,
a pressure maintenance program in a field where surface subsidence is a likely
consequence of pressure depletion can improve resource recovery and help avoid
economic liabilities resulting from damage caused by surface subsidence.
Subsidence in the Long Beach, California, area due to production of the
Wilmington field had to be mitigated with a pressure maintenance program.
Subsidence has been responsible for production induced seismicity in
areas such as the Rocky Mountain Arsenal near Denver, Colorado, where
production induced seismicity was identified as the cause of earthquakes.
Earthquakes due to natural causes have led to fatalities in tectonically active
areas like the Sea of Okhotsk, offshore Sakhalin Island, Russia. Development
activities in tectonically active areas, such as offshore Sakhalin Island, need to
anticipate the impact of subsidence and production induced seismicity as part
of their reservoir management plans. Examples of compaction studies are
presented by Fredrich, et al. [1998] and Settari and Walters [1999].
Sustainable Development
Failure to adequately consider environmental issues can lead to both
tangible and intangible losses. Intangible losses are difficult to quantify, but can
include loss of public support for an otherwise economically viable project.
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Tangible losses have more readily quantifiable economic consequences. For
example, near- and long-term economic liabilities associated with potable water
contamination can adversely effect project economics. It becomes a question
of business ethics whether a practice that is legal but can lead to an adverse
environmental consequence should nonetheless be pursued because a cost-benefit
analysis showed that economic liabilities were less than economic benefits.
Typically, arguments to pursue an environmentally undesirable practice
based on cost-benefit analyses do not adequately account for intangible costs.
For example, the decision by Shell to dispose of the Brent Spar platform by
sinking it in the Atlantic Ocean led to public outrage in Europe in 1995.
Reversing the decision and disassembling the platform for use as a quay in
Norway resolved the resulting public relations problem, but the damage had been
done. The failure to anticipate the public reaction reinforced a lack of public
confidence in the oil and gas industry, and helped motivate government action
to regulate the decommissioning of offshore platforms in northwest Europe
[Offshore Staff, 1998].
The problem facing the industry is to learn how to achieve sustainable
development. One industry response to environmental and social concerns in
the context of sustainable development is the "triple bottom line" [Whittaker,
1999]. According to this view, sustainable development must integrate social
and environmental concerns into a development plan that optimizes economic
profitability and value creation. The three components of sustainable development, and the three goals of the triple bottom line (TBL), are economic
prosperity, social equity, and environmental protection. The focus of TBL is the
creation of long-term shareholder value by recognizing that corporations are
dependent on licenses provided by society to do business. Whittaker [ 1999, pg.
25] reports that "After a period of serious introspection following the Brent Spar
debacle, Royal Dutch/Shell is perhaps the most enthusiastic supporter of TBL."
Although TBL is in its infancy, key elements of TBL policy are beginning to
emerge. They include [Whittaker, 1999, pg. 25]:
«
Performance measurements that include qualitative social indicators and
ecoefficiency measures (such as energy consumption and recycling) in
addition to compliance and pollutant emissions.
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•

•
•

Development and implementation of strategies that will enable the
industry to meet both future global energy needs and environmental
objectives.
Investment in natural gas, low or zero-emissions fuels, and renewable
forms of energy.
Improved communications with communities affected by operations,

Global Climate Change
One of the most pressing environmental concerns is global climate change.
A purported cause of adverse global climate change is due to the "greenhouse
effect." Increasing levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere absorb infrared
radiation rather than letting it escape into space. The resulting atmospheric
heating is attributed to excessive emissions of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Government and industry are undertaking programs to address this issue.
For example, one possible solution is to collect and store carbon dioxide in
reservoirs in a process known as CO2 sequestration. The goal of CO2 sequestration and similar programs is to provide economically competitive and environmentally safe options to offset all projected growth in baseline emissions of
greenhouse gases.
Exercises
Exercise 9.1 Five independent studies determined the following reserves for
Reservoir A:
Study

1

2

3

4

5

Oil Recovery (MSTBO) 320 150 480 260 370
Assuming a normal distribution of reserves, estimate proved, probable and
possible reserves. Hint: Calculate the average and standard deviation for the oil
recoveries reported above.
Exercise 9.2 Suppose a reservoir has an average porosity of 20%, a formation
compressibility of 20><10~6 psia"1, and a net thickness of 500 feet; and the
reservoir is subjected to a pressure depletion of 3000 psia. (A) Plot subsidence
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as a function of Poisson's ratio for a Poisson's ratio ranging from 0.1 to 0.35.
(B) If you are operating the field from a platform that is built with a deck that
is 10 feet above maximum wave height, discuss the possible impact of subsidence
on operations? (C) Discuss the possible impact of subsidence on wellbore
for deviated wells drilled from the platform.
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Overview of the Modeling Process
The process of applying a reservoir flow simulator to the study of a
physical system is outlined here. The best technology for making reservoir
performance predictions today is to model fluid flow in porous media using
computer programs known as simulators.

10.1 Basic Reservoir Analysis
Reservoir characterization and reservoir engineering evaluations are
usually performed as a part of standard business practice independent of a
reservoir simulation study. The tasks associated with basic reservoir analysis
are described in Chapter 2 and in such references as Craft, et al. [1991], Mian
[1992], and Tearpock and Bischke [1991]. They provide information that is
needed to prepare input data for a simulation study. For example, material
balance studies require the acquisition of fluid property data, field pressures, and
production volumes. This information is also needed to conduct a model study
using a reservoir simulator. Volumetric analyses provide independent appraisals
of reservoir volume that can be used to check the original fluid volumes
calculated by a reservoir model. In addition, basic reservoir analysis can provide
an initial concept of the reservoir and associated drive mechanisms. These
concepts can be used to design the model study. The modeling team needs to
be aware of existing studies and should relate model performance to previous
studies whenever possible.
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10.2 Prerequisites
Several prerequisites should be satisfied before a model study is undertaken [Coats, 1969]. The most important, from a business perspective, is the
existence of a problem of economic importance. At the very least, the objectives
of a model study should yield a solution to the economically important problem,
Once the objectives of a study are specified, the modeler should gather
all available data and reports relating to the field. The term "modeler" is used
in the remainder of the text as a synonym for "modeling team" unless an explicit
distinction must be made. If necessary data is not available, the modeler should
determine if the data can be obtained, either by analogy with other reservoirs
or by correlation. Values for all model input data must be obtained because the
simulator will not run without a complete set of data. In some cases, simplifying
assumptions about the reservoir may have to be made because there is not
enough data available to quantitatively represent the system in greater detail,
In addition to clearly defined objectives, another prerequisite that must
be satisfied before committing to a simulation study is to determine that the
objectives of the study cannot be achieved using simpler techniques. If less
expensive techniques, such as decline curve analysis or the Buckley-Leverett
waterflood displacement algorithm [Collins, 1961; Craig, 1971; and Dake, 1978],
do not provide adequate results, then more sophisticated and costly methods are
justified.
10.3 Computer Modeling
A comprehensive reservoir management model can be thought of as four
interacting models: the reservoir model, the well model, the wellbore model, and
the surface model. The spatial relationship between these models is illustrated
in Figure 10-1. The reservoir model represents fluid flow within the reservoir.
The reservoir is modeled by subdividing the reservoir volume into an array, or
grid, of smaller volume elements (Figure 10-2). Many names are used to denote
the individual volume elements: for example, gridblock, cell, or node. The set
of all volume elements is known by such names as grid or mesh.
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Surface Model

• Wellbore Model

Figure 10-1. Reservoir management system.
Every practical reservoir simulator includes both a reservoir model and
a well model. The well model is a term in the fluid flow equations that represents
the extraction of fluids from the reservoir or the injection of fluids into the
reservoir. Full-featured commercial simulators also include a wellbore model
and a surface facility model. The wellbore model represents flow from the
sandface to the surface. The surface model represents constraints associated with
surface facilities, such as platform and separator limitations.
Unconformity

Figure 10-2. Subdivide reservoir.
The mathematical algorithms associated with each model depend on
physical conservation laws and empirical relationships. Computer simulators
are based on conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The most widely
used simulators assume the reservoir is isothermal, that is, constant temperature.
If we are modeling a reservoir where thermal effects matter, such as a secondary
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recovery process where heat has been injected in some form, then we need to
use a simulator that accounts for temperature variation and associated thermodynamic effects. The set of algorithms is sufficiently complex that high-speed
computers are the only practical means of solving the mathematics associated
with a reservoir simulation study. These topics are discussed in more detail in
later chapters.
10.4 Major Elements of a Reservoir Simulation Study
The essential elements of a simulation study include matching field
history; making predictions, including a forecast based on the existing operating
strategy; and evaluating alternative operating scenarios [Mattax and Dalton,
1990; Thomas, 1982], During the history match, the modeler will verify and
refine the reservoir description. Starting with an initial reservoir description,
the model is used to match and predict reservoir performance. If necessary, the
modeler will modify the reservoir description until an acceptable match is
obtained. The history matching phase of the study is an iterative process that
makes it possible to integrate reservoir geoscience and engineering data.
The history matching process may be considered an inverse problem
because an answer already exists. We know how the reservoir performed; we
want to understand why. Our task is to find the set of reservoir parameters that
minimizes the difference between the model performance and the historical
performance of the field. This is a non-unique problem since there is usually
more than one way to match the available data.
Once a match of historical data is available, the next step is to make a base
case prediction, which is essentially just a continuation of existing operating
practice. The base case prediction gives a baseline for comparison with other
reservoir management strategies.
Model users should be aware of the validity of model predictions. One
way to get an idea of the accuracy of predictions is to measure the success of
forecasts made in the past. Lynch [1996] looked at the evolution of the United
States Department of Energy price forecast over a period of several years for
both oil and gas. The quality of price forecasts is illustrated in Figure 10-3,
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Figure 10-3. Price forecasting.
Forecasts that were made in years 1981, 1984, 1987, and 1991 are compared
to the actual prices. Even though price forecast is essential to a commercial
enterprise, it is clear from Lynch's study that there is considerable uncertainty
associated with the price forecast. The wide swing in oil price in the late 1990's
where oil price varied by a factor of two indicates the volatility of economic
factors that are needed in forecasts.
In addition to uncertainty in economic parameters, there is uncertainty
in the forecasted production performance of a field. Forecasts do not account
for discontinuities in historical patterns that arise from unexpected effects. This
is as true in the physical world as it is in the social [Oreskes, et al, 1994].
Simulators do not eliminate uncertainty; they give us the ability to assess and
better manage the risk associated with the prediction of production performance.
A valuable but intangible benefit of the process associated with reservoir
simulation is the help it provides in managing the reservoir. One of the critical
tasks of reservoir management is the acquisition and maintenance of an up-todate data base. A simulation study can help coordinate activities as a modeling
team gathers the resources it needs to determine the optimum plan for operating
a field. Collecting input data for a model is a good way to ensure that every
important technical variable is considered as data is collected from the many
disciplines that contribute to reservoir management. If model performance is
especially sensitive to a particular parameter, then a plan should be made to
determine that parameter more accurately, for example, from either laboratory
or appropriate field tests.
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Exercises
Exercise 10.1 Original Volume In Place: Data file EXAM 1 .DAT is a material
balance model of an undersaturated oil reservoir undergoing pressure depletion.
Run EXAM 1 .DAT and find the volume of oil and gas originally in place.
Exercise 10.2 Gas Reservoir Material Balance: Suppose a gas reservoir has the
following production history:

P
GP
(Bscf) (psia)

Z

P/Z
(psia)

0.015

1946

0.813

2393

0.123

1934

0.813

2378

0.312

1913

0.814

2350

0.652

1873

0.815

2297

1.382

1793

0.819

2190

2.210

1702

0.823

2068

2.973

1617

0.828

1953

3.355

1576

0.830

1899

4.092

1490

0.835

1783

4.447

1453

0.838

1734

4.822

1413

0.841

1680

where G> is cumulative gas production, P is pressure, and Z is gas compressibility factor. Draw a straight line through a plot of GP vs P/Z to find original
gas in place (OGIP). OGIP corresponds to PIZ- 0. These results were obtained
from data file EXAM8.DAT. Verify that the OGIP for the model is about 15.9
Bscf by running EXAM8.DAT and finding the OGIP in WTEMP.ROF. How
much oil and water are originally in place?
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Conceptual Reservoir Scales
One of the most important goals of modeling is to reduce the risk
associated with making decisions in an environment where knowledge is limited.
The range of applicability of acquired data and the integration of scale-dependent
data into a cohesive reservoir concept are discussed below.
11.1 Reservoir Sampling and Scales
A sense of just how well we understand the reservoir can be obtained by
considering the fraction of reservoir area sampled by different techniques. As
an example, suppose we want to find the size of the area sampled by a wellbore
that has a six-inch radius. If we assume the area is circular, we can calculate the
area as TC r 2 where r is the sampled radius. The resulting sampled area is less than
a square foot. To determine the fraction of area sampled, we normalize the
sampled area with respect to the drainage area of a well, say a very modest five
acres. What fraction of the area is directly sampled by the wellbore? The drainage area is 218,000 square feet. The fraction of the area sampled by the well is
three to four parts in a million. This is a tiny fraction of the area of interest.
A well log signal will expand the area that is being sampled. Suppose a
well log can penetrate the formation up to five feet from the wellbore, which
is a reasonably generous assumption. The fraction of area that has been sampled
is now approximately four parts in ten thousand. The sample size in a drainage
area of five acres, which is a small drainage area, is still a fraction of a percent.
95
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Core and well log information gives us a very limited view of the reservoir. A seismic section expands the fraction of area sampled, but the interpretation of seismic data is less precise. Seismic data is often viewed as "soft data"
because of its dependence on interpretation. The reliability of seismic interpretation can be improved when correlated with "hard data" such as core and well
log measurements.
The range of applicability of measured data depends on the sampling
technique. Did we take some core out of the ground, measure an electrical
response from a well log, or detect acoustical energy? The ranges are illustrated
in Figure 11-1. Payers and Hewett [ 1992] point out that scale definitions are not
universally accepted, but do illustrate the relative scale associated with reservoir
property measurements. Scale sizes range from the very big to the microscopic.
To recognize variations in the range of data applicability, four conceptual scales
have been defined (Figure 11-2) and will be adopted for use in the following
discussion.
WELL COR

ELECTRIC LOG

100*

SEISMIC SECTION

-ISO'
49m

-150'

Figure 11-1. Range of data sampling techniques (after
Richardson, et al., 1987a; reprinted by permission of the
Society of Petroleum Engineers).
The Giga Scale includes information associated with geophysical
techniques, such as reservoir architecture. Theories of regional characterization,
such as plate tectonics, provide an intellectual framework within which Giga
Scale measurement techniques, like seismic and satellite data, can be interpreted.
The Mega Scale is the scale of reservoir characterization and includes well
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logging, well testing, and 3D seismic analysis. The Macro Scale focuses on data
sampling at the level of core analysis and fluid property analysis. The Micro
Scale includes pore scale data obtained from techniques such as thin section
analysis and measurements of grain-size distribution. Each of these scales
contributes to the final reservoir model.

MICRO

GIGA

Figure 11-2. Reservoir scales (after
Haldorsen and Lake, 1989; reprinted by
permission of the Society of Petroleum
Engineers).

11.2 Integrating Scales - the Flow Unit
All of the information collected at various scales must be integrated into
a single, comprehensive, and consistent representation of the reservoir. The
integration of data obtained at different scales is a difficult issue that is often
referred to as the "scale-up" problem [for example, see Oreskes, et al., 1994].
Attempts to relate data from two different scales can be difficult. For example,
permeability is often obtained from both pressure transient testing and routine
core analysis. The respective permeabilities, however, may appear to be
uncorrelated because they represent two different measurement scales. An
important task of the scale-up problem is to develop a detailed understanding
of how measured parameters vary with scale. The focus on detail in one or more
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aspects of the reservoir modeling process can obscure the fundamental reservoir
concept in a model study. One way to integrate available data within the context
of a "big picture" is to apply the flow unit concept.
A flow unit is defined as "a volume of rock subdivided according to geological and petrophysical properties that influence the flow of fluids through it"
[Ebanks, 1987]. Typical geologic and petrophysical properties are shown in
Table 11 -1, A classic application of the flow unit concept is presented in a paper
by Slatt and Hopkins [1990],
Table 11-1
Properties Typically Needed to Define a Flow Unit
Geologic

Petrophysical

Texture
Mineralogy
Sedimentary Structure
Bedding Contacts
Permeability Barriers

Porosity
Permeability
Compressibility
Fluid Saturations

A reservoir is modeled by subdividing its volume into an array of representative elementary volumes (REV). The REV concept is not the same as the
flow unit concept. A flow unit is a contiguous part of the reservoir that has
similar flow properties as characterized by geological and petrophysical data.
Several flow unit identification techniques are proposed in the literature, such
as the modified Lorenz plot used by Gunter, et al. [1997].
A simplified variation of the modified Lorenz plot technique is to identify
a flow unit by plotting cumulative flow capacity as a function of depth.
Cumulative flow capacity Fm is calculated as
Fm = cum flow capacity = ]£ kth. /£ kihi ', m= \,,..,n
/=!

/

/=!

where n is the total number of reservoir layers. The layers are numbered in order
from the shallowest layer / = 1 to the deepest layer i = m for a cumulative flow
capacity Fm at depth
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m

Zm = Z0U + fa*/
Y hi
i=\

where Z0 is the depth to the top of layer 1 from a specified datum. A flow unit
will appear on the plot as a line with constant slope. A change in slope is
interpreted as a change from one flow unit to another, as illustrated in Figure
11-3. Slope changes in Figure 11-3 occur at depths of 36 feet, 76 feet, 92 feet,
108 feet, 116 feet, 124 feet, 140 feet, 152 feet, and 172 feet. The largest slope
is between 108 feet and 116 feet, and corresponds to a high permeability zone.
It is followed immediately by a low permeability zone at a depth of approximately 120 feet.
1,000

Depth (feet)

Figure 11-3. Identifying flow units.
Flow units usually contain one or more REVs. By contrast, the REV is
the volume element that is large enough to provide statistically significant
average values of parameters describing flow in the contained volume, but small
enough to provide a meaningful numerical approximation of the fundamental
flow equations [for example, see Bear, 1972]. As noted by Payers and Hewett
[1992], "It is somewhat an act of faith that reservoirs can be described by
relatively few REV types at each scale with stationary average properties."
The flow unit concept is an effective means of managing the growing base
of data being provided by geoscientists. Increasing refinement in geoscientifk
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analysis gives modelers more detail than they can use. Even today, with 100,000
to one million gridblock flow models, modelers cannot use all of the information
that is provided by computer-based geologic models. Computer-based geologic
models often have in excess of one million grid points. It is still necessary to
coarsen detailed geologic models into representative flow units.
An understanding of the big picture, even as a simple sketch, is a valuable
resource for validating the ideas being quantified in a model. Richardson, et al.
[ 1987b] sketched several common types of reservoir models: a deep-water fan;
a sand-rich delta; a deltaic channel contrasted with a deltaic bar, etc. Their
sketches illustrate what the reservoir might look like for a specified set of
assumptions. A sketch such as Figure 11-4 is a good tool for confirming that
people from different disciplines share the same concept of a reservoir; it is a
simple visual aid that enhances communication. In many cases, especially the
case of relatively small fields, the best picture of the reservoir may only be a
qualitative picture. When a more detailed study begins, the qualitative picture
can be upgraded by quantifying parameters such as gross thickness in the context of the conceptual sketch of the reservoir.

Figure 11-4. Mississippi Delta.
Confidence in model performance is acquired by using the model to match
historical field performance. History matching and model validation will be
discussed in greater detail later. From a technical perspective, flow models
should be updated and refined as additional information is obtained from the
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field. In practice, the frequency of model updates depends on the importance
of the resource being modeled to the enterprise.

11.3 Geostatistical Case Study
The process of characterizing a reservoir in a format that is suitable for
use in a reservoir simulator begins with the gathering of data at control points
such as wells. Once this occurs, the data can be contoured and digitized. The
resulting set of digitized maps becomes part of the input data set for a reservoir
simulator.
The contouring step in the process outlined above is changing. Contouring
is the step in which reservoir parameters such as thickness and porosity are
spatially distributed. The spatial distribution of reservoir parameters is a
fundamental aspect of the reservoir characterization process. Two methods for
spatially distributing reservoir parameters are emerging: geostatistics and
reservoir geophysics.
Many modelers view geostatistics as the method of choice for sophisticated reservoir flow modeling [for example, see Lieber, 1996; Haldorsen and
Damsieth, 1993; and Rossini, et al, 1994], even though the resulting reservoir
characterization is statistical. By contrast, information obtained from reservoir
geophysics is improving our ability to "see" between wells in a deterministic
sense. Are these methods competing or complementary? This section presents
a case study that demonstrates several points about geostatistics. A reservoir
geophysical case study is presented in the next chapter. A review of these studies
can help you decide whether either method is appropriate for a particular
application.
An example of a ftill field model study using a geostatistical reservoir
realization is the reservoir management study of the N.E. Nash Unit in Oklahoma
[Fanchi, et al., 1996]. The goal of the study was to prepare a full field reservoir
model that could be used to identify unswept parts of the field. We knew, based
on the history of the field, that water was breaking through at several wells. The
study was designed to look for places where an additional production well could
be economically drilled.
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The N.E. Nash Unit has a gradual dip from north to south. The Misener
sandstone reservoir is bounded above by the Woodford shale, on the flanks by
the Sylvan shale, and below by the Viola limestone. The Viola limestone does
allow some aquifer support for the Misener sandstone.
One of the primary tasks of the study was to map the N.E. Nash Unit. Two
sets of maps were prepared: conventional hand-drawn maps, and a set of maps
based on a geostatistical analysis of the field. The hand-drawn maps correspond
to the deterministic approach in which a single realization is used, while the
geostatistical maps correspond to a stochastic image of the reservoir.
A geostatistical analysis was performed using 42 well control points to
calculate structural tops, gross thickness, net-to-gross ratio, and porosity. A
cross-plot between porosity and core permeability yielded a relationship for
calculating permeability from porosity. From this data, directional semivariograms (Table 11 -2) were prepared to describe the spatial continuity of each
parameter. The semi-variograms represent parameter changes as functions of
distance and direction. For a detailed technical discussion of geostatistics, see
a text such as Isaaks and Srivastava [1989]. Hebert, et al. [1993] have published
some geostatistical software that is compatible with BOAST II.
Table 11-2
Semi-Variogram Model
Goal: Model spatial correlation of data with semi-variance y(h)
Semi-Variance

Value of spatially distributed property at point xit for example, (j),
Spatial vector or "lag" distance between data point at xt + h and data
point at xf. "Lag" A is a vector with length and direction.
N(h) Number of data pairs approximately separated by vector h.

When two sets of maps were compared, the hand-drawn maps were found
to be more homogenous than the geostatistical maps. The geostatistical maps
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exhibited the large-scale trends shown in the hand-drawn maps, but contained
more local variability. This was not surprising, since additional heterogeneity
is expected to arise as a result of geostatistical mapping.
The choice of final maps was based on management priorities: minimize
the risk of drilling a dry hole on the flanks of the field, and complete the study
before water breakthrough occurred in the remaining oil producers. The
geostatistical model satisfied both of these criteria. The main flow path in the
reservoir was narrower in the geostatistically generated maps than in the handdrawn maps, and the geostatistical realization could be modified in a day or two.
Once a set of maps was chosen, the history match process could begin.
Tracer information in the form of salinity changes was useful in helping identify
sources of injection water as the water was produced. This was valuable in
defining flow channels that could not otherwise be inferred. In some areas,
transmissibility and porosity changes were needed to match water cut and
reservoir pressure.
The geostatistical realization used in the N.E. Nash study was just a single
realization. It was selected because it satisfied constraints imposed by previous
volumetric and material balance studies. If these constraints were not available
or were less reliable, which would be the case early in the life of a field, a
geostatistical study would require the use of multiple realizations to characterize
the reservoir. This raises the question of how many realizations are necessary.

Value

—*-Avg

Figure 11-5. Running average.
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Figure 11-5 shows a random sampling from a discrete probabilitydistribution. A running average is also plotted. The figure shows that the running
average does not stabilize, or approach a constant value, until at least 20 trials
have been completed. This is a large number of realizations if history matching
is needed for each realization. Indeed, it would be an unacceptably large number
of realizations, in most cases, because of the time it takes to perform a history
match,
Multiple realizations can also confuse people who are not closely involved
with the modeling process because they do not have a single picture of the
reservoir. On the other hand, the use of multiple realizations makes it possible
to quantify the uncertainty associated with our limited knowledge of properties
distributed spatially throughout the field. Table 11-3 summarizes the advantages
and concerns associated with geostatistics. There is no established procedure
for selecting one or more realizations for history matching from a set of
geostatistically derived realizations. One procedure is described by Rossini, et
al. [1994], An application of reservoir geostatistics in the context of a
multidisciplinary study is presented by Wang, et al. [1998].
Table 11-3
Geostatistics
Advantages

Concerns

+ Realism
+ Cost and confusion of multiple realizations
4 Quantifies uncertainty + History matching still necessary to account
for model discontinuities such as channeling
4 History matching complicated by factors such
as probabilistically generated heterogeneity

Exercises
Exercise 11.1 (A) Run EXAM1.DAT and record the final time, final pressure
and initial oil volume (B) Multiply the volume of the reservoir in EXAM 1 .DAT
by 0.5,10 and 100. This can be done by altering the gridblock size (see Chapter
24.1.1). Make a table showing the final time, final pressure, and initial oil
volume for each case. (C) How does the change in volume affect the pressure
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performance of the model as a function of time?
Exercise 11.2 Repeat Exercise 11.1, but make the volume changes by modifying
the grid dimensions using the modification option presented in Chapter 24.1,2.
Exercise 11.3 Roll a pair of dice 50 times and record the results. Calculate a
running average by calculating a new average after each trial (roll of the dice),
Plot the running average for each trial. How many trials are necessary before
the average stabilizes, that is, the average approaches a constant value?
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Chapter 12
Reservoir Structure
The physical size and shape of the reservoir may be inferred from several
methods that serve as sources of information for defining the large-scale
structure of the reservoir. These information sources are briefly reviewed below.
12.1 Giga Scale
Seismic measurements discussed in the literature by authors such as
Ausburn, et al. [ 1978], McQuillin, et al. [ 1984], Sheriff [ 1989] and Dorn [ 1998]
provide much of the Giga Scale information that can be directly used to
characterize a reservoir. Historically, seismic analyses have been of interest
primarily as a means of establishing the structural size of the reservoir. People
did not believe that seismic data could resolve sufficient detail to provide
information beyond overall reservoir structure. But that view has changed with
the emergence of 4-D seismic monitoring and reservoir geophysics [for example,
see Richardson, 1989;Ruijtenberg,etal., 1990; Anderson, 1995;He,etal., 1996;
Johnston, 1997;; Fanchi, et al. 1999]. It is therefore worthwhile to introduce
some basic geophysical concepts within the context of the reservoir management
function.
Seismic waves are vibrations that propagate from a source, such as an
explosion, through the earth until they encounter a reflecting surface and are
reflected into a detector, such as a geophone. Figure 12-1 shows a seismic trace.
Each trace represents the signal received by a detector. Changes to the amplitude
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of seismic waves occur at reflectors. A seismic reflection occurs at the interface
between two regions with different acoustic impedances.
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Figure 12-1. Seismic trace for a sand wedge (after
Ruijtenberg, 1990; reprinted by permission of the Society
of Petroleum Engineers).
Acoustic impedance is a fundamental seismic parameter. Acoustic
impedance is defined as Z = p V where p is the bulk density of the medium and
V is the compressional velocity of the wave in the medium. Figure 12-2
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Figure 12-2. Seismic wave velocity and bulk density of
rock (after Telford, et al., 1976; reprinted by permission
of Cambridge University Press; after Gardner, et al.,
1974).
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illustrates a correlation between seismic wave velocity and the bulk density of
different types of rock. Further discussion of rock properties and their relationship to seismic variables can be found in the literature [for example, Schon
1996],
A change in acoustic impedance will cause a reflection of the sound wave.
The ability to reflect a sound wave by a change in acoustic impedance is
quantified in terms of the reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficient R at
the interface between two contiguous layers is defined in terms of acoustic
impedances as
Z2/ - Z£ _
n _

where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the contiguous layers.
Reflection coefficient magnitudes for typical subsurface interfaces are
illustrated in Table 12-1. Values of reflection coefficients at the sandstone/limestone interface show that reflection coefficient values can be relatively small
In addition to reflection coefficient, a transmission coefficient can be defined.
The transmission coefficient is one minus the reflection coefficient.
Table 12-1
Typical Reflection Coefficients
Interface

Reflection Coefficient

Sandstone on limestone
Limestone on sandstone
Ocean bottom

0.040
- 0.040
0.11 (soft) to 0.44 (hard)

Nonzero reflection coefficients occur when a wave encounters a change
in acoustic impedance, either because of a change in compressional velocity of
the wave as it propagates from one medium to another, or because the bulk
densities of the media differ. If the change in acoustic impedance is large enough,
the reflection can be measured at the surface. That is why gas tends to show up
as bright spots on seismic data - there is a big change in the density of the fluid.
By contrast, the presence of an oil/water contact is harder to observe with seismic
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measurements because density differences between the oil and water phases are
relatively small and result in small changes in acoustic impedance.
The seismic trace plots seismic amplitude versus two-way travel time, or
the time it takes the seismic wave to propagate from the source to the receiver.
One of the central problems in seismic data processing is to determine the
time/depth conversion. The conversion of travel time data to formation depth
requires that the velocity associated with each geologic zone be known or can
be inferred as the wave evolves with time. When the time/depth conversion is
applied to seismic data, it can change the relative depths of seismic amplitudes
associated with adjacent traces.
Figure 12-3 shows the amplitude and wavelength of a seismic wave [after
de Buyl, et al., 1988]. The sonic log response shown in Figure 12-3 illustrates
the relationship between seismic amplitude and the sonic log. Sonic logs are
typically used to calibrate seismic data when seismic data is used in reservoir
characterization. The sonic log response in Figure 12-3 delineates the top and
base of a geologic section.

Sonic Log

Seismic Wave
Figure 12-3. Seismic wave and sonic log
response.
The wavelength of the seismic wave is the velocity of the wave divided
by its frequency. Alternatively, the wavelength is the velocity in a given medium
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times the period of the wave. The frequency of the wave is a measure of the
energy of the wave and is conserved as the wave propagates from one medium
to another. The wavelength, however, can vary from one medium to another.
When waves overlap - or superpose - they create a wavelet, as shown
in Figure 12-4. The time duration associated with the wavelet disturbance is
denoted Af. The wavelet has a velocity Fin a medium, and the period Tis the
width of the wavelet when plotted as a trace on a time-map of seismic data. The
length of the wave is equal to the velocity V times the period T. Thus, if the
wavelet has a 10 millisecond period and the velocity is 5000 feet per second in
a particular medium, then the length L of that wavelet is 50 feet.

Wavelet
V= velocity in medium
T = A / = period of wavelet

Figure 12-4. Seismic wavelet.
If seismic data has enough resolving power to show the reflecting boundaries of a geologic layer, then the amplitudes of the seismic waves may be useful
for further characterizing petrophysical properties of the reservoir. For example,
suppose a reservoir region is characterized by a porosity <f>, permeability K, net
thickness hnet, and oil saturation S0. Seismic amplitude may be correlatable with
rock quality (for example, Khnet or §khnet) or oil productive capacity (for
example, S0 <j> khnet). When a correlation does exist between seismic amplitude
and a grouping of petrophysical parameters, the correlation may be used to help
guide the distribution of reservoir properties in areas between wells.
Figures 12-5a and b show two approaches to contouring a set of values
at control points. The smooth contour lines shown in Figure 12-5a are preferred
by mappers [Tearpock and Bischke, 1991 ] unless the undulating contour lines
in Figure 12-5b are supported by additional data. Seismic correlations can be
used to justify the more heterogeneous contouring style shown in Figure 12-5b.
A growing body of literature provides additional discussion of this application
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in the context of an emerging discipline known as reservoir geophysics. For
example, see de Buyl, et al. [1988], Evans [1996], Blackwelder, et al. f 1996],
Beasley [1996], and Jack [1998].
Control Point

Figure 12-5a. Smooth contour lines.

Figure 12-5b. Undulating contour lines.
12.2 Mega Scale
The Giga Scale helps define reservoir architecture, but is too coarse to
provide the detail needed to design a reservoir development plan. The Mega
Scale is the scale at which we begin to integrate well log and well test data into
a working model of the reservoir. Table 12-2 illustrates the type of information
that can be obtained at the Mega Scale level from well log data. The most
common interpretations of each log response are included in the table. For
example, a high gamma ray response implies the presence of shales, while a low
gamma ray response implies the presence of clean sands or carbonates. A
combination of well logging tools is usually needed to minimize ambiguity in
log interpretation, as discussed by Brock [1986].
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Table 12-2
Well Log Response

Log

Variable

Response

Gamma ray

Rock type

Detects shale from in situ radioactivity.
4 High GR -» shales
+ Low GR =* clean sands or carbonates

Resistivity

Fluid type

Measures resistivity of formation water.
+ High resistivity =* hydrocarbons
4 Low resistivity =* brine

Density

Porosity

Measures electron density by detecting
Compton scattered gamma rays. Electron
density is related to formation density.
Good for detecting hydrocarbon gas with
low density compared to rock or liquid.
+ Low response ==» low HC gas content
^ Large response => high HC gas content

Acoustic
(sonic)

Porosity

Measures speed of sound in medium.
Speed of sound is faster in rock than in
fluid.
4 Long travel time =* slow speed => large
pore space
4 Short travel time =* high speed =» small
pore space

Neutron

Hydrogen
content

Fast neutrons are slowed by collisions to
thermal energies. Thermal neutrons are
captured by nuclei, which then emit
detectable gamma rays. Note: Hydrogen
has a large capture cross-section for
thermal neutrons. Good for detecting gas.
+ Large response =» high H content
+ Small response =* low H content

Spontaneous
potential

Permeable
beds

Measures electrical potential (voltage)
associated with movement of ions.
+ Low response =* impermeable shales
4 Large response => permeable beds
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Table 12-3 from Kamal, et al. [1995] illustrates the type of information
that can be obtained at the Mega Scale level from well test data. The table also
notes the time in the life of the project when the well test is most likely to be
ran. It is usually necessary to run a variety of well tests as the project matures.
These tests help refine the operator's understanding of the field and often
motivate changes in the way the well or the field is operated. Additional
information about well testing can be found in literature sources such as
Matthews and Russell [1967], Earlougher [1977], and Sabet [1991],
Table 12-3
Reservoir Properties Obtainable from Transient Tests
Type of Test

Properties

Development Stage

Drill stem tests

Reservoir behavior
Permeability
Skin
Fracture length
Reservoir pressure
Reservoir limit
Boundaries

Exploration and
appraisal wells

Repeat-formation
tests / Multiple
formation tests

Pressure profile

Exploration and
appraisal wells

Drawdown tests

Reservoir behavior
Permeability
Skin
Fracture length
Reservoir limit
Boundaries

Primary, secondary and
enhanced recovery

Buildup tests

Reservoir behavior
Permeability
Skin
Fracture length
Reservoir pressure
Reservoir limit
Boundaries

Primary, secondary,
and enhanced recovery
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Table 12-3 (cont.)
Reservoir Properties Obtainable from Transient Tests
Step-rate tests

Formation parting
pressure
Permeability
Skin

Secondary and
enhanced recovery

Falloff tests

Mobility in various
banks
Skin
Reservoir pressure
Fracture length
Location of front
Boundaries

Secondary and
enhanced recovery

Interference and
pulse tests

Communication
between wells
Reservoir type behavior
Porosity
Interwell permeability
Vertical permeability

Primary, secondary,
and enhanced recovery

Layered reservoir
tests

Properties of individual
layers
Horizontal permeability
Vertical permeability
Skin
Average layer pressure
Outer boundaries

Throughout reservoir
life

Tables 12-2 and 12-3 illustrate a few of the methods used to gather Mega
Scale information. Advances in technology periodically add to a growing list
of transient tests and well log tools [for example, see Kamal, 1995; Felder,
1994]. In many cases, budgetary constraints will be the controlling factor in
determining the number and type of tests run. The modeling team must work
with whatever information is available. Occasionally, an additional well test or
well log will need to be run, but the expense and scheduling make it difficult
to justify acquiring new well log or well test information once a simulation study
is underwav.
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12.3 Reservoir Description Using Seismic Data
Reservoir geophysics has the potential to image important reservoir
parameters in regions between wells. This potential has limitations, but before
discussing these limitations, let us first consider how reservoir geophysics may
be used and review an example where the potential of reservoir geophysics was
realized.
The reservoir geophysical procedure requires the correlation of seismic
data with reservoir properties. Correlations are sought by making crossplots of
seismic data with reservoir properties. Some correlation pairs are listed below.
4 Seismic Amplitude vs Rock Quality
0 Rock Quality = khnet, $khnet, etc.
^ Seismic Amplitude vs Oil Productive Capacity (OPC)
4 Acoustic Impedance vs Porosity
If a statistically significant correlation is found, it can be used to guide the distribution of reservoir properties between wells. Ideally, the property distribution
procedure will preserve reservoir properties at wells.
De Buyl, et al. [ 1 988] used reservoir geophysics to predict reservoir properties of two wells. They correlated well-log-derived properties with seismically
controlled properties, for example, porosity, then used the correlation to
distribute properties. Maps drawn from seismically controlled distributions
exhibited more heterogeneity than conventional maps drawn from well-logderived properties. Unlike geostatistics, where additional heterogeneity is
obtained by sampling from a probability distribution, heterogeneity based on
seismically controlled distributions represents spatial variations in reservoir
properties determined by direct observation, albeit observation based on
interpreted seismic data.
An indication of the technical success of the reservoir geophysical
technique is given in Table 12-4. Actual values of reservoir parameters at two
well locations are compared with values predicted using both well-log-derived
properties and seismically controlled properties. This work by De Buyl, et al.
[1988] is notable because it scientifically tests the seismic method: it makes
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predictions and then uses measurements to assess their validity. In this particular
case, a reservoir characterization based on seismically controlled properties
yielded more accurate predictions of reservoir properties than predictions made
using a reservoir characterization based only on well data.
Table 12-4
Predictions at New Wells from Seismic and Well Data
[de Buyl, et al., 1988]
Well

Measured
Values

Seismic
Predicted

Well Data
Predicted

I

Top of Reservoir (m)
Gross Porosity (vol %)
Net <j)h (m)

-178.0
15.0
1.78

-175.0
15.5
1.53

-181.0
15.4
1.96

J

Top of Reservoir (m)
Gross Porosity (vol %)
Net (|)h (m)

-182.0
13.9
1.08

-179.0
10.6
1.05

-174.0

8.0
0.15

Although reservoir geophysical techniques are still evolving, it is possible
to make some general statements about the relative value of this emerging
technology. Table 12-5 summarizes the advantages and concerns associated with
reservoir geophysics.
Table 12-5
Reservoir Geophysics
Advantages

Concerns

4 Able to "see" between
wells
4 Single realizations enhance
0 communication
0 understanding

4 Cost of data acquisition and analysis
4 Limited applicability
4 Validity of realization unknown without
sensitivity analysis

To demonstrate the limits of applicability of reservoir geophysics, the
reservoir geophysical algorithm in WINB4D was used to study a hypothetical
reservoir system in which we could expect to see significant changes in seismic
properties as a function of field performance over time. In particular, a dipping
gas reservoir with aquifer influx was studied. The reservoir grid is shown in
Figure 12-6. The reservoir has an initial gas saturation of 70% and an initial
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Dipping Gas Reservoir
with Aquifer Influx
-8800
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Figure 12-6. Cross-section of dipping gas reservoir.
irreducible water saturation of 30%. The initial ratio of compressional velocity
to shear velocity (V p l JQ was 1.684. A downdip aquifer provides pressure support
and water invasion as the reservoir is produced.
Figure 12-7 shows the results after one year of depletion with aquifer
Aquifer Influx at 1 Year
Sgr = 0%

WINB4D Block Index

Figure 12-7. Reservoir performance with Sgr = 0%.
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influx for a system with an irreducible gas saturation (Sgr) of 0%. The change
in gas saturation shows the influx of aquifer water. The change in fluid content
changes fluid bulk modulus. As a consequence, the ratio VpIVs changes
significantly in the waterflooded part of the reservoir.
If we rerun the example with an irreducible gas saturation of three percent,
we obtain the results shown in Figure 12-8. The large change in VpIVs is no

Aquifer Influx at 1 Year
Sgr = 3%

10

WINB4D Block Index
Figure 12-8. Reservoir performance with Sgr = 3%.
longer observed because the presence of a small amount of gas significantly
changed the compressibility of the system.
Time-lapse seismic tomography, or 4-D seismic, could be used in our
hypothetical example to track the movement of invading aquifer water, but the
presence of a small amount of gas in the invaded zone increases the difficulty
of detecting the gas-water contact. Calculations of 4-D seismic performance
based on algorithms like the one coded in WINB4D can predict 4-D seismic
responses [Fanchi, 1999], but such algorithms are not yet widely available in
commercial simulators.
Although it is risky to predict technological developments, it is possible
to infer trends by extrapolating ongoing research activities in the industry.
Thakur [1996], for example, wrote that data management and the integration
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of disciplines will play an increasingly important role in the future of reservoir
modeling. Many modelers have predicted that the integration of disciplines will
manifest itself in reservoir modeling as finer 3-D models with more seismic and
geological detail [He, et al,, 1996; Kazemi, 1996; Uland, et al., 1997]. This
prediction is being borne out with growing interest in shared earth models
[Tippee, 1998], model-centric working environments [Tobias, 1998; Fanchi, et
al, 1999], and reservoir simulation models with a million or more gridblocks
[Dogra, 2000].

Exercises
Exercise 12.1 Seismic Parameters: Data set EXAM 11.DAT is a cross-section
model of a two-layer gas reservoir undergoing depletion with aquifer influx into
the lower layer. (A) Run EXAM 11 .DAT and find the initial water saturation (5W),
compressional velocity (Yp), reflection coefficient (RC), and ratio of
compressional velocity to shear velocity (Vp/Vs) in block 1=1 of layer k = 2.
(B) Verify the maps IVPMAP, IRCMAP and IVRMAP are activated using the
information given in Chapter 25.1. Record Sw, VP, RC, and VpIVs in block I =
1 of layer K = 2 at the end of the run. Notice how the attributes change as water
moves into the layer.
Exercise 12.2 Repeat Exercise 12.1 using a critical gas saturation of 0. This
should be achieved by setting the relative permeability of gas to 0.01 at a gas
saturation of 0.03.
Exercise 12.3 Repeat Exercise 12.1 using a grain bulk modulus KG that is equal
to the frame bulk modulus KB. Use Eq (27.13) to explain your results.
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Chapter 13
Fluid Properties
Properties of petroleum fluids must be quantified in a reservoir simulator.
The range of applicability of a reservoir simulator is defined, in part, by the
types of fluids that can be modeled using the mathematical algorithms coded
in the simulator. For these reasons, it is worth considering the general types of
fluids that may be encountered in a commercial reservoir environment [for
example, see Pedersen, et al., 1989; Koederitz, et al., 1989; McCain, 1973; and
Amyx, etal., I960].
13.1 Fluid Types
An estimate of the elemental composition (by mass) of petroleum is
given in the following chart:
Carbon

84% - 87%

Hydrogen

11%- 14%

Sulphur

0.6% - 8%

Nitrogen

0.02% - 1.7%

Oxygen

0.08% - 1.8%

Metals

0% - 0 .14%

It can be seen from the table that petroleum fluids are predominantly hydrocarbons. The most common hydrocarbon molecules are paraffins, napthenes,
and aromatics because of the relative stability of the molecules. A paraffin is
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a saturated hydrocarbon, that is, it has a single bond between carbon atoms.
Examples include methane and ethane. Paraffins have the general chemical
formula CnH2n+2. Napthenes are saturated hydrocarbons with a ringed structure,
as in cyclopentane. They have the general chemical formula CnH2n. Aromatics
are unsaturated hydrocarbons with a ringed structure that have multiple bonds
between the carbon atoms as in benzene. The unique ring structure makes aromatics relatively stable and unreactive.
A general PVT diagram of a pure substance displays phase behavior as
a function of pressure, volume, and temperature. The types of properties of
interest from a reservoir engineering perspective can be conveyed in a pressuretemperature (P-T) diagram of phase behavior like the one shown in Figure 13-1
(after Craft, et al. [1991]). Most reservoir fluids do not exhibit significant temperature effects in situ, although condensate reservoirs in thick sands may display
a compositional gradient that can influence condensate yield as a function of
well perforation depth.

Single-Phase Region
i
I
| Critical Point

Two-Phase Region

Figure 13-1. P-T diagram.
The P-T diagram includes both single-phase and two-phase regions. The
line separating the single-phase region from the two-phase region is called the
phase envelope. The black oil region is at low temperature and in the high
pressure region above the bubble point curve separating the single-phase and
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two-phase regions. If we consider pressures in the single-phase region and move
to the right of the diagram by letting temperature increase towards the critical
point, we encounter volatile oils. At temperatures above the critical point but
less than the cricondentherm, reservoir fluids behave like condensates. The
cricondentherm is the maximum temperature at which a fluid can exist in both
the gas and liquid phases. When reservoir temperature is greater than the cricondentherm, we encounter gas reservoirs. A summary of these fluid types is
given in Table 13-1. Notice that separator gas-oil ratio (GOR) is a useful
indicator of fluid type.
Table 13-1
Rules of Thumb for Classifying Fluid Types
Fluid
Type
Dry gas

Separator GOR
(MSCF/STB)

Pressure Depletion
Behavior in Reservoir

No surface liquids Remains gas

Wet gas

>100

Remains gas

Condensate

3-100

Gas with liquid drop out

Volatile oil

1.5-3

Liquid with significant gas

Black oil

0.1 - 1.5

Heavy oil

~0

Liquid with some gas
Negligible gas formation

Let us consider a reservoir containing hydrocarbons that are at a pressure
and temperature corresponding to the single-phase black oil region. If reservoir
pressure declines at constant temperature, the reservoir pressure will eventually
cross the bubble point pressure curve and enter the two-phase gas-oil region.
Similarly, starting with a single-phase condensate and letting reservoir pressure
decline at constant temperature, the reservoir pressure will cross the dew point
pressure curve to enter the two-phase region. In this case, a free-phase liquid
drops out of the condensate gas. Once liquid drops out, it is very difficult to
recover. One recovery method is dry gas cycling, but the recovery efficiency
will be substantially less than 100%. If we drop the pressure even further, it is
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possible to encounter retrograde condensation for some hydrocarbon composi-tions.
The P-T diagram also applies to temperature and pressure changes in a
wellbore. In the case of wellbore flow, the fluid moves from relatively high
reservoir temperature and pressure to relatively low surface temperature and
pressure. As a result, it is common to see fluids that are single-phase in the
reservoir become two-phase by the time they reach the surface.
Figure 13-2 is a P-T diagram that compares two-phase envelopes for four
types of fluids. A reservoir fluid can change from one fluid type to another
depending on how the reservoir is produced. A good example is dry gas injection into a black oil reservoir. Dry gas injection increases the relative amount
of low molecular weight components in the black oil. The two-phase envelope
rotates counter-clockwise in the P-T diagram as the relative amount of lower
molecular weight components increases. Similarly, dry gas injection into acondensate can make the phase envelope transform from one fluid type to another.
Thus, the way the reservoir is operated has a significant impact on fluid behavior in the reservoir and at the surface.

Temperature
Figure 13-2. Typical two-phase P-T envelopes for
different fluid types.
Table 13-2 shows different compositions for typical fluid types. Dry gas
usually contains only the lower molecular weight components. Gas condensates
start to add higher molecular weight components. Volatile oils continue to add
higher molecular weight components. The addition of higher molecular weight
components and the reduction of lower molecular weight components eventually
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yields a black oil. If we monitor methane content (C,), we see that it tends to
decrease as fluids change from dry gas to black oil.
Table 13-2
Typical Molar Compositions of Petroleum Fluid Types
[after Pedersen, et al., 1989]
Component

N2
C02
C,
C2
€3
iC4+nC4
iC5+nC5
iC6+nC6

C7
C8
C9
C10

c,,

C12
C 13
C14

C ss

c,;
CP

Gas
0.3
1.1
90.0

4.9
1.9
1.1
0.4
C6+: 0.3

Gas Condensate
0.71
8.65
70.86
8.53
4.95
2.00
0.81
0.46
0.61
0.71
0.39
0.28
0.20
0.15
0.11
0.10
0.07
0.05
C17+: 0.37

Volatile Oil
1.67
2.18
60.51
7.52
4.74
4.12
2.97
1.99
2.45
2.41
1.69
1.42
1.02
C !2+ :5.31

v-qg
19
^20

Black Oil
0.67
2.11
34.93
7.00
7.82
5.48
3.80
3.04
4.39
4.71
3.21
1,79
1.72
1.74
1.74
1.35
1,34
1.06
1.02
1.00
0.90
C20.:9.18

13.2 Fluid Modeling
In general, fluid behavior is best modeled using an equation of state. Table
13-3 shows some cubic equations of state (EoS) used in commercial compositional simulators. In addition to pressure (P), volume (V), and temperature
(T), the EoS contains the gas constant R and a set of adjustable parameters (a,
b} which may be functions of temperature. The EoS in Table 13-3 are called
"cubic" because they yield a cubic equation for the compressibility factor Z =
PVIRT. In the case of an ideal gas, Z - 1.
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Table 13-3
Examples of Cubic Equations of State
Redlich-Kwong

P

RT
V-b

aiTVl
V(V+b)

Soave-Redlich-Kwong

P

RT

a(T)

V-b

V(V+b)

Peng-Robinson

P

RT
V-b

Zudkevitch-Joffe

P

RT
V-b(T)

a(T)
V(V+b) + b(V-b)
a(T)ITV2
V[V+b(T)]

Equations of state are valuable for representing fluid properties in many
situations. For example, suppose we want to model a system in which production
is commingled from more than one reservoir with more than one fluid type. In
this case the most appropriate simulator would be a compositional simulator
because a black oil simulator would not provide as accurate a representation of
fluid behavior.
The two most common types of reservoir fluid models are black oil
models and compositional models. Black oil models are based on the assumption
that the saturated phase properties of two hydrocarbon phases (oil and gas)
depend on pressure only. Compositional models also assume two hydrocarbon
phases, but they allow the definition of many hydrocarbon components. Unlike
a black oil simulator, which can be thought of as a compositional simulator with
two components, a compositional simulator often has six to ten components. By
comparison, process engineering simulators that are used to model surface
facilities typically require up to 20 components or more. The cost of running
a compositional simulator increases dramatically with increases in the number
of components modeled, but the additional components make it possible to more
accurately model complex fluid phase behavior. If compositional model results
are to be used in a process engineering model, it is often necessary to compromise on the number of components to be used for each application.
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Equations of state must be used to calculate equilibrium relations in a
compositional model. This entails tuning parameters such as EoS parameters
{a, b} in Table 13-3. Several regression techniques exist for tuning an EoS. They
usually differ in the choice of EoS parameters that are to be varied in an attempt
to match lab data with the EoS.

Pressure—^-

Pressure—^-

Pressure-

Figure 13-3. Gas phase properties.
Figures 13-3 and 13-4 show typical fluid property behavior of gas and
oil properties for a black oil model. Gas phase properties are gas formation
volume factor (Bg), gas viscosity (flg), and liquid yield (rs). Oil phase properties
are oil formation volume factor (50), oil viscosity (|I0), and solution GOR (Rso).
Saturated

Undersaturated

A

B

Pressure
Figure 13-4. Oil phase properties.
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Both saturated and undersaturated curves are included as functions of pressure
only. Phase changes occur at the saturation pressures. Single-phase oil becomes
two-phase gas-oil when pressure drops below the bubble point pressure (P6),
and single-phase gas becomes two-phase gas condensate when pressure drops
below the dew point pressure (Pd).
Simulators run most efficiently when fluid property data are smooth
curves. Any discontinuity in a curve can cause numerical difficulties. Ordinarily,
realistic fluid properties are smooth functions of pressure except at points where
phase transitions occur. As a practical matter, it is usually wise to plot input PVT
data to verify the smoothness of the data. Most simulators reduce the nonlinearity
of the gas formation volume factor Bg by using the inverse bg = l/Bg to interpolate gas properties.
Oil properties from a laboratory must usually be corrected for use in a
black oil simulator [Moses, 1986]. Flow in the reservoir is a relatively slow
process that corresponds to a differential process in the laboratory. A differential
process is one in which pressures are allowed to change in relatively small
increments. For comparison, a flash process allows pressures in the experiment
to change by relatively large increments. The production of oil up the wellbore
to surface facilities is considered a flash process. Oil is flashed to the surface
through several pressure and temperature regimes. The corrections applied to
oil property data are designed to adjust the data to more adequately represent
fluids as they flow differentially in the reservoir prior to being flashed to surface
conditions. The corrections alter solution gas-oil ratio and oil formation volume
factor. The effect of the correction is illustrated by the case study in Chapter 20,
The oil property correction is often significant.
Water properties must also be entered in a simulator. Ideally water
properties should be measured by performing laboratory analyses on produced
water samples. If samples are not available, correlations are often sufficiently
accurate for describing the behavior of water.
In the absence of reliable fluid data for one or more of the reservoir fluids,
it may be necessary to use correlations. McCain [ 1991 ] reviewed the state of the
art in the use of correlations to describe fluid properties. New correlations for
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estimating bubble point pressure, formation volume factor, and isothermal oil
compressibility have been proposed by Levitan and Murtha [1999].
13.3 Fluid Sampling
All laboratory measurements of fluid properties and subsequent analyses
are useless if the fluid samples do not adequately represent in situ fluids. The
goal of fluid sampling is to obtain a sample that is representative of the original
fluid in the reservoir. It is often necessary to condition the well before the sample
is taken. A well is conditioned by producing any nonrepresentative fluid, such
as drilling mud, from within and around the wellbore until it is replaced by
original reservoir fluid flowing into the wellbore. Fluid samples may then be
taken from either the surface or subsurface.
Subsurface sampling requires lowering a pressurized container to the
production interval and subsequently trapping a fluid sample. This is routinely
accomplished by drill stem testing, especially when access to surface facilities
is limited. It is generally cheaper and easier to take surface samples from
separator gas and oil.
If a surface sample is taken, the original in situ fluid, that is, the fluid at
reservoir conditions, must then be reconstituted by combining separator gas and
separator oil samples. The recombination step assumes accurate measurements
of flow data at the surface, especially gas-oil ratio. Subsurface sampling from
a properly conditioned well avoids the recombination step, but is more difficult
and costly than surface sampling, and usually provides a smaller volume of
sample fluid. The validity of fluid property data depends on the quality of the
fluid sampling procedure.
Exercises
Exercise 13.1 Data set EXAM9.DAT models depletion of a gas reservoir with
aquifer support. Initial reservoir pressure is approximately 1947 psia. (A) Run
the model at a temperature of 226°F and record time, pressure, gas rate, and
water rate at the end of the run. Report the gas viscosity in the gas PVT table
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at 2015 psia pressure. (B) Repeat A at a temperature of 150°F. (C) Explain the
differences in model performance. For this example, neglect the temperature
dependence of water properties. Refer to Chapter 24.6 for a description of
WINB4D fluid property input data.
Exercise 13.2 Data file CS-VC4.DAT is a vertical column model with four
layers. Layers K = 1, 3,4 are pay zones, and layer K = 2 is a shale layer. The
data set is a model of primary depletion of an initially undersaturated oil
reservoir. (A) Run CS-VC4.DAT for three years and show gas saturation in all
4 layers at the end of the run. You should see gravity segregation and the
formation of a gas cap in layer K = 3. (B) By referring to Chapter 25 and file
WTEMP.WEL, determine which model layers are being depleted through
wellbore perforations.
Exercise 13.3 Replace solution gas-oil ratio in CS-VC4.DAT with the following
data. Run the modified data set for a period of three years, and then compare
the results with the results of Exercise 13.2.
Pressure
(psia)

Solution Gas-Oil Ratio
(SCF/STB)

14.7

1.0
54.0
105.0
209.0
292.0
357.0
421.0
486.0
522.0
550.0

514.7
1014.7
1514.7
2014.7
2514.7
3014.7
4014.7
5014.7
6014.7
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Exercise 13,4 Run the data set prepared in Exercise 13.3 with the assumption
that no fluids can flow between model layers (multiply z direction transmissibility by zero).
Exercise 13.5 Run data file CS-VC4.DAT with the bubble point pressure
reduced by 500 psia. What effect does this have on solution gas-oil ratio and
model performance?
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Rock-Fluid Interaction
The previous two chapters described the data needed to model the solid
structure of the reservoir and the behavior of fluids contained within the solid
structure. Small-scale laboratory measurements of fluid flow in porous media
show that fluid behavior depends on the properties of the solid material. The
interaction between rock and fluid is modeled using a variety of physical
parameters that include relative permeability and capillary pressure [Collins,
1961; Dake, 1978; Koederitz, et al., 1989]. Laboratory measurements provide
information at the core scale (Macro Scale) and, in some cases, at the microscopic scale (Micro Scale). They are the subject of the present chapter.
14.1 Porosity, Permeability, Saturation, and Darcy's Law
Porosity, permeability, and saturation can be obtained from Mega Scale
measurements such as well logs and well tests, and by direct measurement in
the laboratory. Comparing values of properties obtained using methods at two
different scales demonstrates the sensitivity of important physical parameters
to the scale at which they were measured. Ideally there will be good agreement
between the two scales; that is, well log porosity or well test permeability will
agree with corresponding values measured in the laboratory. In many cases,
however, there are disagreements. Assuming measurement error is not the source
of disagreement, differences in values show that differences in scale can impact
the measured value of the physical parameter. A well test permeability, for
example, represents an average over an area of investigation that is very large
131
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compared to a laboratory measurement of permeability using a six-inch core
sample. The modeling team often has to make judgements about the relative
merits of contradictory data. The history matching process recognizes this source
of uncertainty, as is discussed in subsequent chapters.
The most common types of reservoir rock are listed in Table 14-1. One
of the most fundamental properties of rock that must be included in a reservoir
model is porosity. Porosity is the fraction of a porous medium that is void space.
If the void space is connected and communicates with a wellbore, it is referred
to as effective porosity, otherwise the void space is ineffective porosity. The
original porosity resulting from sediment deposition is called primary porosity.
Secondary porosity is an incremental increase in primary porosity due to the
chemical dissolution of reservoir rocks, especially carbonates. Primary and
secondary porosity can be both effective and ineffective. Total porosity is a
combination of ineffective porosity and effective (interconnected) porosity.
Table 14-1
Common Reservoir Rocks
Sandstones

Compacted sediment
Conglomerate

Shales

Laminated sediment
Predominantly clay

Carbonates

Produced by chemical and biochemical sources
Limestone

Porosity values depend on rock type, as shown in Table 14-2. There are
two basic techniques for directly measuring porosity: core analysis in the
laboratory and well logging. Laboratory measurements tend to be more accurate,
but sample only a small fraction of the reservoir. Changes in rock properties may
also occur when the core is brought from the reservoir to the surface. Well log
measurements sample a much larger portion of the reservoir than core analysis,
but typically yield less accurate values. Ideally, a correlation can be established
between in situ measurements such as well logging and surface measurements
such as core analysis.
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Table 14-2
Dependence of Porosity on Rock Type
Rock
Type

Porosity
Range (%)

Typical
Porosity (%)

Sandstone

15-35

25

Unconsolidated sandstone

20-35

30

Carbonate
« Intercrystalline limestone
• Oolitic limestone
• Dolomite

5-20
20-35
10-25

15
25
20

Darcy's Law is the basic equation describing fluid flow in a simulator.
Darcy's equation for single-phase flow is
Q = -0.001127

Ax

where the physical variables are defined in oil field units as
Q = flow rate (bbl/day)
A = cross-sectional area (ft2)
|l = fluid viscosity (cp)
K = permeability (md)
P = pressure (psi)
x = length (ft)
Darcy's Law says that rate is proportional to cross-sectional area times pressure
difference AP across a distance A jc, and is inversely proportional to the viscosity
of the fluid. The minus sign shows that the direction of flow is opposite to the
direction of increasing pressure; fluids flow from high pressure to low pressure
in a horizontal (gravity-free) system.
The linearity of Darcy's Law is an approximation that is made by virtually
all commercial simulators. Fluid flow in a porous medium can have a nonlinear
effect that is represented by the Forcheimer equation [Govier, 1978]. The
nonlinear effect becomes more important in high flow rate gas wells.
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Permeability is a physical constant describing flow in a given sample for
a given fluid and set of experimental conditions. If those conditions are changed,
the permeability being measured may not apply. For example, if a waterflood
is planned for a reservoir that is undergoing gravity drainage, laboratory
measured permeabilities need to represent the injection of water into a core with
hydrocarbon and connate water. The permeability distribution and the relative
permeability curves put in the model need to reflect the type of processes that
occur in the reservoir.
Permeability has meaning as a statistical representation of a large number
of pores. A Micro Scale measurement of grain-size distribution shows that
different grain sizes and shapes affect permeability. Permeability usually
decreases as grain size decreases. It may be viewed as a mathematical convenience for describing the statistical behavior of a given flow experiment. In this
context, transient testing gives the best measure of permeability over a large
volume. Despite its importance to the calculation of flow, permeability and its
distribution will not be known accurately. Seismic data can help define the
distribution of permeability between wells if a good correlation exists between
seismic amplitude and a rock quality measurement that includes permeability.
It is not unusual to find that permeability has a directional component:
that is, permeability is larger in one direction than another [for example, see
Fanchi, et al., 1996]. When a model is being designed, the modeling team should
account for the direction associated with permeability. In principle, simulators
can take all of these effects into account. In practice, however, the tensor
permeability discussed in the literature by, for example, Bear [1972] and Lake
[1988] is seldom reflected in a simulator. The usual assumption is that permeability is aligned along one of three orthogonal directions known as the principal
axes of the tensor. This assumption has implications for model studies that
should be considered when assessing model results (see Chapter 15 and Fanchi
[1983]).
In many cases vertical permeability is not measured and must be assumed.
A rule of thumb is to assume vertical permeability is approximately one tenth
of horizontal permeability. These are reasonable assumptions when there is no
data to the contrary.
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14.2 Relative Permeability and Capillary Pressure
Reservoir models calculate saturation as a function of time. Consider the
case of water displacing oil. Initially, oil occupies the interior of pore spaces,
and connate water is adjacent to the rock surface of a water-wet reservoir. When
the flood begins, water displaces oil through the interconnected pore space. The
measure of interconnectedness is permeability. The oil left behind after the
waterflood is residual or irreducible oil saturation. Similar behavior is seen for
other combinations of multiphase flow, for example, gas-oil, gas-water, and gasoil-water. Multiphase flow is modeled by including relative permeability curves
in the simulator. Saturation end points for the relative permeability curves are
used to establish initial fluids-in-place in addition to modeling flow behavior.
A typical set of relative permeability curves is shown in Figure 14-1.
Relative permeability curves represent flow mechanisms, such as drainage or
imbibition processes, or fluid wettability. Relative permeability data should be
obtained by experiments that best model the type of displacement that is thought
to dominate reservoir flow performance. For example, water-oil imbibition
curves are representative of waterflooding, while water-oil drainage curves
describe the movement of oil into a water zone. The modeling team needs to

Water Saturation (fraction)
krw (Imb,)
-o Kro (drainage)
-*- Kro (1mb.)
Figure 14-1. Typical water-oil relative permeability curves.
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realize that the relative permeability curves used in a flow model are most
representative of the type of experiment that was used to measure the curves.
Applying these curves to another type of displacement mechanism can introduce
significant error.
Several procedures exist for averaging relative permeability data [for
example, Schneider, 1987; Mattax and Dalton, 1990; Blunt, 1999]. In practice,
relative permeability is one of the most useful physical quantities available for
performing a history match. The curves that are initially entered into a reservoir
model are often modified during the history matching process. The rationale for
changing relative permeability curves is based on the observation that relative
permeability curves are usually obtained by flooding core in the laboratory.
Laboratory floods correspond to a much smaller scale than flow through the
drainage area of a well. Therefore, it is easy to argue that the laboratory curves
are not representative of flow on the reservoir scale. In the absence of measured
data, correlations such as Honarpour, et al. [1982] give a reasonable starting
point for estimating relative permeability. Relative permeability hysteresis
effects can also be included in reservoir simulation using a procedure presented
byKillough[1976].
Capillary pressure is usually included in reservoir simulators. The relationship between capillary pressure and elevation is used to establish the initial
transition zone in the reservoir. The oil-water transition zone, for example, is
the zone between water-only flow and oil-only flow. It represents that part of
the reservoir where 100% water saturation grades into oil saturation with
irreducible water saturation. Similar transition zones may exist at the interface
between any pair of immiscible phases.
Capillary pressure data is used primarily for determining initial fluid
contacts and transition zones. It is also used in fractured reservoir models for
controlling the flow of fluids between the fracture and the rock matrix. If
capillary pressure is neglected, transition zones are not included in the model.
This is illustrated in Figure 14-2. Figure 14-3 shows the effect of neglecting
capillary pressure when a grid is used to represent the reservoir. The fluid content
of the block is determined by the location of the block mid-point relative to a
contact between two phases. The block mid-point is shown as a dot in the center
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of the blocks in Figure 14-3. Thus, if the block mid-point is above the gas-oil
contact (GOC), the entire block is treated as a gas cap block (single-phase gas
with irreducible water saturation), even if much of the block extends into the
oil column. A more accurate representation may be obtained by decreasing the
thickness of the gridblocks, but this often results in a substantial increase in the
cost of making computer runs. The relative benefits of incremental accuracy
versus incremental cost must be considered when modeling transition zones.

Gas Cap
-^^
Oil Column
Water Leg
Figure 14-2. Case 1: Neglect transition zones.

Gas Cap
Gas Cap

*

GOC
s

Oil Col.

Oil Col.

Oil Col.
Oil Col.

woe
Water Leg
Water Leg

Figure 14-3. Initial fluid distribution in model without transition
zone.
The inclusion of a transition zone in the model requires specifying a
capillary pressure (Pc) curve as a function of saturation for whatever transition
zone is being modeled: oil-water, gas-oil, or gas-water. The height htz of the
transition zone above the free water level (the level corresponding to Pc=0 psia)
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is proportional to the capillary pressure and inversely proportional to the density
difference between the two fluids (Eq. (3.7)). The height of the transition zone
is a function of saturation because capillary pressure depends on saturation. The
oil-water transition zone is typically the thickest transition zone because the
density difference between oil and water is less than the density difference
between gas and an immiscible liquid.
Figures 14-4 and 14-5 illustrate the initialization of a model containing
a nonzero capillary pressure curve. First, the height htz above a specified contact,
such as the water-oil contact (WOC), is calculated from Pc and Ap, The
saturation of a block with a mid-point at height htz above the contact is then
calculated from the relationship between capillary pressure and saturation.

- WOC

A. Gas-Oil Transition

B. Oil-Water Transition

Figure 14-4. Case 2: Include transition zone in
model.
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__
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Figure 14-5. Initial gridblock saturations in model with transition zone.
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Transition zones complicate the identification of fluid contacts because
the definition of fluid contact is not universaily accepted. For example, water-oil
contact may be defined as the depth at which the capillary pressure is zero (the
free water level). The WOC depth can be identified using a Repeat Formation
Test by finding the point of intersection between the oil-phase pressure and the
water-phase pressure. By contrast, water-oil contact may be defined as the
deepest point in the reservoir at which a well can still produce water-free oil.
The different definitions of contact result in differences in the transition zone
model, so it is important to know which definition is applicable and who has the
authority to judge the validity of the model. In some cases, it may be necessary
to prepare models with both definitions and treat one definition as the base case
while the other definition is viewed as a sensitivity.
The proper way to include capillary pressure in a model study is to correct
laboratory measured values to reservoir conditions. This is done by applying
the correction:

where y is interfacial tension (IFT) is wettability angle [Amyx, et al., 1 960]. The
problem with the correction is that it requires data that are often poorly known,
namely interfacial tension and wettability contact angle at reservoir conditions.
Rao and Girard [1997] have described a laboratory technique for measuring
wettability using live fluids at reservoir temperature and pressure. Alternative
approaches include adjusting capillary pressure curves to be consistent with well
log estimates of transition zone thickness, or assuming the contact angle factors
out. If laboratory measurements of IFT are not available, IFT can be estimated
from the Macleod-Sugden correlation for pure compounds orthe Weinaug-Katz
correlation for mixtures [Fanchi, 1990].
14.3 Viscous Fingering
Viscous fingering is the unstable displacement of a more viscous fluid
by a less viscous fluid. The fingering of an injection fluid into an in situ fluid
can influence reservoir flow behavior and adversely impact recovery. It is
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important to note, however, that fingering occurs even in the absence of a porous
medium. If a low viscosity fluid is injected into a cell containing a high viscosity
fluid, the low viscosity fluid will begin to form fingers as it moves through the
fluid. It will not uniformly displace the higher viscosity fluid. These fingers can
have different shapes. Figure 14-6 shows an example of a "skeletal" finger

Figure 14-6. "Skeletal" viscous
finger (after Daccord, et al. 1986;
reprinted by permission of the
American Physical Society).
[Daccord, et al., 1986] while Figure 14-7 illustrates "fleshy" fingers [for

Figure 14-7. Viscous fingering (Fanchi
and Christiansen, 1989; reprinted by
permission of the Society of Petroleum
Engineers).
example, see Paterson, 1985; Fanchi and Christiansen, 1989]. If we watch fingers
evolve in a homogeneous medium (Figure 14-7), we see fingering display a
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symmetric pattern. The symmetry can be lost if there is some heterogeneity in
the system.
Fingering can be a reservoir heterogeneity problem or a fluid displacement
problem. Most reservoir simulators do not accurately model lingering effects.
It is possible to improve model accuracy by using a very fine grid to cover the
area of interest, but the benefits associated with such a fine grid are seldom
sufficient to justify the additional cost.
Exercises
Exercise 14.1 Data set EXAM3.DAT is a model of a Buckley-Leverett waterflood. (A) Multiply horizontal permeability by 0.5 and run the model. Plot oil
rate as a function of time and WOR as a function of time. (B) Repeat A by
multiplying horizontal permeability in the original data set by 10. (C) Explain
the difference between parts A and B. Consider breakthrough times (time when
water production begins), water-oil ratio, and cumulative oil produced at the end
of the run. See Chapters 24.3.1 and 24.3.2 for a description of permeability input
data. Cumulative production can be found in WTEMP.PLT.
Exercise 14.2 Repeat Exercise 14.1, but modify horizontal transmissibility
instead of horizontal permeability. See Chapter 24.3.3. for details.
Exercise 14.3 Double water relative permeability in EXAM3.DAT and
determine the effect on water-oil ratio and breakthrough times.
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Chapter 15
Fundamentals of Reservoir Simulation
Previous chapters describe much of the data that is needed by a reservoir
simulator. Our goal here is to outline the physical, mathematical and computational basis of reservoir flow simulation. For a more detailed technical presentation, consult one of the many sources available in the literature [for example,
see Aziz and Settari, 1979; Bear, 1972; Mattax and Dalton, 1990; Peaceman,
1977; and Thomas, 1982]. The set of equations used in WINB4D is derived in
Chapter 32.
15.1 Conservation Laws
The basic conservation laws of reservoir simulation are the conservation
of mass, energy, and momentum. Mass balance in a representative elementary
volume (REV) or gridblock is achieved by equating the accumulation of mass
in the block with the difference between the mass leaving the block and the mass
entering the block. The set of equations used in WINB4D are derived from the
mass conservation principle in Chapter 4. A material balance is performed for
each block. What makes a simulator different from a reservoir engineering
material balance program is the ability of the simulator to account for flow
between blocks.
A material balance calculation is actually a subset of the simulator capability. This is an important point because it means a reservoir simulator can be
used to perform material balance work. The advantage of using a simulator
instead of a material balance program is that the simulation model can be
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enlarged to include position-dependent effects by modifying the grid representing the reservoir architecture. Thus, a single block material balance calculation
in a reservoir simulation model can be expanded with relative ease to Include
flow in one, two, or three spatial dimensions. This procedure is used in the case
study presented in Part III.
Most reservoir simulators assume reservoirs are produced under
isothermal conditions. They also assume complete and instantaneous phase
equilibration in each cell. Thus, most simulators do not account for either
temperature gradients or the time it takes a mixture to reach equilibrium. They
assume, instead, that reservoir temperature remains constant throughout the life
of the field and that equilibration is established instantaneously. These are often
reasonable assumptions.
Momentum conservation is modeled using Darcy' s Law. This assumption
means that the model does not accurately represent turbulent flow in a reservoir
or near the wellbore. Some well models allow the user to model turbulent flow,
especially for high flow rate gas wells. Turbulent flow models relate pressure
change to a linear flow term, as in Darcy's Law, plus a term that is quadratic in
flow rate. This quadratic effect is not usually included in the reservoir model,
only in the well model.
15.2 Flow Equations
The general equations for describing fluid flow in a porous medium are
shown in Table 15-1 and associated nomenclature is presented in Table 15-2.
The molar conservation equation includes a dispersion term, a convection term,
a source/sink term representing wells, and the time varying accumulation term.
The dispersion term is usually neglected in most workhorse simulators such as
black oil and compositional simulators. Neglecting dispersion simplifies program
coding and is justified when dispersion is a second-order effect. In some
situations, such as miscible gas injection, physical dispersion is an effect that
should be considered. Further discussion of dispersion is presented in Chapter
16.
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Table 15-1
Molar Conservation Equation for Component k
Term
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Table 15-2
Terminology of Molar Conservation Equation

Variable
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Meaning
Dispersion tensor of component k in phase 0
Permeability tensor
Relative permeability of phase 0
Number of components
Number of phases
Pressure of phase 0
Saturation of phase Q.
Darcy's velocity for phase 0
Mole fraction of component k in phase 0
Pressure gradient of phase 0
Viscosity of phase £
Density of phase £
Porosity
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The molar flow equations were derived using the conservation laws
introduced in Chapter 15.1. An energy balance equation can be found in the
thermal recovery literature [Prats, 1982]. The energy balance equation is more
complex than the flow equations because of the presence of additional nonlinear
terms. Energy loss to adjacent non-reservoir rock must also be computed. The
resulting complexity requires substantial computation to achieve an energy
balance. In many realistic systems, reservoir temperature variation is slight and
the energy balance equation can be neglected by imposing the isothermal
approximation. The result is a substantial savings in computation expense with
a reasonably small loss of accuracy.
Several supplemental - or auxiliary - equations must be specified to
complete the definition of the mathematical problem. There must be a flow
equation for each modeled phase. Commercial black oil and compositional
simulators are formulated to model up to three phases: oil, water, and gas. The
inclusion of gas in the water phase can be found in some simulators, though it
is neglected in most. The ability to model gas solubility in water is useful for
CO2 floods or for modeling geopressured gas-water reservoirs. Some black oil
simulator formulations include a condensate term. It accounts for liquid yield
associated with condensate reservoir performance.
In addition to modeling reservoir structure and PVT data, simulators must
include rate equations for modeling wells, phase potential calculations, and rockfluid interaction data such as relative permeability curves and capillary pressure
curves. Saturation-dependent rock-fluid interaction data are entered in either
tabular or analytical form. More sophisticated simulators let the user represent
different types of saturation change processes, such as imbibition, drainage, and
hysteresis. Applying such options leads to additional computation and cost,
15.3 Well and Facilities Modeling
Well and surface facility models are simplified representations of real
equipment [Williamson and Chappelear, 1981]. The well model, for example,
does not account for flow in the wellbore from the reservoir to the surface. This
effect can be taken into account by adding a wellbore model. The wellbore model
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usually consists of a multivariable table relating surface pressure to such
parameters as flow rate and GOR. The tables are often calculated using a separate
program that performs a nodal analysis of wellbore flow. Well models typically
assume that fluid phases are folly dispersed and that the block containing the
well is perforated throughout its thickness. Some commercial simulators will
let the user specify a perforation interval under certain conditions,
The different types of well controls include production and injection well
controls, and group and field controls for a surface model. The production well
model assumes the user specifies one option as the primary control, but may also
specify other options as targets for constraining the primary control. For
example, if oil rate is the primary control, then the produced GOR may be
restricted so that the oil rate is decreased when GOR exceeds the specified value.
This provides a more realistic representation of actual field practice.
Injection well controls assume that initial injection well mobility is given
by total gridblock mobility. This makes it possible to inject a phase into a block
that would otherwise have zero relative permeability to flow.
Allocation of fluids in a well model depends on layer flow capacity and
fluid mobility. The fluid allocation procedure in WINB4D is discussed in
Chapter 30. Simulators can also describe deviated or horizontal wells depending
on how the well completions and parameters are specified.
Well, group and field controls can be specified in commercial simulators
with a surface facilities model. The user specifies a hierarchy of controls that
most realistically represent how the field is being operated. For example, well
production may be constrained by platform separator and storage capacity, which
in turn is constrained by pipeline flow capacity. The ability to integrate reservoir
and surface flow technology using a single simulator is an area of research that
is receiving increasing attention [for example, see Heinemann, et al., 1998].
15.4 Simulator Solution Procedures
Fluid flow equations are a set of nonlinear partial differential equations
that must be solved by computer. The partial derivatives are replaced with finite
differences, which are in turn derived from Taylor's series [for example, see Aziz
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and Settari, 1979; Peaceman, 1977; Rosenberg, 1977; Fanchi, 2000]. This
procedure is illustrated in Table 15-3. The spatial finite difference interval AJC
along the jc-axis is called gridblock length, and the temporal finite difference
interval Ads called the timestep. Indices ij, k are ordinarily used to label grid
locations along the*,;;, z coordinate axes, respectively. Index n labels the present
time level, so that n + 1 represents a future time level. If the finite difference
representations of the partial derivatives are substituted into the original flow
equations, the result is a set of equations that can be algebraically rearranged
to form a set of equations that can be solved numerically. The solution of these
equations is the job of the simulator.
Table 15-3
Finite Difference Approximation
Formulate fluid flow equations, such as,

Kk

a
8*1 B

dx

Approximate derivatives with finite differences
0 Discretize region into gridblocks AJC:

dx

x.+l - jc.

AJC

0 Discretize time into timesteps A/:

BS
dt

Sn*1 - Sn _
tn +l - tn
Af

Numerically solve the resulting set of linear algebraic equations
The two most common solution procedures in use today are IMPES and
Newton-Raphson. The terms in the finite difference form of the flow equations
are expanded in the Newton-Raphson procedure as the sum of each term at the
current iteration level, plus a contribution due to a change of each term with
respect to the primary unknown variables over the iteration. To calculate these
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changes, it is necessary to calculate derivatives, either numerically or analytically, of the flow equation terms. The derivatives are stored in a matrix called
the acceleration matrix or the Jacobian. The Newton-Raphson technique leads
to a matrix equation J • $X = R that equates the product of the acceleration
matrix /and a column vector 6 X o f changes to the primary unknown variables
to the column vector of residuals R. It is solved by matrix algebra to yield the
changes to the primary unknown variables $X. These changes are added to the
value of the primary unknown variables at the beginning of the iteration. If the
changes are less than a specified tolerance, the iterative Newton-Raphson
technique is considered complete and the simulator proceeds to the next timestep.
The three primary unknown variables for an oil-water-gas system are oilphase pressure, water saturation, and either gas saturation or solution GOR. The
choice of the third variable depends on whether the block contains free gas,
which depends, in turn, on whether the block pressure is above or below bubble
point pressure. Naturally, the choice of unknowns is different for a gas-water
system or a water only-system. The discussion presented here applies to the most
general three-phase case.
A simpler procedure is the IMplicit Pressure-Explicit Saturation (IMPES)
procedure. It is much like the Newton-Raphson technique except that flow
coefficients are not updated in an iterative process. The Newton-Raphson
technique is known as a fully implicit technique because all primary variables
are calculated at the same time; that is, primary variables at the new time level
are determined simultaneously. By contrast, the IMPES procedure solves for
pressure at the new time level using saturations at the old time level, and then
uses the pressures at the new time level to explicitly calculate saturations at the
new time level. WINB4D, the program provided with this book, is an implementation of a noniterative IMPES formulation [Fanchi, et al., 1982; Fanchi, et al.,
1987]. The formulation is outlined in Chapters 27 and 32. A variation of this
technique is to iteratively substitute the new time level estimates of primary
variables in the calculation of coefficients for the flow equations. The iterative
IMPES technique takes longer to run than the non-iterative technique, but
generates less material balance error [Ammer and Brummert, 1991],
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A flow chart for a typical simulator is shown in Figure 15-1 (see Crichlow,
1977). The simulation program begins by reading input data and initializing the
reservoir. This part of the model will not change as a function of time. Information for time-dependent data must then be read. This data includes well and field
control data. The coefficients of the flow equations and the primary unknown
variables are then calculated. Once the primary variables are determined, the
process can be repeated by updating the flow coefficients using the values of
the primary variables at the new iteration level. This iterative process can
improve material balance. When the solution of the fluid flow equations is
complete, flow properties are updated and output files are created before the next
timestep calculation begins.
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Figure 15-1. Typical simulator flow chart.
Fully implicit techniques do more calculations in a timestep than the
IMPES procedure, but are stable over longer timesteps. The unconditional
stability of the fully implicit techniques means that a fully implicit simulator can
solve problems faster than IMPES techniques by taking significantly longer
timesteps.
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A problem with large timesteps in the fully implicit technique is the
introduction of a numerical effect known as numerical dispersion [Lantz, 1971;
Fanchi, 1983]. Numerical dispersion is introduced when the Taylor series
approximation is used to replace derivatives with finite differences. The resulting
truncation error introduces an error in calculating the movement of saturation
fronts that looks like physical dispersion, hence it is called numerical dispersion.
Numerical dispersion arises from time and space discretizations that lead
to smeared spatial gradients of saturation or concentration [Lantz, 1971] and grid
orientation effects [Fanchi, 1983; and Chapter 16]. The smearing of saturation
fronts can impact the modeling of displacement processes. An illustration of
front smearing is presented in Figure 15-2 for a linear Buckley-Leverett
waterflood model. The numerical front from an IMPES calculation does not
exhibit the same piston-like displacement that is shown by the analytical
Buckley-Leverett calculation [for example, see Collins, 1961; Wilhite, 1986;
Craft, etal, 1991].
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Figure 15-2. Numerical dispersion (after Fanchi,
1986; reprinted by permission of the Society of
Petroleum Engineers).
Numerical dispersion Dnum in one spatial dimension has the form

It depends on gridblock size A*, timestep size A/, velocity v of frontal advance,
porosity (|>, and numerical formulation. The "+" sign applies to the fully implicit
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formulation, and the "-" sign applies to IMPES. Notice that an increase in A?
in the fully implicit formulation increases D"um while it decreases DHum when
the IMPES technique is used. Indeed, it appears that a judicious choice of Aland A/ could eliminate Dnum altogether in the IMPES method. Unfortunately,
the combination of AJC and A t that yields D" um = Q violates a numerical stabi lity
criterion. In general, IMPES numerical dispersion is not as large as that
associated with fully implicit techniques.
As a rule of thumb, timestep sizes in folly implicit calculations should
not exceed a quarter of a year, otherwise numerical dispersion can dominate front
modeling. By contrast, the maximum timestep size in an IMPES simulator can
be estimated by applying the rale of thumb that throughput in any block should
not exceed 10% of the pore volume of the block. Throughput is the volume of
fluid that passes through a block in a single timestep. IMPES timestep sizes are
often on the order of a month or less. An example of a throughput calculation
is given in Chapter 22.
The IMPES timestep limitation is less of a problem than it might otherwise seem, because it is very common to have production data reported on a
monthly basis. The reporting period often controls the frequency with which well
control data is read during a history match. Thus, during the history match phase
of a study, simulator timestep sizes are dictated by the need to enter historical
data. Large timestep sizes reduce the ability of the model to track variations of
rate with time because historical data must be averaged over a longer period of
time. As a result, the modeler often has to constrain the fully implicit simulator
to run at less than optimum numerical efficiency because of the need to more
accurately represent the real behavior of the physical system.
Fully implicit techniques represent the most advanced simulation
technology, yet IMPES retains vitality as a relatively inexpensive means of
modeling some problems. Unless a folly implicit model is readily available, it
is not always necessary nor cost-effective to employ the most advanced
technology to solve every reservoir simulation problem. The wise modeler will
recognize that you do not have to use a sledge hammer to open a peanut!
Simulators also differ in their robustness, that is, their ability to solve
a wide range of physically distinct problems. Robustness appears to depend as
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much on the coding of the simulator as it does on the formulation technique. The
best way to determine simulator robustness is to test the simulator with data sets
representing many different types of reservoir management problems. The
examples provided with WINB4D are designed to demonstrate the robustness,
or range of applicability, of the simulator.
Simulator technology is generally considered proprietary technology, yet
it has an economic impact that takes it out of the realm of the research laboratory
and makes it a topic of importance in the corporate boardroom. Nevertheless,
numerical representations of nature are subject to inaccuracies [for example, see
Mattax and Dalton, 1990; Saleri, 1993; and Oreskes, et al., 1994]. This point
has been illustrated in several simulator comparison projects sponsored by the
Society of Petroleum Engineers beginning with Odeh [1981] and continuing
through Killough [1995]. Each comparison project was designed to allow
comparisons of proprietary technology by asking participating organizations to
solve the same pre-determined problem. Figure 15-3 is taken from the first
comparison project [Odeh, 1981]. The first project compared the performance
of simulators modeling the injection of gas into a saturated black oil reservoir.
Figure 15-3 shows that differences in the formulations of several reservoir
simulators lead to differences in predictions of economically important quantities
such as oil rate production.
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Figure 15-3. Oil rate from first SPE comparative
solution project (after Odeh, 1981; reprinted by
permission of the Society of Petroleum Engineers).
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In summary, a representation of the reservoir is quantified in the reservoir
flow simulator. The representation is validated during the history matching
process, and forecasts of reservoir performance are then made from the validated
reservoir representation.
15.5 Simulator Selection
The selection of a reservoir simulator depends on such factors as the
objectives of the study, fluid type, and dimensionality of the system. For
purposes of illustration, we focus our attention on a study which uses either a
black oil or a compositional simulator. Standard black oil and compositional
simulators assume isothermal flow and mass transfer within a block is instantaneous. A compositional simulator represents the fluid as a mixture of hydrocarbon components. Black oil simulators may be viewed as compositional
simulators with two components. They can have gas dissolved in the oil phase,
as well as oil dissolved in the gas phase. Black oil simulators need both saturated
and under-saturated fluid property data, as discussed in Chapter 13.
Black oil and compositional simulators usually assume fluids have a
minimal effect on rock properties. Thus, standard versions of the simulators will
not model changes in rock properties due to effects like grain dissolution, tar
mat formation, or gel formation resulting from a vertical conformance treatment.
Special purpose simulators or special options within a standard simulator must
be obtained to solve such problems.
Fluid type is needed to decide if the reservoir should be modeled using
either a black oil simulator or a compositional simulator. Well logs can
distinguish between oil and gas, but are less useful in further classifying fluid
type. A pressure-temperature diagram is useful for determining reservoir fluid
type, but its preparation requires laboratory work with a fluid sample. A simpler
way that is often sufficient for classifying a fluid is to look at solution gas-oil
ratio. Table 13-1 shows typical solution GOR ranges for each fluid type. As a
rule of thumb, compositional models should be used to model volatile oil and
condensate fluids, while black oil and dry gas fluids are most effectively
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modeled with a black oil simulator. The applicability of this rule depends on the
objectives of the study.
The pressure range associated with fluid property data should cover the
entire range of pressures expected to be encountered over the life of the field.
The data should be smooth to enhance computational efficiency and to ensure
data consistency. A check on data consistency is a calculation of fluid compressibility. If a negative compressibility is encountered, the data need to be corrected.
The problem of negative compressibility occurs most often when data is
extrapolated beyond measured pressure ranges.
Flow units should be determined by reviewing geological and petrophysical data. It is possible to represent the behavior of a flow unit by defining
a set of PVT and Rock property tables for each flow unit. PVT property tables
contain data that describe fluid properties, while Rock property tables represent
relative permeability and capillary pressure effects. Each set of PVT or Rock
property tables applies to a particular region of gridblocks, hence the collection
of blocks to which a particular set of PVT or Rock property tables applies is
referred to as a PVT or Rock region. The number of flow units, and the
corresponding number of PVT and Rock regions, should be kept to the minimum
needed to achieve the objectives of the study. This statement is another
application of Ockham's Razor (Chapter 17).
Exercises
Exercise 15.1 Data file EXAM8.DAT has a gas well under LIT control.
Determine the effect of doubling the turbulence factor on gas rate, cummulative
gas production, and reservoir pressure at the end of the run. See Chapters 25.2
and 30 for more discussion.
Exercise 15.2 WINB4D contains a few fieldwide controls (see Chapter 24.8).
Data file EXAM4.DAT is a 2D areal model of an undersaturated oil reservoir
undergoing primary depletion. Modify data file EXAM4.DAT so that fieldwide
pressure is not allowed to drop below the initial bubble point pressure using the
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run controls in Chapter 24,8. The initial bubble point pressure is also described
in Chapter 24.6. What effect does this have on the duration of the ran?
Exercise 15.3 Data set EXAM3.DAT can be used to study the numerical
dispersion associated with a Buckley-Leverett type waterflood of an undersaturated oil reservoir. Run EXAM3.DAT with constant timesteps of 5 days,
10 days, and 15 days. Rerun the problem with timestep size beginning at 5 days
and allowed to vary from 5 days to 15 days. Make a table showing water
breakthrough time (time when the model reaches a water-oil ratio of 0.1) for each
case. Timestep controls are discussed in Chapters 24.8 and 25.1.
Exercise 15.4 Data set EXAM7.DAT is one version of the Odeh [1981] SPE
comparative solution problem. Run EXAM7.DAT and compare the results to
those reported by Odeh. What is the WINB4D material balance error? The
material balance error associated with this data set provides a good test of the
quality of WINB4D relative to other programs based on the original version of
BOAST [for example, Fanchi, et al., 1982; Fanchi, et al., 1987; Louisiana State
University, 1997].
Exercise 15.5 Data set EXAM10.DAT illustrates the use of PVT and Rock
regions in WINB4D (see Chapter 24.4). Run EXAM 10.DAT and determine the
number of regions in the data set.
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Chapter 16
Modeling Reservoir Architecture
Reservoir architecture is modeled by contouring and digitizing geologic
maps. The mapping/contouring process is the point where the geological and
geophysical interpretations have their greatest impact on the final representation
of the reservoir. This process has been discussed by several authors, including
Harpole [1985], Harris [1975], and Tearpock and Bischke [1991]. Methods for
numerically representing reservoir architecture are discussed in this chapter,
16.1 Mapping
The different parameters that must be digitized for use in a grid include
elevations or structure tops, permeability in three orthogonal directions, porosity,
gross thickness, net to gross thickness, and where appropriate, descriptions of
faults, fractures, and aquifers. The resulting maps are digitized by overlaying
a grid on the maps and reading a value for each gridblock. The digitizing process
is sketched in Figures 16-la through 16-Id.
The resolution of the model depends on the resolution of the grid. A fine
grid divides the reservoir into many small gridblocks. It gives the most accurate
numerical representation, but has the greatest computational expense. A coarse
grid has fewer gridblocks, but the coarse gridblocks must be larger than the fine
gridblocks to cover the same model volume. As a result, the coarse grid is less
expensive to run than a fine grid, but it is also less accurate numerically. The
loss of accuracy is most evident when a coarse grid is used to model the interface
between phases such a fluid contacts and displacement fronts. Thus, fine grid
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Figure 16-1 a. Gather data.

Figure 16-lb. Contour data.
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Figure 16-lc. Overlay grid.
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Figure 16-ld. Digitize data.

modeling is often the preferred choice to achieve maximum numerical accuracy.
It is important to recognize, however, that a fine grid covering an area defined
by sparse data can give the illusion of accuracy. Sensitivity studies can help
quantify the uncertainty associated with the model study.
The gridding process is most versatile when used with an integrated 3D
reservoir mapping package. Modern mapping techniques include computer
generated maps that can be changed relatively quickly once properly set up.
Dahlberg [ 1975] presented one of the first analyses of the relative merits of hand
drawn and computer generated maps. Computer generated maps may not include
all of the detailed interpretations a geologist might wish to include in the model,
particularly with regard to faults, but the maps generated by computer in a 3D
mapping program do not have the problems so often associated with the stacking
of 2D plan view maps, namely physically unrealistic layer overlaps. Layer
overlaps need to be corrected before the history match process begins.
Another problem with computer generated maps is the amount of detail
that can be obtained. Computer generated maps can describe a reservoir with
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a much finer grid than can be used in a reservoir simulator. For example, a
computer mapping program such as that described by Englund and Sparks [ 1991 ]
or Pannatier [1996] may use a grid with a million or more cells to represent the
reservoir, yet reservoir simulation grids are usually 100,000 blocks or less. This
means that the reservoir representation in the computer mapping program must
be scaled up, or coarsened, for use in a reservoir simulator. Although many
attempts have been made to find the most realistic process for scaling up data,
there is no widely accepted up-scaling method in use today [for example, see
Christie, 1996; Dogru, 2000],

16.2 Grid Preparation
Reservoir grids may be designed in several different ways. For a review
of different types of grids, see Aziz [1993]. Definitions of coordinate system
orientation vary from one simulator to another and must be clearly defined for
effective use in a simulator. Reservoir grids can often be constructed in one-,
two-, or three-dimensions, and in Cartesian or cylindrical coordinates. Horizontal
ID models are used to model linear systems that do not include gravity effects.
Examples of horizontal ID models include core floods and linear displacement
in a horizontal layer. Core flood modeling has a variety of applications, including
the determination of saturation-dependent data such as relative permeability
curves, A dipping ID reservoir is easily defined in a model by specifying
structure top as a function of distance from the origin of a grid.
Figure 16-1 is an example of a 2D grid. Grids in 2D may be used to model
areal and cross-sectional fluid movement. Grid orientation in 2D is illustrated
by comparing Figure 16-lc and Figure 16-2. Although Figure 16-lc has fewer
blocks, which is computationally more efficient, Figure 16-2 may be useful in
some circumstances. For example, Figure 16-2 is more useful than Figure 16-1 c
if the boundary of the reservoir is not well known or an aquifer needs to be
attached to the flanks of the reservoir to match reservoir behavior.
The use of 2D grids for full field modeling has continued to be popular
even as computer power has increased and made large 3D models practical.
Figure 16-3 shows a simple 3D grid that is often called a "layer cake" grid.
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Figure 16-2. Grid orientation.
Techniques are available for approximating the vertical distribution of fluids
in 2D cross-sectional and 3D models by modifying relative permeability and
capillary pressure curves. The modified curves are called pseudo curves. Taggart,
et al. [1995] present a discussion of several pseudoization techniques and their
limitations. An example of a pseudoization technique is the vertical equilibrium
(VE) approximation. The principal VE assumption is that fluid segregation in
the vertical dimension is instantaneous. This assumption is approximated in

w/
T
k

Figure 16-3. Example of a 3D "layer
cake" grid.
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nature when vertical flow is rapid relative to horizontal flow. This situation
occurs when the vertical permeability of the reservoir is comparable in
magnitude to its horizontal permeability, and when density differences are
significant, such as in gas-oil or gas-water systems. For more discussion of
specific pseudoization techniques, see Taggart, et al. [ 1995] and their references,
One reason for the continuing popularity of 2D grids is that the expectation of what is appropriate grid resolution has changed as simulation technology
evolved. Thus, even though 3D models could be used today with the grid
resolution that was considered acceptable a decade ago for 2D models, modern
expectations often require that even finer grids be used for the same types of
problems. This is an example of a task expanding to fit the available resources.
It is not obvious that increased grid definition is leading to better reservoir
management decisions. Indeed, it can be argued that the technological ability
to add complexity is making it more difficult for people to develop a "big
picture" understanding of the system being studied because they are too busy
focusing on the details of a complex model. Once again, a judicious use of
Ockham's Razor is advisable in selecting a reservoir grid. The grid should be
appropriate for achieving study objectives.
Near-wellbore coning models may be either 2D or 3D grids, but are
defined in cylindrical rather than Cartesian coordinates. Coning (or radial)
models are designed to study rapid pressure and saturation changes. An example
of a radial grid is shown in Figure 16-8. High throughput, that is, large flow rate
through relatively small, near-wellbore gridblocks is most effectively simulated
by a fully implicit formulation. IMPES
can be used to model coning, but timesteps
must be very small, possibly on the order
of minutes or hours. Small timesteps are
not a problem if the duration of the modeled history is short, as it would be in the
case of a pressure transient test.
O Corner Point
• Block Centered
Gridblocks may be defined in terms
of comer-point geometry or block-cen- Figure 16-4. Gridblock representered geometry (Figure 16-4). Block-cen- tation.
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tered geometry is the most straight forward technique, but comer-point geometry
has gained popularity because it yields more visually realistic representations
of reservoir architecture. This is valuable when making presentations to people
who are nonspecialists. The different geometric representations are illustrated
for a two-layer dipping reservoir in Figure 16-5. Although corner-point geometry
is visually more realistic, it is easier to define a grid with block-centered
geometry. Block-centered geometry requires the specification of the lengths of
each side of the block and the block center or top. Corner-point geometry
requires specifying the location of all eight corners of the block. This is most
readily accomplished with a computer program.

Conventional Grid with
Rectangles

Dip-Aligned Grid with
Rectangles

Dip-Aligned Grid with
Parallelograms

Figure 16-5. Geometric representations of a dipping reservoir.
There is little computational difference between the results of corner-point
and block-centered geometry. One caution should be noted with respect to
comer-point geometry. It is possible to define very irregularly shaped grids using
corner-points. This can lead to the distortion of flood fronts and numerical
stability problems. Flood front distortions caused by gridding is an example of
the grid orientation effect discussed by many authors, including Aziz and Settari
[1979], and Mattax and Dalton [1990].
The grid orientation effect is exhibited by looking at a displacement
process in 2D (Figure 16-6). Each producer is equidistant from the single injector
in a model that has uniform and isotropic properties. If grid orientation did not
matter, the symmetry of the problem would show that both wells would produce
injected water at the same time. The figure shows that production is not the same.
Injected fluids preferentially follow the most direct grid path to the producer.
Thus, even though the producers are symmetrically located relative to the in-
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jector and each other, the grid orientation altered the expected flow pattern,
Figure 16-6 shows the effect on frontal advance. In this case, the front arrives
sooner at the producer in the upper right than the producer in the upper left. If
these results are incorporated in a reservoir management plan, they can reduce
the overall effectiveness of the plan.

Figure 16-6. Grid orientation effect (after Hegre, et al.
1986; reprinted by permission of the Society of
Petroleum Engineers).
Another example of the grid orientation effect arises in connection with
the modeling of pattern floods.
Figure 16-7 illustrates two grids
that can be used to model flow
in a five-spot pattern. The parallel grid results in earlier breakthrough of injected fluids than
the diagonal grid. This effect
can be traced to the finite
difference representation of the
fluid flow equations.
Most finite difference
simulators only account for Figure 16-7. Parallel and diagonal grids (after
flow contributionsfromblocks T°d.' * al 19^2;rfrinted ^ Permission of
the Society of Petroleum Engineers).
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that are nearest neighbors to the central block along orthogonal Cartesian axes.
In Table 16-1, the central block is denoted by "C" and the nearest neighbor block
contributing to the standard finite difference calculation in 2D are denoted by
an asterisk. The five blocks comprise the five-point differencing scheme of the
2D Cartesian grid.
Table 16-1
Finite Difference Stencils
Block

1-1

J-l
J

9
*

J +l

9

I
#
C
*

1 +1

9
*
9

Reservoir simulators are usually formulated with the assumption that
diagonal blocks do not contribute because the grid is aligned along the principal
axes of the permeability tensor. Diagonal blocks are denoted by "9" in Table
16-1. The nine-point stencil includes all nine blocks in the calculation of flow
into and out of the central block. Grid orientation effects can be minimized, at
least in principle, if the diagonal blocks are included in the nine-point finite
difference formulation [for example, see Young, 1984; Hegre, etal, 1986: Lee,
et al., 1997]. This option is available in some commercial simulators. In 3D
models, the number of blocks needed to represent all adjacent blocks, including
diagonal terms, is 27. By contrast, only seven blocks are used in the conventional
formulation of a 3D finite difference model.
Local grid refinement (LGR)
LGR
Radial Grid
is used to provide additional grid
definition in a few selected regions
of a larger grid. Raleigh [1991] compared local grid refinement with a
radial grid (Figure 16-8) and showed
that the results are comparable.
When LGR is used, it typically in- Figure 16-8. LGR and radial grids,
creases computer processor time for a run because of increased throughput in
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small blocks. An LGR grid is an example of a flexible or unstructured grid. A
flexible grid is made up of polygons in 2D (polyhedra in 3D) whose shape and
size vary from one subregion to another in the modeled region.
Although many grid preparation options are available, improving grid
preparation capability is an on-going research and development topic. For
example, not all flow simulators use a finite difference formulation. Some are
based on a control volume finite element formulation that use triangular meshes
in 2D (tetrahedral meshes in 3D). Finite difference grids typically display global
orthogonality in which the grid axes are aligned along orthogonal coordinate
directions. Examples of globally orthogonal coordinate systems include the
Cartesian x-y-z system and the cylindrical r-Q-z system. Grids with global
orthogonality may be distorted to fit local irregularities such as faults using
corner-point geometry. By contrast, finite element grids display orthogonality
in which gridblock boundaries are perpendicular to lines joining gridblock nodes
on opposite sides of each boundary. An example of a locally orthogonal grid
is a perpendicular bisector (PEBI) grid. Aziz [ 1993], Chin [1993], Heinemann
[ 1994], Verma and Aziz [ 1997], and Heinemann and Heinemann [ 1998] provide
additional discussion of grid preparation research.
16.3 Model Types
Models may be classified into three different types: full field models,
window area models, and conceptual models. Full field models are used to match
performance of the entire field. They take into account the interaction between
all wells and layers. The results of full field models are already matched to field
scale and require no further scaling. The disadvantage of using full field models
is that the number of grid blocks may need to be large or the grid size may need
to be relatively coarse to include the entire field.
Window area models are designed to look at smaller areas of the field.
These models are often constructed from a full field description. Window area
models allow finer grid resolution or shorter turnaround time if the model runs
faster than a full field model. The window area models are useful for studying
recovery mechanisms and for determining reasonable grid preparation criteria
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for use in full field models, especially with regard to layering. Full field models
require sufficient layering to track fluid contact movement or other depth dependent information that is needed to achieve study objectives. Window area
models have the disadvantage of not being able to accurately model flux across
window area boundaries. This means that effects of wells outside the window
area are not taken into account except through boundary conditions. Some
commercial simulators will output time-dependent boundary conditions for use
in window area models. Although this information is helpful, the process is
cumbersome and does not necessarily yield accurate results. Field history can
be used to guide development of the window area model, but has only limited
utility as a criterion for validating window model performance. Heinemann
[1995] has discussed further concepts and applications of a dynamic windowing
technique that is designed to minimize the difficulties of preparing and applying
window area models in conjunction with full field models.
One of the most useful types of models is the conceptual model.
Conceptual models can be built quickly and require only an approximate
description of that part of the reservoir that is relevant to the conceptual study.
Computer resource requirements are relatively small when compared with full
field or window area models. Results of the conceptual model are qualitative
and best used for comparing concepts such as vertical layering. They can also
be used to prepare pseudo curves for use in full field or window area models.
For example, the saturation of a block in a model with a transition zone depends
on the depth of the center-point of the block (see Chapter 6). As a result, a grid
that is vertically coarse may have only a rough approximation of the transition
zone. More accurate modeling of saturation gradient in a transition zone requires
vertical grid refinement or use of pseudo curves. Conceptual models are useful
for preparing such pseudo curves. The disadvantage to conceptual models is that
their results do not apply directly to the description of a particular field. Since
there is no history match, conceptual model results should be viewed as
qualitative rather than quantitative estimates of field performance. They do
provide useful qualitative information that can be applied to specific fields in
window area and full field models.
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16.4 Basic Simulator Volumetrics
Reservoir simulators calculate reservoir volume using a procedure similar
to the procedure described in this section. Bulk volume VB of each gridblock
defined in a Cartesian coordinate system {x, y, z} is calculated from the gross
thickness Az = h of each gridblock and the gridblock lengths Ax, Ay along the
x andy axes:

Porosity <j) and net-to-gross ratio T) are then used to calculate gridblock pore
volume

Vp = §r\VB = $T\hAxAy = §hnelAxAy
where net thickness is defined by hnet = r\h. The volume of phase $ in the gridblock at reservoir conditions is the product of the gridblock pore volume and
phase saturation, thus

,P
V = SV
where S'? is the saturation of phase 1 Total model volumes are calculated by
summing over all gridblocks.
Many commercial simulators provide optional variations on the simple
procedure outlined above. A comparison of reservoir simulator calculated volumetrics with volumetrics from another source, such as a material balance study
or a computer mapping package, provides a means of validating volumetric estimates using independent sources.

Exercises
Exercise 16.1 Sketch the model grids for data sets EXAM 1 .DAT, EXAM2.DAT,
EXAM3.DAT, EXAM5.DAT, and EXAM7.DAT using information from each
data set,
Exercise 16.2 Repeat Exercise 16. 1 for case study data sets CS-MB.DAT, CSVC.DAT, and CS-XS.DAT.
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Exercise 16.3 Modify the grid in EXAM3.DAT so that it has only five blocks
in the x direction, but the model volume is unchanged. Be sure to relocate the
wells relative to the grid to keep them in their appropriate physical locations
Use the equations in Chapter 31.2 to correct the PID index. How does the coarser
grid affect model performance?
Exercise 16.4 Modify the grid in EXAM2.DAT so that it has 5 x 5 x 4 gridblocks. The well should be in the center of the reservoir and the reservoir volume
should be unchanged by the redefinition of the grid. Use the equations in Chapter
31.2 to correct the PID index. How does the finer grid affect model performance
when the model is run for three years?
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In a typical study it is necessary to first specify project objectives. The
objectives help define the level of detail that will be incorporated in the reservoir
model. Once objectives are defined, it is helpful to think of the study proceeding
in three phases [Saleri, 1993 ]: the history match phase; a calibration phase, which
provides a smooth transition between the first and third phases; and the
prediction phase. The first step toward obtaining a history match is the collection
and analysis of data.
17.1 Data Preparation
Data must be acquired and evaluated with a focus on its quality and the
identification of relevant drive mechanisms that should be included in the model
[for example, see Crichlow, 1977; Saleri, et al., 1992; Raza, 1992]. Given that
information, it is possible to select the type of model that will be needed for the
study: conceptual, window area, or full field model. In many cases all three of
these models may need to be used, as illustrated in Fanchi, et al. [1996]. Data
must be acquired for each model.
Some of the data that is required for a model study can be found in
existing reports. The modeling team should find as many reports as it can from
as many disciplines as possible. Table 17-1 lists the types of data that are needed
in a model study. A review of geophysical, geological, petrophysical,, and
engineering reports provides a background on how the project has been
developed and what preconceived interpretations have been established. During
168
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the course of the study, it may be necessary to develop not only a new view of
the reservoir, but also to prepare an explanation of why the new view is superior
to a previously approved interpretation. If significant gaps exist in the reports,
particularly historical performance of the field, it is wise to update them.
Table 17-1
Data Required for a Simulation Study
Property

Sources

Permeability

Pressure transient testing, Core
analyses, Correlations, Well performance

Porosity, Rock
compressibility

Core analyses, Well logs

Relative permeability and
capillary pressure

Laboratory core flow tests

Saturations

Well logs, Core analyses, Pressure cores,
Single-well tracer tests

Fluid property (PVT) data

Laboratory analyses of reservoir fluid
samples

Faults, boundaries, fluid
contacts

Seismic, Pressure transient testing

Aquifers

Seismic, Material balance calculations,
Regional exploration studies

Fracture spacing, orientation,
connectivity

Core analyses, Well logs, Seismic,
Pressure transient tests, Interference
testing, Wellbore performance

Rate and pressure data,
completion and workover data

Field performance history

A review of rock and fluid property may show that the amount of available
data is limited. If so, additional data should be obtained when possible. This may
require special laboratory tests, depending on the objectives of the study. If
measured data cannot be obtained during the scope of the study, then correlations
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or data from analogous fields will have to be used. Values must be entered into
the simulator, and it is prudent to select values that can be justified.
Well data should be reviewed. If additional field tests are needed, they
should be requested and incorporated into the study schedule. Due to the costs
and operating constraints of a project, it may be difficult to justify the expense
of acquiring more data or delaying the study while additional data is obtained.
The modeling team should take care to avoid underestimating the amount of
work that may be needed to prepare an input data set. It can take as long to
collect and prepare the data as it does to do the study.
17.2 Pressure Correction
When pressures are matched in a model study, the calculated and observed
pressures should be compared at a common datum. In addition, pressures from
well tests should be corrected for comparison with model block pressures. A
widely used pressure correction is the Peaceman [1978, 1983] correction.
Figure 17-1 illustrates a pressure buildup curve as a function of radial
distance from the center of a wellbore with radius rw. To obtain a well block
pressure P0 from a pressure buildup (PBU), Peaceman used a Cartesian grid to
model the PBU performance of a well to find an equivalent well block radius
r0. A Homer plot of a PBU test is illustrated in Figure 17-2.

Radius
Figure 17-1. Pressure buildup.
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Peaceman showed that the shut in pressure Pws of an actual well equals
the simulator well block pressure P0 at a shut in time A/ 5 given by
f

(17.1)

K

where K is permeability, <f) is porosity, |l is viscosity, and CT is total compressibility. Units for all variables are given in Table 17-2 at the end of this section,

Log (T;, + AO/A/
Figure 17-2. Horner plot of PBU.
The relationship between gridblock pressure P0 and flowing pressure Pwf
at the wellbore is
P..., = P. - 141.2

In — + S
r.

(17,2)

where Q is the flow rate, B is formation volume factor, and S is skin. For an
isotropic reservoir, that is, a reservoir in which x-direction permeability equals
y direction permeability (Kx = Ky), the equivalent well block radius is given in
terms of the block lengths {A*, Ay}, thus
ro = 0.14 (A*2 + A>> 2 )' /2

(17.3)

shut in time can be masked by wellbore storage effects. If it is, the shut in
pressure P^ may have to be obtained by extrapolation of another part of the
curve, such as the radial flow curve. Table 17-2 summarizes the parameters
involved in the Peaceman correction for a consistent set of units. An application
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of the Peaceman correction is presented in Chapter 22 as part of a case study.
Peaceman's work with 2D models was extended to 3D by Odeh [1985].
Table 17-2
Oilfield Units for the Peaceman Correction
Parameter

Units

B
CT

RB/STB
psi•-i

h

ft

K

md

P 0' PWf> *PWS

psia

Q

STB/D

o>rw

ft

S

fraction

A/,

hr

A*, A>>

ft

4>

fraction

M-

cp

1

l

r

17.3 Simulator Selection and Ockham's Razor
Several requirements must be considered when selecting a simulator.
These requirements can be classified into two general categories: reservoir and
non-reservoir. From a reservoir perspective, we are interested in fluid type,
reservoir architecture, and the types of recovery processes or drive mechanisms
that are anticipated.
Reservoir architecture encompasses a variety of parameters that have a
major impact on model design. Study objectives and the geologic model must
be considered in establishing the dimensionality of the problem (1 D, 2D, or 3D)
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and the geometry of the grid. Do we need special grid options, such as radial
coning or local grid refinement, or will Cartesian coordinates be satisfactory?
If the study is designed to investigate near wellbore flow, it would be wise to
select a grid that provides good spatial resolution near the wellbore, for example,
radial coordinates. On the other hand, if the study is intended to provide an
overview of field performance, a coarse Cartesian grid may be satisfactory.
The level of complexity of the geology will influence grid definition, and
in the case of fractured reservoirs, the type of flow equations that must be used
[for example, see Reiss, 1980; Aguilera, 1980; Golf-Racht, 1982; and Lough,
et al, 1996]. A highly faulted reservoir or a naturally fractured reservoir is more
difficult to describe numerically than a homogeneous sand.
Model selection will be influenced by the types of processes and drive
mechanisms that dominate flow in the reservoir. Processes range from gas cap
drive and water drive under primary depletion, through water or gas injection
in pressure maintenance programs, to miscible or thermal flooding in enhanced
recovery projects. The choice of model will vary depending on the anticipated
process. For example, dry gas injection in a condensate reservoir is typically
modeled with a compositional simulator, while steam flooding a heavy oil
reservoir should be modeled with a thermal simulator.
A few guidelines are worth noting with regard to simulator selection.
Many novice modelers make the mistake of selecting models that are much more
complex than they need to be to satisfy the objectives of the study. According
to Coats [1969], the modeler should "select the least complicated model and
grossest reservoir description that will allow the desired estimation of reservoir
performance." This is a restatement of Ockham's Razor.
William of Ockham, a fourteenth-century English philosopher, said
"plurality must not be posited without necessity" [Jefferys and Berger, 1992],
Today this is interpreted to mean that an explanation of the facts should be no
more complicated than necessary. We should favor the simplest hypothesis that
is consistent with the data.
Ockham's Razor should be applied with care, however, because one of
the goals of a model study is to establish a consensus about how the reservoir
behaves. This consensus is political, to an extent, because the model must satisfy
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the people who commissioned the study. Their views may require using a model
that has more complexity than required from a technical modeling perspective.
Non-reservoir requirements include personnel, simulator availability, and
cost effectiveness. Personnel will be needed to gather and evaluate data, prepare
input data, perform the history match, and then make predictions. Data gathering
may take a few days or several months depending on the quality and extent of
the data base for a particular field. The history matching and prediction phases
do not necessarily have to be done by the same modeler. In some companies,
history matching is done in a collaborative effort between a specialized technology center and a field office, while most of the prediction work is completed
in the field office. This takes advantage of specialized expertise: technology
centers, including outside consultants, routinely set up and ran models, while
day-to-day changes that impact production operations are handled in the field
office. The division of labor between history matching and prediction makes
sense in some circumstances.
A wide variety of simulators are available for a price. The work horse
simulators - black oil and compositional - can often be leased on an as-needed
basis or are available through computer networks. More specialized simulators
may be obtained from software vendors, or as publicly available research codes
developed at university and government laboratories.
As complexity increases, so also does cost. A good economic argument
to support Ockham's Razor is to remember that the latest technology is not
always the best technology for a project, and its use comes with a cost. Modeling
teams are often tempted to apply the latest technology, even if it is not warranted.
An example is the use of local grid refinement (LGR) to model horizontal wells.
LGR is an innovative grid preparation technique that can improve spatial
resolution, but at a substantial increase in computer cost and simulator sophistication. It is very common to find LGR used to model horizontal wells. In some
cases, such as feasibility studies, this level of technical detail exceeds the needs
of the study objectives and simply adds cost to the project without adding the
corresponding value. A wise modeling team will match the level of technology
with the objectives of the study. The result will be the selection of the most cost
effective method for achieving study objectives.
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The cost of a simulation study can be estimated based on previous experience with similar studies. As an example of how to estimate the cost for a black
oil simulation study, begin by calculating the product of the number of
gridblocks and the number of timesteps denoted by GBTS. Once GBTS is
known, it should be related to the computer processing (cpu) time needed to
make a ran. The amount of cpu time per GBTS is determined by dividing the
cpu time needed to make previous model runs by the number of GBTS in those
runs. The product of GBTS and cpu time per GBTS gives total cpu time needed
for a run. The cost of the study then depends on the number of runs that need
to be made. The number of runs can be estimated by assuming that approximately 100 runs will be needed to obtain a history match. A similar approach
is applied to estimating the cost of making predictions. Personnel cost Is
approximately equal to computer cost for the study, This does not include the
cost of data collection and evaluation.
Exercises
Exercise 17.1 Data set EXAM10.DAT uses multiple Rock and PVT regions.
Review EXAM 10.DAT and simplify the data set without altering model results.
List the changes you make to the data set. Chapter 24.4 presents a description
of Rock and PVT region data records.
Exercise 17.2 A model has 10 * 10 x 4 gridblocks and takes 5 minutes to ran
100 timesteps. Calculate cpu time per GBTS. Estimate how long it would take
to make 100 runs with 200 timesteps each.
Exercise 17.3 (A) Use Eq. (17.3) to calculate the equivalent well block radius
of a block with Ax = Ay = 200 ft. (B) Estimate shut in time for the Peaceman
correction using Eq. (17.1). Assume <J> = 0.15, CT= I * 10~5 psia"1, jl = 2 cp and
K=10md.
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History Matching
The history matching process begins with clearly defined objectives.
Given the objectives, it is necessary to acquire model input data, especially the
history of field performance. One of the essential tasks of the data acquisition
stage is to determine which data should be matched during the history matching
process. For example, if a gas-water reservoir is being modeled, gas rate is
usually specified and water production is matched. By contrast, if an oil reservoir
is being modeled, oil rate is specified and water and gas production are matched.
Data acquisition is an essential part of model initialization. Model
initialization is the stage when the data is prepared in a form that can be used
by the simulator. The model is considered initialized when it has all the data it
needs to calculate fluids in place. The reservoir must be characterized in a format
that can be put in a simulator and that is acceptable to the commissioners of the
study. Reservoir characterization includes the selection of a grid and associated
data for use in the model. It may also require the study of multiple reservoir
realizations in the case of a geostatistical model study [for example, see
Pannatier, 1996; Lieber, 1996; Rossini, et al, 1994; Englund and Sparks, 1991;
Haldorsen and Damsleth, 1990; and Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989]. All fluid data
corrections, such as flash corrections applied to differential PVT data in a black
oil simulation, must be completed during the model initialization process.
In many cases, simple conceptual models may be useful in selecting a final
grid for the model study, especially when determining the number of layers. As
an illustration, suppose we want to track flood front movement in a very large
field. In this case, we want as much areal definition as possible (at least 3 to 5
176
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gridblocks between each gridblock containing a well), but this may mean loss
of vertical definition. A way to resolve the problem is to set up one or more
cross-section models that represent different parts of the field. Vertical confermance effects in these regions are modeled in detail by calculating flow
performance with the cross-section models. The flow performance of a detailed
cross-section model is then matched by adjusting relative permeability curves
in a model with fewer layers. The resulting pseudo-relative permeability curves
are considered acceptable for use in an areal model
Another aspect of model initialization is equilibration. This is the point
at which fluid contacts are established and fluid volumes are calculated.
Resulting model volumes should be compared with other estimates of fluid in
place, notably volumetric and material balance estimates. There should be
reasonable agreement between the different methods (for example, within two
percent). Finally, the history match can begin.

18.1 Illustrative History Matching Strategies
A universally accepted strategy for performing a history match does not
exist. History matching is as much art as science because of the complexity of
the problem. Nevertheless, there are some general guidelines that can help move
a history match toward successful completion. These guidelines have been
presented by such authors as Crichlow [1977], Mattax and Dalton [1990],
Thomas [1982], and Saleri, et al. [1992]. One set of guidelines is presented in
Table 18-1. The first two steps in the table take precedence over the last two,
If the first two steps cannot be achieved, there is a good chance the model is
inadequate and revisions will be necessary. An inadequate model may be due
to a variety of problems: for example, the wrong model was selected, the
reservoir is poorly characterized, or field data is inaccurate or incomplete.
Among the data variables matched in a typical black oil or gas study are
pressure, production rate, water-oil ratio (WOR), gas-oil-ratio (GOR), and tracer
data if it is available. More specialized studies, such as compositional or thermal
studies, should also match data unique to the process, such as well stream
composition or the temperature of produced fluids.
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Table 18-1
Suggested History Matching Procedure
Step

Remarks
Match volumetrics with material balance and identify aquifer support.

II

Match reservoir pressure. Pressure may be matched both globally and
locally. The match of average field pressure establishes the global
quality of the model as an overall material balance. The pressure
distribution obtained by plotting well test results at given points in time
shows the spatial variation associated with local variability of field
performance.

Ill

Match saturation dependent variables. These variables include wateroil ratio (WOR) and gas-oil ratio (GOR). WOR and GOR are often the
most sensitive production variables in terms of both breakthrough time
and the shape of the WOR or GOR curve.

IV

Match well flowing pressures.

The pressure is usually the first dynamical variable to be matched during
the history matching process. A comparison of estimated reservoir pressures
obtained from well tests of a single well on successive days shows that errors
in reported historical pressures can be up to 10 percent of pressure drawdown.
This error may be as large or larger than the Peaceman correction discussed in
Chapter 17. As a first approximation, it is sufficient to compare uncorrected
historical pressures directly with model pressures, particularly if your initial
interest is in pressure trends and not in actual pressure values. Pressure
corrections should be applied when fine tuning the history match.
Production rates are usually from monthly production records. The
modeler specifies one rate or well pressure, and then verifies that the rate is
entered properly by comparing observed cumulative production with model
cumulative production. After the rate of one phase is specified, the rates of all
other phases must be matched by model performance. In many cases, observed
rates will be averaged on a monthly or quarterly basis and then compared with
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model calculated rates. If the history of reservoir performance is extensive, then
it is often wise to place a greater reliance on the validity of the most recent field
data when performing a history match.
Phase ratios, such as GOR and WOR, are sensitive indicators of model
performance. Matching ratios provides information about pressure depletion and
front movements. Tracers are also useful for modeling fluid fronts. Tracers need
not be expensive chemicals; they can even be changes in the salinity of produced
water. Salinity changes can occur as a result of mixing when injected brine and
in situ brine have different salinities. Water sample analysis on a periodic basis
is useful for tracking salinity variation as a function of time.
Time-Lapse Seismic History Matching
An emerging history matching strategy is to combine time-lapse seismic
reservoir monitoring with traditional flow modeling in a process referred to as
seismic history matching [Lumley and Behrens, 1997]. Seismic history matching
is an iterative process, as illustrated in Figure 18-1.The ovals in the figure
represent model preparation, while the rectangles correspond to the history
matching process.
Update Reservoir Model
Make Reservoir Management
Decisions

Compare with
4D Seismic Data

A
V

/^^
^"N.
f Reservoir \
V Modeling )

f
Seismic
( Modeling
X^ Imaging

Rock Physics
Elastic Properties

Figure 18-1. Seismic history matching [after Lumley and Behrens,
SPE 38696, 1977].
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The seismic history matching process includes steps for incorporating
time-lapse seismic monitoring information. Time-lapse seismic monitoring is
the comparison of two or more 3-D seismic surveys over the same region at
different points in time. WINB4D includes algorithms for providing information
that can facilitate all of the tasks shown in Figure 18-1. This has been made
possible by the inclusion of a petrophysical model in the flow simulator,

18.2 Key History Matching Parameters
A fundamental concept of history matching is the concept of a "hierarchy
of uncertainty." The hierarchy of uncertainty is a ranking of model input data
quality that lets the modeler determine which data is most and least reliable.
Changes to model input data are then constrained by the principle that the least
reliable data should be changed first. The question is: which data are least
reliable?
Data reliability is determined when data are collected and evaluated for
completeness and validity [Raza, 1992; Saleri, et al., 1992]. This is such an
important step in establishing a feel for the data that the modeler should be
closely involved with the review of data. Relative permeability data are typically
placed at the top of the hierarchy of uncertainty because they are modified more
often than other data. Relative permeability curves are often determined from
core floods. As a consequence, the applicability of the final set of curves to the
rest of the modeled region is always in doubt.
Initial fluid volumes may be modified by changing a variety of input
parameters, including relative permeability endpoints and fluid contacts. Modelcalculated, original fluid volumes in place are constrained by independent
techniques like volumetrics and material balance studies.
Attempts to match well data may require changing the producing interval
or the productivity index of a perforation interval. If it is difficult to match well
performance in a zone or set of zones, the modeler needs to look at a variety of
possibilities, including unexpected completion and wellbore problems. In one
study, for example, an unexpectedly high GOR from a perforation interval that
was known to be below the gas-oil contact was due to gas flow in the annulus
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between the tubing and the casing. This result was confirmed by running a
cement bond log and finding a leak in the wellbore interval adjacent to the gas
cap. Gas from the gas cap was entering the welibore and causing the larger than
expected production GOR. This effect can be modeled by a variety of options,
depending on the degree of accuracy desired: for example, it could be modeled
by altering productivity index (PI) in the well model or by designing a near
wellbore conceptual model and preparing pseudorelative permeability curves,
The choice of method will influence the predictive capability of the model. Thus,
a pseudo-relative permeability model will allow for high GOR even if the well
is recomputed, whereas the PI could be readily corrected at the time of well
recompletion to reflect the improvement in wellbore integrity.
Map adjustments may also be necessary. This used to be considered a last
resort change because map changes required substantial effort to redigitize the
modified maps and prepare a revised grid. Pre-processing packages and
computer-aided geologic modeling are making map changes a more acceptable
history match method. In the case of geostatistics, a history matching process
may actually involve the use of several different geologic models. Each geologic
model is called a stochastic image or realization. Additional discussion of
geostatistics is presented in Chapter 11.
Toronyi and Saleri [1988] present a detailed discussion of their approach
to history matching. It is noteworthy because they provide guidance on how
changes in some history match parameters affect matches of saturation and
pressure gradients. A summary is presented in Table 18-2. It shows, for example,
that a change in pore volume can effect pressure as it changes with time. As
another example, relative permeability changes are useful for matching saturation
variations in time and space. Notice that fluid property data are seldom changed
to match field history. This is because fluid property data tend to be more
accurately measured than other model input data.
History matching must not be achieved by making incorrect parameter
modifications. For example, matching pressure may be achieved by adjusting
rock compressibility, yet the final match value should be within the set of values
typically associated with the type of rock in the formation. In general, modified
parameter values must be physically meaningful.
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Table 18-2
Influence of Key History Matching Parameters
Parameter

Pressure
match

Saturation
match
*

Permeability thickness

AP/A/
AP/A*

AS/A*

Relative permeability

Not used

AS/A* and AS/A/

Rock compressibility

*

Not used

Bubble-point pressure

AP/A/ *

*

Pore volume

* Avoid changing if possible

18.3 Evaluating the History Match
One way to evaluate the history match is to compare observed and
calculated parameters. Typically, observed and calculated parameters are
compared by making plots of pressure vs time, cumulative production (or
injection) vs time, production (or injection) rates vs time, and GOR, WOR, or
water cut vs time. Other comparisons can and should be made if data are
available. They include, for example, model saturations versus well log
saturations, and tracer concentration (such as salinity) versus time. In the case
of compositional simulation, dominant components (typically methane) should
be plotted as a function of time.
In many studies, the most sensitive indicators of model performance are
plots of GOR, WOR, or water cut vs time. These plots can be used to identify
problem areas. For example, suppose we plot all high/low WOR and GOR wells
or plot all high/low pressure wells. A review of such plots may reveal a grouping
of wells with the same problem. This can identify the presence of a systematic
error or flaw in the model that needs to be corrected. If the distribution is
random, then local variations in performance due to heterogeneity should be
considered.
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18.4 Deciding on a Match
There are several ways to decide if a match is satisfactory. In all cases,
a clear understanding of the study objectives should be the standard for making
the decision. If a coarse study is being performed, the quality of the match
between observed and calculated parameters does not need to be as accurate as
it would need to be for a more detailed study. For example, pressure may be
considered matched if the difference between calculated and observed pressures
is within ±10% draw down. The tolerance of ±10% is determined by estimating
the uncertainty associated with measured field pressures and the required quality
of the study. A study demanding greater reliability in predictions may need to
reduce the tolerance to ± 5% or even less, but it is unrealistic to seek a tolerance
of less than one percent. The uncertainty applies not to individual well gauge
pressures, which may be measured to a precision of less than one percent, but
to estimates of average field or region pressure from two or more well tests. The
latter error is generally much larger than the precision of a single well test. In
any event, model-calculated pressure trends should match field or region pressure performance.
Another sensitive indicator of the quality of a history match is the match
of WOR, GOR, or water cut. Three factors need to be considered: breakthrough
time, the magnitude of the difference between observed and calculated values,
and trends. Adjustments in the model should be made to improve the quality of
each factor. Saleri [1993] has observed that a match of the field is more easily
obtained than a match of individual well performance. Indeed, he notes that
matching every well is virtually impossible. As a rale of thumb, the field match
may be valid for a year or more without updating, and we can expect the well
match to be valid for up to six months without updating. Deviations from this
rule will vary widely, and will depend on the type of system modeled and the
alignment of the interpreted model with reality. Indeed, gas reservoirs without
aquifer influx may be accurately modeled for the life of the field, while a gas
reservoir with complex lithology and water influx may never be satisfactorily
matched.
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Modelers must resist being drawn into the "one more run" syndrome. This
occurs when a modeler (or member of the study team) wants to see "just one
more run" to try an idea that has not yet been tried. In practice, a final match is
often declared when the time or money allotted for the study is depleted.

18.5 History Match Limitations
History matching may be thought of as an inverse problem. An inverse
problem exists when the dependent variable is the best known aspect of a system
and the independent variable must be determined [Oreskes, et al, 1994]. For
example, the "dependent variable" in oil and gas production is the production
performance of the field. Production performance depends on input variables
such as permeability distribution and fluid properties. The goal of the history
match is to find a set of input variables that can reconstruct field performance.
In the context of an inverse problem, the problem is solved by finding a
set of reasonable reservoir parameters that minimizes the difference between
model performance and historical performance of the field. As usual, we must
remember that we are solving a non-unique problem whose solution is often as
much art as science. The uniqueness problem arises from many factors. Most
notable of these are unreliable or limited field data and numerical effects.
Advances in hardware and software technology have made it possible to
minimize the effects of numerical problems, or at least estimate their influence
on the final history match solution. Data limitations are more difficult to resolve
because the system is inherently underdetermined: we do not have enough data
to be sure that our final solution is correct.
Test of Reasonableness
A model may be considered reasonable if it does not violate any known
physical constraints. In many cases, a model may be acceptable if it is reasonable. In other situations, not only must physical constraints be satisfied, but
approved processes for evaluating data must also be followed. Thus a model may
be reasonable, but if it is based on an innovative technique that is reasonable but
not approved, the model will be unacceptable. The modeler may use a method
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that is in the literature, but the commissioner of the study may have a philosophical or empirical objection to the method. Window area modeling is a good
example of a method that may be reasonable but not acceptable because failure
to adequately describe flux across window area boundaries can yield poor results.
If someone in a position of authority or influence has had a bad experience with
the modeling method, they may refuse to accept results from the model.
Similarly, the modeler needs to be aware that some modeling methods are not
universally accepted. At the very least, alternative methods may be needed to
corroborate the disputed method as part of a sensitivity analysis or model
validation exercise.

Exercises
Exercise 18.1 (A) Run EXAM6.DAT and plot average reservoir pressure as a
function of time. (B) Multiply the pore volume of data set EXAM6.DAT by 0.9
and repeat part A. (C) How does the change in pore volume affect pressure as
a function of time?
Exercise 18.2 Double the horizontal permeability in layer K = 1 of data set
EXAM6.DAT. (A) Plot the average reservoir pressure as a function of time. (B)
What is the effect on production, by layer, at the end of two years? File
WTEMP.WEL provides rate information by layer for all wells.
Exercise 18.3 Set the x direction transmissibility to 0 between 1 = 2 and 1 = 3
for blocks ranging from J = 1 to J = 4 in layers K = 1 and K = 2 of data set
EXAM6.DAT. This transmissibility barrier represents a flow barrier such as a
sealing fault. How does the barrier alter flow patterns and the distribution of
reservoir pressure?
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Chapter 19
Predictions
The previous chapters have shown how to build a working model of the
reservoir and establish a level of confidence in the validity of model results. It
is time to recall that modeling was undertaken to prepare a tool that would help
us develop recommendations for a reservoir management program. The primary
reservoir management objective is to determine the optimum operating
conditions needed to maximize the economic recovery of hydrocarbons. This
is accomplished, in principle, by marshaling accessible resources to
4 optimize recovery from a reservoir, and
+ minimize capital investments and operating expenses.
The commercial impact of the simulation study is the preparation of a cash flow
prediction from projected field performance. Thus, the model study is often
completed by making field performance predictions for use in economic analysis
of possible operating strategies.

19.1 Prediction Capabilities
Performance predictions are valuable for a variety of purposes. Predictions
can be used to better interpret and understand reservoir behavior and they
provide a means of determining model sensitivity to changes in input data. This
sensitivity analysis can guide the acquisition of additional data for improving
reservoir management.
Predictions enable people to estimate project life by predicting recovery
vs time. Project life depends not only on the flow behavior of the reservoir, but
186
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also on commercial issues. Models let the user impose a variety of economic
constraints on future reservoir performance during the process of estimating
project life. These constraints reflect a range of economic criteria that will
interest management, shareholders, and prospective investors.
Commercial interests are clearly important to the future of a project, and
so are technical issues. It is often necessary to compare different recovery
processes as part of a study. Since there is only one field, it is unrealistic to
believe that many different recovery processes can be evaluated in the field, even
as small-scale pilot projects. Pilot projects tend to be substantially more
expensive to run than simulation studies. In some cases, however, it might be
worthwhile to confirm a simulation study with a pilot project. This is especially
true with expensive processes such as chemical and thermal flooding,
Yet another use for model predictions is the preparation of a reservoir
management plan. Reservoir management plans have been discussed in previous
sections. Their preparation is often the single most important motivation for
performing a simulation study.

19.2 Prediction Process
The prediction process begins with model calibration. It is usually
necessary to ensure continuity in well rate when the modeler switches from rate
control during the history match to pressure control during the prediction stage
of a study. This is illustrated in Figure 19-1 where the solid curve is the predicted
rate based on the productivity index (PI) used in the history match. A clear
History -<

Rate

--,„

>• Prediction

:
~"~~"~~ •—^ _

VadjustPI

Time

Figure 19-1. Model calibration.
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discontinuity in rate is observed between the end of history and the beginning
of prediction. The rate difference usually arises because the actual well PI,
especially skin effect, is not accurately modeled by the model PL An adjustment
to model PI needs to be made to match final historical rate with initial predicted
rate.
The next step is to prepare a base case prediction. The base case prediction
is a forecast assuming existing operating conditions apply. For example, the base
case for a newly developed field that is undergoing primary depletion should
be a primary depletion case that extends to a user-specified economic limit. By
contrast, if the field was being waterflooded, the waterflood should be the base
case and alternative strategies may include gas injection and WAG (wateraltemating-gas).
The base case prediction establishes a basis from which to compare
changes in field performance resulting from changes in existing operating
conditions. In addition, a sensitivity analysis should be performed to provide
insight into the uncertainty associated with model predictions. A procedure for
conducting a sensitivity analysis is outlined below.

19.3 Sensitivity Analyses
Sensitivity analyses are often needed in both the history matching and
prediction stages [for example, see Crichlow, 1977; Mattax and Dalton, 1990;
Saleri, 1993; and Fanchi, et al, 1996]. Any method that quantifies the uncertainty or risk associated with selecting a particular prediction case may be viewed
as a sensitivity analysis. An example of a sensitivity analysis technique that is
cost-effective in moving a history match forward is conceptual modeling. It can
be used to address very specific questions, such as determining the impact of
fluid contact movement on hydrocarbon recovery. Similarly, window models
that study such issues as the behavior of a horizontal well in a fault block provide
useful information on the sensitivity of a model to changes in input parameters.
Another example of a sensitivity analysis technique is risk analysis.
Murtha [1997] defines risk analysis as "any form of analysis that studies and
hence attempts to quantify risks associated with an investment." Risk in this
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context refers to a potential "change in assets associated with some chance
occurrences." Risk analysis generates probabilities associated with changes of
model input parameters. The parameter changes must be contained within ranges
that are typically determined by the range of available data, information from
analogous fields, and the experience of the modeling team. Each model run using
a complete set of model input parameters constitutes a trial. A large number of
trials can be used to generate probability distributions. Alternatively, the results
of the trials can be used in a multivariable regression analysis to generate
analytical expressions, as described below.
One of the most widely used techniques for studying model sensitivity
to input parameter changes is to modify model input parameters in the history
matched model. The following procedure combines multivariable regression and
the results of model trials to generate an analytical expression for quantifying
the effect of changing model parameters.
Assume a dependent variable F has the form

F = K n XjJ
j*\
where {Xj} are n independent variables and K is a proportionality constant that
depends on the units of the independent variables. Examples of Xj are well
separation, saturation end points, and aquifer strength. Taking the logarithm of
the defining equation for F linearizes the function F and makes it suitable for
multivariable regression analysis, thus
InF = InK + £ e /m Xj
7=1

A sensitivity model is constructed using the following procedure:
4 Run a model with different values of {Xj}
4 Obtain values of F for each set of values of {Xj}
The constants K, {e-\ are obtained by performing a multivariable regression
analysis using values of F calculated from the model runs as a function of {Xj} .
In addition to quantifying behavior, the regression procedure provides
an estimate of fractional change of the dependent variable F when we make
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fractional changes to the independent variables {Xj} . The fractional change in
F is given by
dF

dX

This lets us compare the relative importance of changes to the independent
variables. Notice that the proportionality constant K has been factored out of the
expression dF/Ffor the fractional change in F. Thus, the quantity dF/Fdoes not
depend on the system of units used in the sensitivity study.
19.4 Economic Analysis
In addition to providing technical insight into fluid flow performance,
model predictions are frequently combined with price forecasts to estimate how
much revenue will be generated by a proposed reservoir management plan. The
revenue stream is used to pay for capital and operating expenses, and the
economic performance of the project depends on the relationship between
revenue and expenses [see, for example, Bradley and Wood, 1 994; Mian, 1 992;
Thompson and Wright, 1 985]. A discussion of basic economic concepts is given
in Chapter 9. It is sufficient to note here the role of economic analysis in the
context of a model study.
In a very real sense, the reservoir model determines how much money will
be available to pay for wells, compressors, pipelines, platforms, processing
facilities, and any other items that are needed to implement the plan represented
by the model. For this reason, the modeling team may be expected to generate
flow predictions using a combination of reservoir parameters that yield better
recoveries than would be expected if a less "optimistic" set of parameters had
been used. The sensitivity analysis is a useful process for determining the
likelihood that a set of parameters will be realized. Indeed, modern reserves
classification systems are designed to present reserves estimates in terms of their
probability of occurrence. A probabilistic analysis is discussed in Chapter 9. The
probabilistic representation of forecasts gives decision-making bodies such as
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corporate managements and financial institutions the information they need to
make informed decisions.

19.5 Validity of Model Predictions
The validity of model predictions was studied by Saleri [1993] who
compared actual field performance with predicted performance. Figure 19-2
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Figure 19-2. Quality of field performance match (after Saleri,
1993; reprinted by permission of the Society of Petroleum
Engineers).
illustrates his results. The overall match of field performance, such as total rate
and pressure performance, is reasonable. The field match is somewhat deceptive
however, because the validity of individual well performance forecasting varies
widely. Indeed, the match of water and gas performance for about half of the
wells was deemed a "bust" by the author. This is not unusual in a model study,
Saleri arrived at the following conclusions:
4 "Barring major geologic and/or reservoir data limitations, fieldwide
cumulative production forecast accuracies would tend to range from 10%
to 40%." [Saleri, 1993]
4* "Well performance forecasts are bound to be less successful than
fieldwide predictions." [Saleri, 1993]
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These points underscore the need to recognize that the history match process
does not yield a unique solution. Forecasts of reservoir behavior depend on the
validity of the history match.
Despite the uncertainty associated with simulator-based forecasts,
reservoir simulation continues to be the most reliable method for making
performance predictions, particularly for reservoirs that do not have an extensive
history or for fields that are being considered as candidates for a change in
reservoir management strategy. Other methods, such as decline curve analysis
and material balance analysis, can generate performance forecasts, but not to
the degree of detail provided by a reservoir model study. As Saleri [ 1993] noted,
4 "While a 10% to 40% forecast uncertainty may appear alarming in an
absolute sense, the majority of reservoir engineering decisions require
choices based solely on comparative analyses (for example, peripheral
vs. pattern flood). Thus, in selecting optimum management strategies,
finite-difference models still offer the most effective tools."
Saleri's view is similar to that of Oreskes, et al. [1994], Even though
models are non-unique representations of nature, they still have many uses. In
summary, models can be used to
4 corroborate or refute hypotheses about physical systems;
4 identify discrepancies in other models; and
4 perform sensitivity analyses.
Part IV integrates the ideas presented above in the context of a case study.
Exercises
Exercise 19.1 Data set EXAM4.DAT is a 2D areal model of an undersaturated
oil reservoir undergoing primary depletion. (A) Run EXAM4.DAT and
determine oil recovery at the end of the run. (B) Set the bottomhole pressure
(BMP) in well P-l ofEXAM4.DAT to 150 psia and run the model. How much
oil is recovered in the modified model?
Exercise 19.2 Beginning at the end of year one, add a water injection well in
each of the four corner gridblocks in data set EXAM4.DAT with the BHP
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modification described in Exercise 19.1. The maximum allowable BHP for an
injection well is 5000 psia. Assume the target rate for the oil production well
is 600 STB/D. Maximize oil recovery by varying the amount of water injected,
Data set EXAM6.DAT is an example of a data set with the injection wells added.
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Chapter 20
Study Objectives and Data Gathering
The first step in a study is to identify its objectives. Study objectives
provide information about resource requirements. After stating the objectives
of the study, the data for characterizing the reservoir is then described.

20.1 Study Objectives
Two objectives of the case study are to increase your understanding of
the reservoir simulation process, and to acquire experience working with a
simulator. The experience you gained working the exercises in Parts I and II is
a transferable skill. Many of the tasks performed with WINB4D may differ in
detail from other simulators, but are conceptually universal. Although the above
objectives are important from a pedagogical point of view, they are secondary
within the context of the case study.
The reservoir management objective of the case study is to optimize
production from a dipping, undersaturated oil reservoir. There will be
constraints imposed on the case study objective. Before discussing the constraints, however, it is first necessary to gather some background information
about the field.

20.2 Reservoir Structure
A seismic line through an east-west cross-section of the field is shown
in Figure 20-1. The single well (P-l) has been producing from what appears to
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be a fault block bounded upstructure and to the east by an unconformity;
downstructure and to the west by a fault or aquifer; and to the north and south
by sealing faults.
Depth

A

(ft)

A

DoO ""•"•HP*1"' W
T

""*^~

*

*•

"r "
„

Well

_920o

P- 1

_9600 .•.'•"

.• "

i

i

0

» "i
400

.-",:'•"

Seismic Reflectors
(Processed with timedepth conversion)
i
800

i

i

i

1200

1
1600

_

1
2000

Distance from Western Fault (ft)

Figure 20-1. East-west seismic line.
A well log trace is shown in Figure 20-2. An analysis of the well log data
shows that two major sands are present and are separated by a shale section. Well
log results are presented in Table 20-1. The table headings refer to porosity <|>,
water saturation Sw, gross thickness h, and the net-to-gross ratio NTG.

Well
P-l
Log
Trace

Sand
' Shale
&! Sand with Shale

Figure 20-2. Well log trace.
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Table 20-1
Well Log Analysis Summary
Lithology
(From
Cuttings)

Depth (ft) to
Top of
Formation

*
(fr.)

sw
(fr.)

h
(ft)

NTG
(fr.)

Sandstone

9330

0.20

0.30

80

0.9

Shale

9410

—

—

20

—

Sandstone with
Shale Stringer

9430

0.25

0.30

120

0.8

A conceptual sketch of the reservoir cross-section is shown in Figure 20-3,
Notice that we have adopted an unconformity as our geologic model.

Impermeable
Cap Rock

Oil
Water
Figure 20-3. Conceptual sketch of reservoir cross-section
(after Clark, 1969; reprinted by permission of the Society
of Petroleum Engineers).

20.3 Production History
Well P-1 has produced for a year. Its production history is shown in Tables
20-2a and 20-2b.
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Table 20-2a
Production History

OIL
STB/D
500
5
500
13
24
500
41
500
500
66
500
91
122
500
500
153
183
500
214
500
500
245
274
500
305
500
500
336
365
500

TIME
DAYS

RATES
GAS
WATER
MSCF/D STB/D

228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228
228

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5

GOR
SCF/STB
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457
457

WOR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A review of Tables 20-2a and 20-2b shows that oil rate has remained
constant. Real data would show some variability, of course, but we are using
an idealized data set to simplify the problem. Gas production has also remained
constant, and there has been no change in the gas-oil ratio. This suggests that
the reservoir is undersaturated; that is, reservoir pressure is above bubble point
pressure. Only one hydrocarbon phase - the liquid phase - is produced at
reservoir conditions from an undersaturated reservoir. The fact that GOR does
not change over the life of the field is interpreted to mean that the reservoir was
undersaturated at initial conditions.
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Table 20-2b
Production History
TIME
DAYS
5
13
24
41
66
91
122
153
183
214
245
274
305
336
365

AVGRES
PRESSURE
PSIA
3929
3915
3906
3901
3899
3898
3897
3897
3897
3896
3895
3895
3894
3893
3892

CUM PROD
WATER
OIL
GAS
MMSCF
MSTB
MSTB
3
0
1
6
0
3
12
0
5
20
0
9
33
0
15
46
21
0
0
61
28
77
0
35
0
91
42
49
107
0
122
56
0
137
0
63
152
70
0
1
168
77
1
183
83

20.4 Drill Stem Test
Well P-l logs and cores showed the presence of two major sands. A drill
stem test (DST) was subsequently run in each major sand. Basic facts from the
DST are summarized in Table 20-3.
Table 20-3
Summary of Well P-l DST Results
Wellbore Radius
0.25 ft
Wellbore Skin
-0.5
Initial Pressure

3936 psia at 9360 ft

No-Flow Boundary

Within 700 ft
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Permeability was estimated from the DST data for each sand. The results,
together with average water saturation (5W) values and calculated oil saturation
(S0) values, are presented in Table 20-4 for both major sands.
Table 20-4
Saturation and Permeability Values for Each Major Sand
Sand

s»

!
2

0.3
0.3

S. = 1-SW
0.7
0.7

Permeability (nnd)

75
250

20.4.1 DST Radius of Investigation
The radius of investigation for a DST can be estimated at various shut-in
times by using the formula
r. - 0.029

f CAr

N <i> »C

T

where K is permeability in md, <j> is fractional porosity, |l is viscosity in cp, CT
is total compressibility in 1/psia, and Ads shut-in time in hours. The following
physical properties apply to the case study DST:

K

permeability

<t>

porosity

0.228

MCT

viscosity

0.71 cp

250 md

total compressibility

13 x lO^psia 1

Substituting values for the physical parameters gives

r. = 0.029

0.02y

N

Kkt
4>Hc r
250 x A f

^

.228 x 0.71 x 13 x 1Q~ 6

= 316

Table 20-5 shows values of ri for shut-in times of 0.25 day, 0.5 day, and 1 day.
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Table 20-5
Estimating the Radius of Investigation
Shut-in time
days

0.25
0.50
1.00

hrs
6
12
24

Radius of Investigation
[ft]
770

1100
1550

The DST showed that a no-flow boundary exists within approximately 700 ft
of production well P-l.
20.5 Fluid Properties
In addition to pressure, flow capacity, and boundary information, the DST
was used to acquire a fluid sample. Table 20-6 presents fluid properties from
a laboratory analysis of the DST fluid sample.
Table 20-6
Fluid Properties

Pressure
psia
14.7
514.7
1014.7
1514.7
2014,7
2514.7
3014.7
4014.7
5014.7
6014.7

Oil
Gas
FVF
Vis FVF Rso
Vis
RB/ SCF/
RCF/
cp STB STB
cp
SCF
1
1.04 1.06
0 0.9358
0.910 1.207
150 0.0112 0.0352
0.830 1.295 280 0.0140 0.0180
0.765 1.365
390 0.0165 0.0120
0.695 1.435 480 0.0189 0.0091
0.641 1.500
550 0.0208 0.0074
0.594 1.550 620 0.0228 0.0063
0.510 1.600
690 0.0260 0.0049
0.450 1.620
730 0.0285 0.0040
0.410 1.630
760 0.0300 0.0034

Water
FVF
Vis
RB/
STB
cp
0.5
1.019
0.5005 1.0175
0.5010 1.0160
0.5015 1.0145
0.5020 1.0130
0.5025 1.0115
0.5030 1.0100
0.5040 1.0070
0.5050 1.0040
0.5060 1.0010
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Initial reservoir pressure was estimated from the DST to be 3936 psia at
a depth of 9360 ft below sea level. This pressure is over 1400 psia greater than
the laboratory measured bubble point pressure of 2514 psia. Table 20-6 presents
fluid properties for undersaturated oil that must be corrected for use in a reservoi r
simulator,
20.5.1 Black Oil PVT Correction
Fluid properties for the oil phase are shown in Table 20-7a.
Table 20-7a
Corrected Oil Phase Properties
Pressure Oil Vis
(cp)
(psia)

OilRso
(SCF/
STB)

OUFVF
(KB/
STB)

Gas
Vis
(cp)

Gas
FVF

Water

Vis
(cp)

(RCF/SCF)

Water
FVF
(RB/STB)

14.7

1.040

1.062

1 0.0080

0.9358

0.5000

1.0190

514.7

0.910

1.207

0.0352

0.5005

1.0175

1014.7

0.830

1.295

0.0180

0.5010

1.0160

1514.7

0.765

1.365

150 0.0112
280 0.0140
390 0.0165

0.0120

0.5015

1.0145

2014.7

0.695

1.435

0.5020

1.0130

0.641

1.500

480 0.0189
550 0.0208

0.0091

2514.7

0.0074

0.5025

1.0115

3014.7

0.594

1.550

0.0063

0.5030

1.0100

4014.7

0.510

1.600

620 0.0228
690 0.0260

0.0049

0.5040

1.0070

5014.7

0.450

1.620

0.0040

0.5050

1.0040

6014.7

0.410

1.630

0.0034

0.5060

1.0010

730 0.0285
760 0.0300

The corrections for adjusting laboratory-measured differential liberation
and separator data to a form suitable for use in a black oil simulator are given
by the conversion equations [Moses, 1986]:

B
R

so(P)

= R

sofbp

~ [Rsodbp -

R

*od(P)\ ~ "odbp

where B0 is the oil formation volume factor and R^ is the solution gas-oil ratio.
The subscripts are defined as d = differential liberation data;/= flash data; and
bp = bubble point. For the case study, laboratory measurements include a flash
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from 6000 psig to 0 psig. The separator test conditions and results are presented
in Table 20-7b.
Table 20-7b
Separator Test (Flash)
Sep.P
(psig)

GOR
(SCF/STB)

FVF
(RB/STB)

572

100

I
78
0
Total GOR = 650

1.5

The values needed to perform the differential to flash conversion are the
following:
ojbp

1.50 RB/STB

R-sodbp

760 SCF/STB

"odbp

1.63 RB/STB

™sojbp

650 SCF/STB

B

The corresponding correction factors are

B (D)
,(D)
W = B J(D)
W} x —'-—
j^ = B W
0

od

0

x

0.92

Rso(p) = 650 - [760 - Rsod(p)} x 0.92
Applying these corrections to the differential data yields the corrected results
shown in Table 20-7c.
Table 20-7c
Corrected Oil-Phase Properties
Oil FVF
OURso
(RB/STB) (SCF/STB)
1
14.7
1.062
514.7
1.110
89
1014.7
208
1.191
1514.7
1.256
310
2014.7
392
1.320

Pressure
(psia)

2514.7

1.380

457
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Table 20-7c
Corrected Oil-Phase Properties
Pressure Oil FVF
Oil Rso
(psia)
(RB/STB) (SCF/STB)
3014.7
1.426
521
1.472
4014.7
586
5014.7
1.490
622
6014.7
1.500
650
20.5.2 Undersaturated Oil Properties
Slopes for undersaturated oil properties are calculated from Table 20The slopes are discussed in Chapter 24.6.
Table 20-8
Undersaturated Oil Properties
Corrected Bopb
Ho
(RB/STB)
Remarks
(cp)
0.641
1.3800
Bubble Point
1.3473
0.706 Undersaturated Values

Pressure
(psia)
2515
3935

The rate of change of oil FVF with respect to pressure for the undersaturated oil is approximated by the difference
A B0
A/>

1.3473-1.3800
3935-2515

« - nU.

_ RB/STB
psia

This linear approximation is reasonable in many cases. Nonlinear, undersaturated
slopes can be modeled by some simulators.
Similarly, the rate of change of oil viscosity with respect to pressure for
the undersaturated oil is
A
AP

0.706-0.641
3935-2515

psia

The rate of change of solution GOR (Rso) is zero in the pressure regime above
the bubble point pressure.
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20.6 Reservoir Management Constraints
Reservoir management constraints are presented in Table 20-9, They
include limits on capital expenditures, such as the number of wells that can be
drilled, and operating constraints. In this case, for example, it is considered
important to keep water-oil ratio (WOR) less than five STB water/STB oil. These
constraints are typically imposed by considerations ranging from technical to
commercial. The constraints are especially important in the prediction phase of
the study.
Table 20-9
Reservoir Management Constraints
4 One additional well may be drilled.
4 Completion interval in existing well may be changed.
0 The well is presently completed in entire pay interval.
4 Target oil rate ~ 1000 STB/D
4 Water is available for injection if desired.
4 Limit WOR < 5
4 Minimum allowed BMP = 2600 psia
4 Maximum allowed injection pressure = 5000 psia
4 Minimum economic oil rate =100 STB/D

Exercises
Exercise 20.1 Plot FVF, viscosity, and solution GOR versus pressure for saturated and undersaturated oil.
Exercise 20.2 Verify that the PVT values are properly entered in data set CSMB.DAT. What is the bubble point pressure in the model?
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Chapter 21
Model Initialization
The initial reservoir fluid saturation and pressure distributions are based
on data presented in this chapter. These distributions provide a volumetric
estimate of initial fluids in place that can be compared with basic reservoir
analysis of field performance. The basic reservoir analysis described below
includes a geologic estimate of volumetrics and a material balance determination
of initial fluids in place.

21.1 Volumetrics
A volumetric estimate of oil volume is a useful number for checking the
accuracy of the numerical representation of the reservoir in a reservoir model.
The volume of oil in the reservoir may be estimated as the product of bulk
volume Fj, porosity <j>, and oil saturation S0.
The bulk volume of the reservoir is estimated by writing bulk volume VB
as the product A* A_yAz where A*, Ay, and Az approximate the length, width,
and net thickness of the pay interval, respectively.
4 From maps: A* = 2000' and A>> = 1200' for an area ~ 55 acres
4 From well logs: Az = 72' + 961 = 168'
The resulting estimate of bulk volume VB is 4.03 x 108 ft3.
Pore Volume VP is the product §VB. Porosity (j) is estimated as the
thickness weighted average porosity from well logs:
* . 72 x Q.20 + 96 x Q.25
168

m

208
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Taking the product of porosity and bulk volume gives the following estimate
of pore volume:
Vp = $VB * 9.18 x io 7 ft 3 * 16.4 x W6RB
The product of oil saturation and pore volume gives an estimate of oil volume
in reservoir barrels. Dividing this volume by an average oil formation volume
factor B0 for the reservoir gives an estimate of oil volume in stock tank barrels.
The value of oil FVF at an initial average reservoir pressure of 3935 psia is
1.3473 RB/STB. This value is obtained from laboratory data that has been
corrected for use in a reservoir simulator (Chapter 20.5). The resulting oil
volume is
SVP
0.7V p
11 5 106RB
V0 = -2_£
«
£ ~ -ii£ x iu *** ~ 8.5 x 106STB
5
B.
1.3473 RB/STB

21.2 Material Balance
Volumetrics provides one measure of the quality of a reservoir model,
but it is based on information that does not change with time. Another estimate
of original oil volume can be obtained from a material balance study if a
reasonable amount of production data is available, such as the historical data
presented in Chapter 20. At this point we have surmised that the reservoir was
initially undersaturated, but it may not have aquifer support.
The presence of a few barrels of water during the latter months of the first
year of production indicates that mobile water is present, but its source is
unknown. The volume of produced water is small enough to be water mobilized
by swelling as reservoir pressure declines, or it could be the first indication of
water production from aquifer influx. Both of these scenarios can be assessed
if we consider the possibilities of depletion with and without aquifer influx.
We begin by deriving the material balance equation for the more general
case: depletion of an undersaturated oil reservoir with water influx. The
derivation is simplified by assuming formation compressibility is negligible and
then setting the decrease in oil volume at reservoir conditions equal to the
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increase in water volume at reservoir conditions as oil is produced and reservoir
pressure decreases.
1 . Calculate the decrease in oil volume AF0 (RB):
Let
N = original oil in place = OOIP (STB)
Boi = oil FVF (RB/STB) at initial pressure P(
Af, = oil produced (STB) at pressure P and time t
B0 = oil FVF (RB/STB) at pressure P and time t
Then
NBoi
= OOIP (RB) at initial reservoir pressure Pf
(N - Np) B0 = OIP (RB) at pressure P and time t
Therefore the change in oil volume is given by
AF 0 = NBoi2, Calculate
Let
W =
Bw =
Wp =
We =

(N-Np)Bo

the increase in water volume AFW (RB):
original water in place = OWIP (RB) at initial pressure Pf
water FVF (RB/STB) at pressure P and time t
water produced (STB) at pressure P and time /
water influx (RB)

Then
W Bw = cumulative water produced (RB) at pressure P and time /
Therefore the change in water volume is given by

W- WB

- W = W - WB

3 . The assumption that the volume of the reservoir remains constant implies A V0
- A Vw. Combining results from steps 1 and 2 above gives the material balance
equation for depletion of an incompressible, undersaturated oil reservoir with
aquifer influx:
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NBoi - (N - Np)Bo = We - WpBw
The two unknowns in the equation are N and We.
The simplest production scenario is to assume that water influx is
negligible, that is, We - 0. If we further observe that water production Wp is insignificant, we have
Np B
N =
where Boi = 1.3473 RB/STB at P( = 3935 psia. Oil FVF has been corrected for
use in this calculation (see Chapter 20 for details). The corresponding estimate
for OOIP is N ~ 1500 Np with B0 - Boi ~ 0.0009 RB/STB. The results of the
calculation are presented in Table 21-1.
Table 21-1
Results Assuming No Water Influx

Time Pressure
(days) (psia)
91
3898
183
3897
274
3895
365
3892

N
N
B.
,
(RB/STB) (MSTB) (MMSTB)
1.3482
46
69
1.3482
91
136
1.3482
137
205
1.3483
183
274

The value of/^increases at each time. This implies that the material balance
model does not account for all of the pressure support and suggests that an
aquifer influx model should be considered.
If we use a volumetric estimate ofN, namely Nvol = 8.5 MMSTB from
Chapter 21.1, we can calculate We. Again recognizing that Wp ~ 0, the material
balance equation becomes
W€ = N(Boi - Bo) + NpB0
Results of the calculation are shown in Table 21-2.
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Table 21-2
Results Assuming Water Influx with Volumetric OOIP

Time
(days)
90
180
270
365

Pressure
(psia)
3898
3897
3895
3892

B.
(RB/STB) (M^
STB)
1.3482
46
1.3482
91
1.3482
137
1.3483
183

w.
(MMSTB)
54 (52)
115(113)
177(174)
239 (234)

Notice that We increases as a function of time. The values in parentheses are
WINB4D values when the correct aquifer model is used.
21.3 Relative Permeability
As we continue our preparation of a three-dimensional simulation model,
we observe that not all of the data needed by the simulator is available. Since
we cannot ignore data and still perform a credible model study, we must
complete the data set. Several options are available, such as ordering additional
measurements or finding reasonable correlations or analogies for the missing
data. In this case, our commercial interests are best served by moving the project
forward without additional expense or delays.
We do not have laboratory-measured relative permeability data. We could
attempt to construct relative permeability data from production data, but our
production history is essentially single-phase oil. Since we must specify relative
permeability to run the model, we can turn to analogous reservoirs or correlations
for guidance. Let us choose the Honarpour, et al. [ 1982] correlation for a waterwet sandstone as a starting point for determining relative permeability curves.
Well logs provide some information about saturation end points such as initial
and irreducible water saturation. Core floods and capillary pressure measurements could provide information about residual hydrocarbon saturations, but
they are not available. For that reason, end points like residual oil saturation must
be estimated. Results of the calculation are shown in WINB4D format (Chapter
24.5) in Table 21-3 and Figure 21-1. The acronyms in Table 21-3 are defined
as follows:
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RELATIVE PEIWEABtLITY
Relative Permeability vs Saturation

0.2

O.2

0.4
0.6
Saturation

-E3- Krow vs So

0.8

~*-KigvsSg

Figure 21-1. Correlation based on Honarpour, et al. [1982].
4
4
4
4
4

SAT is the saturation associated with each phase
KROW is the relative permeability of oil in the presence of water
expressed as a function of oil saturation
KRW is the relative permeability of water in a water-oil system
expressed as a function of water saturation
KRG is the relative permeability of gas in a gas-oil system expressed as a function of gas saturation
KROG is the relative permeability of oil in the presence of gas
expressed as a function of liquid saturation

SAT
0.000
0.030
0.050
0.100
0.150
0.200

Table 21-3
Relative Permeability
KROW KRW KRG KROG
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
0.000 0.000 0.020
0.000
0.000 0.000 0.090
0.000
0.000 0.000 0.160
0.000
0.000 0.000 0.240
0.000
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SAT
0.250
0.300
0.350
0.400
0.450
0.500
0.550
0.600
0.650
0.700
0.800
0.900
1.000

Table 21-3 (cont.)
Relative Permeability
KROW KRW KRG KROG
0.000
0.000 0.000 0.330
0.000 0.000 0.430
0.000
0.000
0.001 0.005 0.550
0.010 0.010 0.670
0.000
0.030 0.017 0.810
0.000
0.000
0.080 0.023 1.000
0.000
0.180 0.034 1.000
0.320 0.045 1.000
0.000
0.590 0.064 1.000
0.000
0.000
1.000 0.083 1.000
1.000 0.120 1.000
0.000
1.000 0.120 1.000
0.000
1.000 0.120 1.000
0.000

If our choice of relative permeability correlations does not match field performance, we will have to change the relative permeability curves. In any event,
we recognize that in this case study relative permeability is poorly known and
should be considered uncertain.
21.4 Fluid Contacts
A water-oil contact (WOC) was not seen on either well logs or seismic
data. The production of a small amount of water suggests that there may be a
WOC in the vicinity of the reservoir. The data are not compelling, however. We
could assume the oil zone extends well below the bottom depth of our well, but
this would be an optimistic assumption that could prove to be economically
disastrous. In the interest of protecting our investment, let us make the more
conservative assumption that a WOC does exist and is just beyond the range of
our observations, namely well log and seismic data. We assume WOC ~ 9600
ft, which is near the bottom of the seismically observed reservoir structure. The
pressure at this WOC depth is estimated to be about 4000 psia.
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21.5 Grid Preparation
Figure 21-2 is a sketch of the well location relative to the interpreted
reservoir boundaries. Based on seismic data shown in Chapter 20.2, the reservoir
is thought to be bounded to the east by a facies change.

Figure 21-2. Plan view,
A cross-section through points B and B' is shown in Figure 21-3. The
sides of the reservoir appear to be bounded by faults. Without evidence to the
contrary, we assume that the faults are sealing. This assumption is subject to
verification during the history match phase of the study.

B

Figure 21-3. BB' cross-section.
A cross-section through points A and A' is sketched in Figure 21-4. It
illustrates the dip of the reservoir and the layering. The structure of the reservoir
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is based on well log and seismic interpretation. The downdip fault is speculative.
It is based on the assumption that the fault shown on the western side of Figure
21-2 extends down through the formation. This is not obvious from seismic data.
Indeed, if the reservoir is receiving aquifer support, the aquifer influx will come
from downdip as the reservoir is depleted. Bear in mind, however, that both the
fault and the aquifer may be present. This could happen, for example, if the fault
is not sealing. The fault could be providing a flow path for water influx from
another horizon.

Figure 21-4. AA' cross-section.

Exercises
Exercise 21.1 Verify the calculations reported in Tables 21-1 and 21-2.
Exercise 21.2 Data file CS-MB.DAT is an input file for a material balance
analysis of the case study. It represents the reservoir as a single gridblock, or
"tank" model. The tank model is equivalent to a material balance calculation.
Run WINB4D with the file CS-MB.DAT. Verify that the original volume of oil
in the model agrees with the volumetric estimate presented in Chapter 21.1.
Exercise 21.3 Use data file CS-MB.DAT to study the effect of aquifer influx
on material balance performance. This is done by modifying the input data set
to include an aquifer model, then adjusting aquifer parameters until model pore
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volume weighted average reservoir pressures match the pressures reported in
Chapter 20. Note: the pore volume weighted average reservoir pressure Pav is
given by

p -

where N is the total number of gridblocks in the model grid, P, is the oil phase
pressure in gridblock/, and Vpj is the pore volume of gridblock/. Chapter 24. 1 0
contains details on how to set up an analytic aquifer. For an example of a data
set with an analytic aquifer model, see data file EXAM9.DAT.
Exercise 21.4 Data set CS-VC.DAT is a vertical column model of the case study.
Sketch the grid to scale, locate the contacts on the sketch, and match reservoir
pressure.
Exercise 21.5 Repeat Exercise 2 1 .4 beginning with the cross-section model data
set CS-XS.DAT.
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Chapter 22
History Matching and Predictions
The history match is now well under way. The models discussed in the
exercises of Chapter 21 are conceptual models designed to provide you with a
sense of how fluids move in the reservoir. This is the art of modeling. As you
work with various models of the reservoir, you should begin to develop a
knowledge base for determining how changes to model parameters will help
achieve a match for a particular observable. This knowledge base is valuable
as you develop your feel for the study.
The previous chapters set the stage for preparing a 3D model of the case
study reservoir. A 3D model should provide enough reservoir definition to let
us make meaningful performance predictions. Before matching the 3D model,
we discuss how to incorporate well information into the model. Once the well
model has been prepared, we proceed to history matching and performance
predictions.
22.1 Well Model Preparation
Well model calculations require estimates of productivity index and
flowing bottomhole pressure. These calculations are illustrated here.
Productivity Index Estimate
Well model calculations in WINB4D need to have the quasi-stationary
productivity index factor (PID) specified by the user. PID is estimated from the
expression (Chapter 30)
218
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0.00708 £

where
re
= drainage radius (ft)
rw
= wellbore radius (ft)
S
= skin
Ke = kroKabs ~ effective permeability (md)
^«« = net thickness (ft)
Given S = -0.5, rw = 0.25 ft and
ro - 0.14(Ax 2 + A^ 2 )' /2 - 40ft
with A* = A.y = 200 ft., we find
P/D = 1.55 x 10-3 Kabshnet
where re ** r0. Table 22- 1 presents the calculation of PID for each layer identified
by well log analysis.
Table 22-1
Estimate of PID by Layer

Layer
1
2
3
4

Kal* [md]
75
0
250
250

hn«m
72
20
64
32

PID
8.4
0
24.8
12.4

Oil Well FBHP Estimate
The production well model needs a flowing bottomhole pressure (FBHP).
Assuming an oil column in the wellbore, we can prepare a quick estimate of
FBHP for a single-phase oil well that is completed at a 9500 ft depth by
assuming FBHP ~ oil head. Consequently, oil head is approximated by
Y 0 A z ~ FBHP
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where J0 is the oil pressure gradient and Az is the height of the oil column. An
estimate of average oil pressure gradient for the oil column is found by averaging
the pressure gradient at surface and reservoir conditions:
4
Approximate pressure gradient at surface conditions:
p = 46.244 A ~~ 0.321
ft 3

ft

where oil density at surface conditions (ps) is 46.244 Ibm/SCF.
Approximate pressure gradient at reservoir conditions:
p

= £i * 34.3 A « 0.238 £™
#0
ft 3
ft

where oil FVF (B0) at bottomhole conditions is 1.3482 RB/STB.
The resulting FBHP for use in WINB4D is
FBHP = l/2 0.321

. -, 0.238

ft

ft

x 9500ft « 2660psia

A more accurate estimate can be obtained from wellbore correlations or nodal
analysis as discussed by such authors as Brown and Lea [1985].
Well Block Pressure from PBU
In Chapter 1 7 we saw that a pressure correction was needed to properly
relate the pressure buildup (PBU) curve to simulator well block pressures. To
illustrate this correction, suppose a well is in a block with grid dimensions Ax
= 200 ft and Ajy = 200 ft. We want to compare the simulator well block pressure
with a pressure from a PBU. Peaceman [1978, 1983] showed that shut-in
pressure Pws of the actual well should equal the simulator well block pressure
P0 at a shut-in time A/, given by

K
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For an isotropic reservoir in which horizontal permeability does not depend on
direction, that is, Kx = Ky, we estimate the equivalent radius of a well in the
center of a gridblock as
ro « 0.14(A*2 + Ay 2 ) !/2
The shut in time Af, at which the PBU pressure should be obtained is calculated
from the following physical parameters:

cr

3 x lO^psia"1

C0

13 x lO^psia 1

cw

3 x lO^psia 1

S0

Sw

0.7
0.3
0.71 cp

^0

d>

0.20

K

75 md

The equivalent radius of the well block is estimated to be r0 ~ 0.14 (2002
+ 2002)'/2 = 39.6 ft, while the total compressibility is given by CT = cr + S0 c0 +
Swcw = 3 x 10'6 + 0.7 (13 x 10'6) + 0.3 (3 x ]0'6) * 13 x 10'6psia'1. The PBU shut
in time corresponding to these values is
A f - 1688 (0-20) (0.71) (13 x IQ-«) (39.6)2
75
= 0.065 hr. « 4 minutes
This early time part of the PBU curve could be masked by wellbore storage
effects. Since the shut in pressure Pws of the actual well equals the simulator well
block pressure P0 at a shut in time A^, the shut in pressure Pws may have to be
obtained by extrapolation of the radial flow curve.
Throughput Estimate
Model timestep size is estimated by calculating pore volume throughput
from well flow rates. In our case, pore volume throughput is given by
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VPT = -

VP
Q
Af

(5.6146)

= <|) AJC AJF Az = pore volume (ft3)
= volumetric flow rate at reservoir conditions (RB/day)
= timestep size (day)

Timesteps for an IMPES simulator should correspond to about 1 0% throughput
or less. The maximum timestep is estimated as follows.
Suppose (]> = 22.5%, A* = A>> = 200', Az = hnet, and Q = 400 RB/day.
Then A? is found by setting VPT = 0.10 and rearranging the pore volume
throughput equation to give
5.6146Q

5.61460

= QAhnet (days)
If hnet = 100 ft, then A? « 40 days is an estimate of the maximum IMPES
timestep size.
22.2 Full Field (3D) Model History Match
Data file CS-HM.DAT is the three-dimensional model used to prepare
the production history presented in Chapter 20. The grid in Figure 22- 1 was used

Figure 22-1. Plan view of grid.
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to model the reservoir shown in Figure 21-2. Each gridblock is a square with
lengths A* = A>> = 200 ft. The dark areas of the grid are outside the reservoir
area. The pore volume in the dark area is made inactive in data file CS-HM.DAT
by using porosity multipliers.
The depth and thickness of each gridblock depend on reservoir architecture. The model grid should approximate the structure depicted in Figure 21 -4,
which is based on Figures 20-1 and 20-2. The dip of the reservoir is included
by specifying the tops of each gridblock. The gridblock length modifications
are designed to cut off those parts of the block that continue the grid beyond the
surface of the unconformity sketched in Figure 21-4.
Transmissibility multipliers in the vertical direction are set to 0 to simulate
impermeable shale barriers. This includes the shale streak that divides the second
major sand into two thinner sands with a shale break. The interpretation of
seismic data was unable to resolve this feature, but the well log shown in Figure
22-2 does indicate the presence of a shale streak.

Figure 22-2. Overlay of seismic and well log
data.
The water-oil contact is at 9600 ft. A steady-state aquifer is in communication with all three oil layers at this depth. It is the source of water production
shown in Table 20-2.
22.3 Predictions
Now that we have a history match model, we are ready to make predictions. The first step is to establish a base case prediction which assumes there
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will be no changes in operating strategy. Given a base case prediction, several
runs should be made to optimize reservoir performance within the constraints
imposed by the commissioners of the study. If the model is run with well P-l
switched from oil rate to bottom hole pressure control, the PI for well P-1 needs
to be calibrated to assure continuity in the oil rate. The following exercises are
designed to guide you through the prediction process.

Exercises
Exercise 22.1 Repeat the shut in time calculation using AJC = 1000 ft and Ay
= 1000 ft. The new shut in time Af 5 should be less than one hour.
Exercise 22.2 Run data set CS-XS.DAT with maximum timestep sizes ranging
from 15 days to 60 days. Select a maximum timestep size by monitoring the
material balance error and the stability of the solution. A solution is unstable
if it oscillates, that is, variables like GOR or WOR vary between a high and low
value from one timestep to the next.
Exercise 22.3 What is the effect of doubling the PID in data set CS-XS.DAT?
Exercise 22.4 How does model performance change if skin 5 = 0?
Exercise 22.5 What is the effect of reducing the well FBHP by 1000 psia? The
reduction in FBHP is one way to simulate gas lift or pumping.
Exercise 22.6 Data set CS-HM.DAT was used as the basis of the case study.
Run data set CS-HM.DAT and verify that it matches the data shown in Table
20-2.
Exercise 22.7 Several sensitivity runs may be made by varying model parameters and noting reservoir performance. As an example of a sensitivity study, vary
the WOC by ±100 ft. How does this variation affect water breakthrough and oil
recovery during the history match period?
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Exercise 22.8 Run data set CS-HM.DAT for five years (four years into the
future) with Well P-1 under oil rate control. This run establishes a base case
prediction.
Exercise 22.9 Data set CS-PD.DAT is the base case prediction. Beginning with
this data set, maximize oil recovery given the constraints listed in Table 20-9.
Two ideas to consider are downdip water injection after drilling an updip
producer; and downdip production after drilling an updip gas injector.
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Introduction to WINB4D
WINB4D simulates isothermal, Darcy flow in up to three dimensions. It
assumes reservoir fluids can be described by up to three fluid phases (oil, gas,
and water) with physical properties that depend on pressure only. Gas is allowed
to dissolve in both the oil and water phases, A feature unique to WTNB4D is the
inclusion of compressional velocity and acoustic impedance calculations. These
reservoir geophysical calculations make it possible to track changes in seismic
variables as a function of time, which is the basis for 4D seismic analysis.
WINB4D was designed to run on Windows-based personal computers
with 486 or better math co-processors. This size simulator is well-suited for
learning how to use a reservoir simulator, developing an understanding of
reservoir management concepts, and for solving many types of reservoir
engineering problems. It is an inexpensive tool for performing studies that call
for more sophistication than is provided by analytical solutions, yet do not
require the use of full-featured commercial simulators.
WINB4D is a modified version of the black oil simulator BOAST II that
was published by the U.S. Department of Energy in 1987 [Fanchi, et al, 1987].
BOAST II was an improved version of BOAST, an implicit pressure-explicit
saturation (IMPES) simulator published by the U.S. Department of Energy in
1982 [Fanchi, et al., 1982]. There have been several modifications of BOAST
II published by the Bartlesville Project Office of the U.S. Department of Energy.
WINB4D is based on BOAST II.
A comparison of differences between BOAST II and WINB4D is given
in Tables 23-1 and 23-2.The first table shows that a variety of useful geophysical
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and reservoir engineering features have been added to WINB4D, including the
ability to perform material balance studies with a tank model, the representation
of horizontal or deviated wells, and the calculation of important reservoir
geophysical information.
Table 23-1
Comparison of Reservoir Modeling Differences
FEATURE

WINB4D

BOAST II

Material balance tank
model (1 gridblock)

Not available

New

Well completions

Vertically contiguous

Flexible - may skip
layers

Horizontal well

Not available

Slanted well

Not available

Compressional velocity

Not available

Shear velocity

Not available

Acoustic impedance

Not available

Reflection coefficient

Not available

New
New
New
New
New
New

Modify (|>, K

Input <J>, K

Added multiply by
factor

Modify transmissibility

Input transmissibility

Multiply trans, by
factor

Saturation initialization

User specified

Added gravity
segregated option

Table 23-3 presents WINB4D enhancements designed to improve computational performance. For example, a more accurate algorithm for interpolating
gas formation volume factor Bg.
BOAST II has been tested under a wide range of conditions. Detailed
comparisons with other simulators were made for four types of problems: oil
and gas depletion, waterflooding, gas injection with constant bubble point
pressure, and gas injection with variable bubble point pressure. Favorable
comparisons were observed with respect to oil rates, GORs, gas saturations, and
pressures. The one exception is the reservoir pressure comparison for the variable
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bubble point pressure case. In this case, BOAST II reservoir pressures were
consistently lower than other simulator values. A mass conserving expansion
of accumulation terms can improve the accuracy for variable bubble point
pressure problems [Fanchi, 1986], but the mass conserving expansion option
requires additional run time and is not included in WINB4D.
Table 23-2
Comparison of Computational Differences
FEATURE

BOAST II

Interpolation

B
S

WINB4D

bg=\IB,
Improves material
balance

Saturation table end
points

Set to -0.1 and 1.1

Set to 0.0 and 1.0

Timestepping and
reports

Counter and user
specified

Simplify to user
specified only

Debug codes

Optional

Deleted

Restart

Available

Deleted - restart by
specifying arrays

Stabilized IMPES

Available

Deleted - not robust

WINB4D retains the robustness of BOAST II while substantially
increasing program accuracy. WINB4D has an improved interpolation algorithm
that reduces material balance error for some problems by as much as a factor
of ten relative to the DOE versions BOAST and BOAST II. This feature
increases the range of applicability of WINB4D and is especially valuable for
gas and gas-oil systems. The algorithm does not degrade program speed.
23.1 Program Configuration
The user needs to have at least 1 Megabyte RAM to run WINB4D. The
version of WINB4D accompanying this book allows the user to define grids with
up to 1000 gridblocks. Parameters that may be dimensioned by the user at the
time of the run are listed below.
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Table 23-3
Standard Configuration of WINB4D
Dimensioning Parameters
Maximum number of blocks in model
Maximum number of Rock regions
Maximum number of entries in a Rock region table
Maximum number of PVT regions
Maximum number of entries in a PVT region table
Maximum number of wells
Maximum number of connections per well

1000

3
30
3
30
25
5

WINB4D must be copied to a folder on your hard drive before running.
The following procedure is recommended for a CD drive D and hard drive C
running Windows 95/98/NT:
+
Open Windows Explorer and select your CD drive.
4
Use a Windows-based Unzip program to extract all of the files
from the WINB4D file on the CD to a folder on your hard drive.
4
Respond to questions.
23.2 Input Data File - WTEMP.DAT
WINB4D reads a file called WTEMP.DAT and outputs to files
WTEMP.TSS, WTEMP.PLT, WTEMP.WEL, WTEMP.ROF, and WTEMP.ARR. The output files are described in Chapter 26. You should rename any runs
you wish to save because WINB4D overwrites the WTEMP.* files when it is
executed.
The easiest way to prepare a new data file is to edit an old one. This will
give you an example of the formats needed for most options. If you start with
an old data set, make sure that you check all applicable data entries and make
changes where appropriate.
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23.3 Data Input Requirements
WINB4D input data is divided into two parts: initialization data, and
recurrent data. Initialization data is described in Chapter 24. It includes data that
is set at the beginning of the study and is not expected to change during a model
ran. Such data includes the reservoir description and fluid properties. Recurrent
data is described in Chapter 25 and refers to data that is expected to change
during the course of a simulation. It includes well schedules and timestep control
information. Additional discussion of WINB4D is presented in Part V: Technical
Supplement.
Title or heading records are read before each major and many minor
sections. These records are designed to make the input data file easier to read
and edit.
All input data, with the exception of well names, is entered as free format
data. Two free format data entries must be separated by a comma or a space if
they are entered on the same line.
In many cases, codes are read that will specify the type of input to follow
and the number of values that will be read. These codes increase the efficiency
and flexibility of entering input data.
Input tabular data should cover the entire range of values expected to occur
in a simulation. Examples of tabular data include fluid property data entered as
functions of pressure and relative permeability data entered as functions of
saturation. The linear table interpolation algorithms in WINB4D will return
tabulated endpoint values if the independent variable goes outside the range of
the input tabular values. No message will be printed if this occurs.
If an array of input values must be read, the following input order must
be followed. Layer 1 (K = 1) is read first. The data in each layer are read by
rows, starting with row 1 (J = 1). Values of the array element are read for the
first row starting with column 1 (I = 1) and proceeding to the end of the row
(column I = II). After II values are read, the next row (J = 2) of values are
entered. These values must begin on a new line. This data entry procedure is
repeated for all rows and, subsequently, for all layers until the complete set of
array elements has been entered.
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23.4 Example Input Data Sets
Several example input data sets are included with the book. A few are
listed below.
FILE

GRID
II x J J x KK

MODEL
TYPE

REMARKS

EXAM 1. DAT

I x l x J

Material
Balance

Primary depletion of an under-saturated
oil reservoir (high GOR)

EXAM2.DAT

1x1x4

ID

Primary depletion of an undersaturated oil reservoir (moderate GOR)

Vertical
EXAM3.DAT

10 x I x 1

ID

Buckley-Leverett waterflood

Horizontal
EXAM4.DAT

9x9x]

2D
Areal

Primary depletion of an undersaturated
oil reservoir (high GOR)
Multi-layer waterflood of an
undersaturated oil reservoir (high GOR)

EXAM5.DAT

10 x 1 x 4

2D Crosssection

EXAM6.DAT

9x9x2

3D

5-spot waterflood of an undersaturated oil reservoir (high GOR)

EXAM7.DAT

10 x 1 0 x 3

3D

Gas injection into undersaturated oil
reservoir (high GOR) - Odeh
example

EXAM8.DAT
EXAM9.DAT

9x9x2
9x9x2

3D
3D

EXAM10.DAT

10 x 8 x 4

3D

EXAM 11. DAT

10 x 1 x 2

2D Crosssection

Depletion of gas reservoir
Depletion of gas reservoir with aquifer
support
Depletion of a faulted oil reservoir with
multiple PVT and ROCK
regions
Depletion of gas reservoir with
aquifer support

Example Input Data Set
The following data set is presented to illustrate the WINB4D input file
format. Additional spacing has been provided between some lines to improve
data set readability. The actual WINB4D data set should contain no blank lines
between records.
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BEGINNING OF DATA SET
—
PRIMARY DEPLETION OF AN OIL RESERVOIR - VERTICAL COLUMN MODEL
GRID DIMENSIONS
1, 1, 4,3,3,30,10,10
Gridblock LENGTHS
-I -1 0 0
2000.0
1200.0
2*50.0 2*60.0
2*36.0 2*38.0
Gridblock LENGTH MODIFICATIONS
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
DEPTH TO TOP OF UPPER SAND
2
9330
9380
9430
9490
MODULI AND ROCK DENSITY
-1 -1 -1-1
3E6
3E6
3E6
168
MODULI AND ROCK DENSITY MODIFICATIONS
00000
POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS
0 0 0 0
2*0.20 2*0.25
2*75 2*250
2*75 2*250
2*7.5 2*25
POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY MODIFICATION CARDS
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
TRANSMISSIBILITY MOD. - NO FLOW BETWEEN LAYERS 2 AND 3
0, 0, 1, 0
1 1 1 1 3 3 0.0
ROCK AND PVT REGIONS
1, !
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SAT
KRO
KRW
KRG
KROG
PCOW
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0
0.0
0,03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.0
0.0
0.05
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.0
0.0
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.09
0.0
0.0
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.16
0.0
0.0
0.20
0.00
0.00
0.24
0.0
0.0
0,25
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.0
0.0
0.30
0,0001 0.00
0.43
0.0
0.0
0.35
0.001 0.005
0.55
0.0
0.0
0.40
0.01
0.010
0.67
0.0
0.0
0.45
0.03
0.017
0.81
0.0
0.0
0.50
0.08
0.023
1.00
0.0
0.0
0.55
0.18
0.034
1.00
0.0
0.0
0.60
0.32
0.045
1.00
0.0
0.0
0.65
0.59
0.064
1.00
0.0
0.0
0.70
1.00
0.083
1.00
0.0
0.0
0.80
1.00
0,12
1.00
0.0
0.0
0.90
LOO
0.12
1.00
0.0
0.0
1.00
1.00
0.12
LOO
0.0
0.0
ITHREE SW(IRR.)
0, 0.30
PBO PBODAT PBGRAD
2514.7, 9200.0,
0.0
VSLOPE BSLOPE RSLOPE PMAX REPRS
0.000046, -0.000023, 0.0,
6014.7, 0
OIL:P
14.7
514.7,
1014.7,
1514.7,
2014.7,
2514.7,
3014.7,
4014.7,
5014.7,
6014.7,

MUO
1.0400
0.9100,
0.8300,
0.7650,
0.6950,
0.6410,
0.5940,
0.5100,
0.4500,
0.4100,

PCGO
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

BO
RSO
1.0620
1.0
1.1110, 89.0
1.1920, 208.0
1.2560, 309.0
1.3200, 392.0
1.3800, 457.0
1.4260, 521.0
1.4720, 586.0
1.4900, 622.0
1.5000, 650.0
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WATER: P
MUW BW
RSW
14.7,
0.5000, 1.0190, 0.0
514.7,
0.5005, 1.0175 0.0
1014.7,
0.5010, 1.0160, 0.0
1514.7,
0.5015, 1.0145, 0.0
2014.7,
0.5020, 1.0130, 0.0
2514.7,
0.5025, 1.0115, 0.0
3014.7,
0.5030, 1.0100, 0.0
4014.7,
0.5040, 1.0070, 0.0
5014.7,
0.5050, 1.0040, 0.0
6014.7,
0.5060, 1.0010, 0.0
GAS AND ROCK PROPERTIES
0
P
MUG
BG
PSI
CR
14.7,
0.008000, 0.935800, 0.0,
0.000003
514.7,
0.011200, 0.035200, 0.0,
0.000003
1014.7,
0.014000, 0.018000, 0.0,
0.000003
1514.7,
0.016500, 0.012000, 0.0,
0.000003
2014.7,
0.018900, 0.009100, 0.0,
0.000003
2514.7,
0.020800, 0.007400, 0.0,
0.000003
3014.7,
0.022800, 0.006300, 0.0,
0.000003
4014.7,
0.026000, 0.004900, 0.0,
0.000003
5014.7,
0.028500, 0.004000, 0.0,
0.000003
6014.7,
0.030000, 0.003400, 0.0,
0.000003
RHOSCO RHOSCW RHOSCG
46.244, 62.238,
0.0647
EQUILIBRIUM PRESSURE INIT. / CONSTANT SATURATION INIT.
1, 1, 0, 0
4000, 9600, 0, 8000
0.70, 0, 0.25
NMAX FACT1 FACT2 TMAX WORM AX GORMAX PAMIN PAMAX
1000,
1.50,
0.50,
365,
5.0,
500000,
1500,
6000
KSOL
MITR OMEGA TOL
TOL1
DSMAX
DPMAX NUMDIS
1,
100,
1.50,
0.1,
0.001,
0.05,
100.0,
1
AQUIFER MODEL
0
RECURRENT DATA
*** DATA SET 1 - HISTORY ***
1, 4
91.25 182.5 273.75 365.0
1, 1, I, 0, 0, 1
0, 0, 0, 0, 0
5.0, 1.0, 10.0
WELL INFORMATION
I 0
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WELL P-1
P-l
I 4
I, 1, 1,
1, 1, 2,
1, 1, 3,
1, 1, 4,
1, 500.0,

2.7
2.7
9.4
9.4

2600
2600
2600
2600
0.0,
0.0,

0.0
END OF DATA SET
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Initialization Data
Initialization data records are read once at the beginning of the simulation.
They must be read in the order presented below.
1.

Title

Up to 80 characters; this record will appear as run title.
24.1 Grid Dimensions and Geometry

24.1.1 Grid Dimensions
1.

Heading

2.

II, JJ, KK, IOROK, IOPVT, IOTBL, IONWL, IOCON

Code

Up to 80 characters.

Meaning

II

number of gridblocks in the x direction

JJ

number of gridblocks in they direction

KK

number of gridblocks in the z direction

IOROK maximum number of Rock regions (such as 3)
IOPVT

maximum number of PVT regions (such as 3)
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Code

Meaning

IOTBL

maximum number of entries in PVT and Saturation tables
(such as 30)

IONWL maximum number of wells (such as 10)
IOCON maximum number of connections per well (such as 10)
3.

Heading

4.

KDX, KDY, KDZ, KDZNET
KDX
Control code for input of x direction grid size.
KDY
Control code for input of y direction grid size.
KDZ
Control code for input of z direction gross gridblock thicknesses.
KDZNET Control code for input of z direction net gridblock thicknesses.
Code

Up to 80 characters.

Value

Meaning

-1

The x direction grid dimensions are the same for all
blocks in the grid. Read only one value.

0

The x direction dimensions are read for each block in
the first row (J = 1) of layer one (K = 1). These same
values are assigned to all other rows and all other layers
in the model grid. Read II values.

1

The x direction dimensions are read for each block in
layer one (K = 1 ). These same values are assigned to all
other layers in the grid. Read II x JJ values.

-1

The y direction grid dimensions are the same for all
blocks in the grid. Read only one value.

0

The y direction dimensions are read for each block in
the first column (I = 1) of layer one (K = 1). These
values are assigned to all other columns and all other
layers in the model grid. Read JJ values.

KDX

KDY
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Code

Value

Meaning

1

The j; direction dimensions are read for each block in
layer one (K = 1 ). These same values are assigned to all
other layers in the grid. Read II x JJ values.

-1

The z direction gross thickness is the same for all blocks
in the grid. Read only one value.

0

A constant value of gross thickness is read for each
layer in the grid; each layer may have a different, but
constant value. Read KK values.

1

The z direction gross thickness is read for each block in
the grid. Read II x JJ x KK values.

-1

The z direction net thickness is the same for all
blocks in the grid. Read only one value.

0

A constant value of net thickness is read for each
layer in the grid; each layer may have a different, but
constant value. Read KK values.

1

The z direction net thickness is read for each block in
the grid. Read II x JJ x KK values.

KDZ

KDZNET

5.

6.

7.

DX
DX
If KDX =
If KDX =
If KDX =

Gridblock size in x direction (ft).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read II values (one for each row).
+1, read II x JJ values (one for each K = 1 block).

DY
DY
If KDY =
If KDY =
If KDY =

Gridblock size in y direction (ft).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read JJ values (one for each column).
+1, read II x JJ values (one for each K = 1 block).

DZ
DZ
If KDZ =
If KDZ =

Gross gridblock thickness in z direction (ft).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
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8.

If KDZ =

+1, read II * JJ * KK values (one for each block).

DZNET
DZNET
If KDZ =
If KDZ =
If KDZ =

Net gridblock thickness in z direction (ft).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x JJ x KK values (one for each block).

24.1.2 Modifications to Grid Dimensions
1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2.

NUMDX, NUMDY, NUMDZ, NUMDZN, IDCODE
NUMDX Number of regions where x direction grid size (DX) is
changed.
NUMDY Number of regions where y direction grid size (DY) is
changed.
NUMDZ Number of regions where z direction gross thickness (DZ)
is changed.
NUMDZN Number of regions where z direction net thickness (DZN)
is changed.
IDCODE = 0 means do not print the modified distributions;
= 1 means print the modified distributions.

3

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, DX
Omit this record if NUMDX = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
DX
New value of x direction grid size for region (ft).
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NOTE: NUMDX records must be read.
4

I1,I2,J1,J2,K1,K2,DY
Omit this record ifNUMDY = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction,
K1
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
DY
New value of y direction grid size for region (ft).
NOTE: NUMDY records must be read.

5

I1,I2,J1,J2,K1,K2,DZ
Omit this record ifNUMDZ = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
KI
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
DZ
New value of z direction gross thickness for region (ft).
NOTE: NUMDZ records must be read.

6

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, DZNET
Omit this record ifNUMDZN = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
DZNET
New value of z direction net thickness for region (ft).
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NOTE: NUMDZN records must be read.
24.1.3 Depths to Top of Gridblocks
The coordinate system used in WINB4D is defined so that values in the
z (vertical) direction increase as the layer gets deeper. Thus, depths must be read
as depths below the user-selected reference datum. Negative values will be read
as heights above the datum.
1.

Heading

2.

KEL
KEL

Up to 80 characters.

Control code for input of depth values.

KEL

Meaning

0

A single constant value is read for the depth to the top of all gridblocks in layer 1 (horizontal plane). Each layer is contiguous in this
option. Depths to the top of gridblocks in layers below layer 1 are
calculated by adding the layer thickness to the preceding layer top;
thus Top (I, J, K + 1) = Top (I, J, K) + DZ (I, J, K)

1

A separate depth value must be read for each gridblock in layer 1 .
Read II x JJ values. Each layer is contiguous in this option. Depths
to the top of gridblocks in layers below layer 1 are calculated by
adding the layer thickness to the preceding layer top; thus Top (I, J,
K + 1 ) = Top (I, J, K) + DZ (I, J, K)

2

A separate depth value is read for each layer. Read KK values. Each
layer is horizontal (layer cake) in this option.

3

A separate depth value is read for each gridblock. Read II x JJ x KK
values.

3.

ELEV
ELEV Depth to top of gridblock (ft).
If KEL = 0, read one constant value.
If KEL = 1, read II x JJ values (one for each block in layer 1).
If KEL = 2, read KK values (one for each layer).
If KEL = 3, read II x JJ x KK values (one for each block).
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24.2 Seismic Velocity Parameters
24.2.1 Moduli and Grain Densities
1,

Heading

2

KKB, KKG, KMU, KRHO
KKB
Control code for input of the frame bulk modulus
(evacuated porous rock).
KKG
Control code for input of the grain bulk modulus (solid
matrix material).
KMU
Control code for input of the shear modulus (evacuated
porous rock).
KRHO
Control code for input of the grain density (solid matrix
material).
Code

Up to 80 characters.

Value

Meaning

-1

Frame bulk moduli are the same for all blocks in the grid.
Read only one value.

0

A constant value of frame bulk modulus is read for each
layer in the grid; each layer may have a different, but
constant value. Read KK values.

1

Frame bulk moduli are read for each block in the grid.
Read II x JJ x KK values.

-1

Grain bulk moduli are the same for all blocks in the grid.
Read only one value.

0

A constant value of grain bulk modulus is read for each
layer in the grid; each layer may have a different, but
constant value. Read KK values.

1

Grain bulk moduli are read for each block in the grid.
Read II x JJ x KK values.

KKB

KKG
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Code

Value

Meaning

-1

Shear moduli are the same for all blocks in the grid. Read
only one value.

0

A constant value of shear modulus is read for each layer
in the grid; each layer may have a different, but constant
value. Read KK values.

1

Shear moduli are read for each block in the grid. Read II
x JJ x KK values.

-1

Grain densities are the same for all blocks in the grid.
Read only one value.

0

A constant value of grain density is read for each layer in
the grid; each layer may have a different, but constant
value. Read KK values.

1

Grain densities are read for each block in the grid. Read
II x j j x K K values.

KMU

KRHO

3.

4.

5.

KB
KB
If KKB =
If KKB =
If KKB =

KG
KG
If KKG =
If KKG =
If KKG =

MU
MU

Frame bulk modulus (psia).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x JJ x KK values (one for each block).
NOTE: In the absence of relevant data, a value of 3 x 106
psia is a reasonable estimate.

Grain bulk modulus (psia).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read JJ values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x JJ values (one for each block).
NOTE: In the absence of relevant data, a value of 3 x 106
psia is a reasonable estimate.

Shear modulus (psia).
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If KMU =
If KMU =
If KMU =

6

RHOMA
RHOMA
If KRHO =
If KRHO =
If KRHO =

-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer),
+1, read II x Jj x KK values (one for each block).
NOTE: In the absence of relevant data, a value of
3 x 106 psia is a reasonable estimate.

Grain density (lbf/ft3).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x JJ x KK values (one for each block).
NOTE: In the absence of relevant data, a value of 168
lbf/ft3 (corresponding to 2.7 g/cm3) is a reasonable estimate.

24.2.2 Modifications to Moduli and Grain Densities
1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2

NUMKB, NUMKG, NUMMU, NUMRHO, IDCODE
NUMKB Number of regions where frame bulk modulus (KB) is
changed.
NUMKG Number of regions where grain bulk modulus (KG) is
changed.
NUMMU Number of regions where shear modulus (MU) is
changed.
NUMRHO Number of regions where grain density (RHO) is
changed.
IDCODE = 0 means do not print the modified distributions;
= 1 means print the modified distributions.

3

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, KB
Omit this record if NUMKB = 0.
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11
12
J1
J2
Kl
K2
KB

Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
New value of frame bulk modulus (psia).
NOTE: NUMKB records must be read.

4

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, KG
Omit this record ifNUMKG = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
K1
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
KG
New value of grain bulk modulus (psia).
NOTE: NUMKG records must be read.

5

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, MU
Omit this record ifNUMMU - 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction,
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
K1
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
MU
New value of shear modulus.
NOTE: NUMMU records must be read.

6

I1,I2,J1,J2,K1,K2, RHO
Omit this record ifNUMRHO = 0.
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11
12
J1
J2
K1
K2
RHO

Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
Coordinate of last region block in J direction,
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
New value of grain density (lbf/ft3).
NOTE: NUMRHO records must be read.

24.3 Porosity, Permeability, and Transmissibility Distributions
24.3.1 Porosity and Permeability
1.
2.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

KPH, KKX, KKY, KKZ
KPH Control code for input of porosity.
KKX Control code for input of x direction permeability.
KKY Control code for input of y direction permeability.
KKZ Control code for input of z direction permeability.

Code Value

KPH

-1

The porosity is constant for all gridblocks. Read only one
value.

0

A constant value is read for each layer in the grid. Read KK
values.

1

A value is read for each block in the grid. Read II x JJ x KK
values.
The x direction permeability is constant for all gridblocks.
Read only one value.

-1
KKX

Meaning

0

A constant value is read for each layer in the grid. Read KK
values.

1

A value is read for each block in the grid. Read II x JJ x KK
values.
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Meaning
Code Value
The y direction permeability is constant for all gridblocks.
-1
Read only one value.

KKY

KKZ

3.

4.

5.

0

A constant value is read for each layer in the grid. Read KK
values.

I

A value is read for each block in the grid. Read II x Jj x KK
values.

-i

The z direction permeability is constant for all gridblocks.
Read only one value.

0

A constant value is read for each layer in the grid. Read KK
values.

1

A value is read for each block in the grid. Read II x Jj x KK
values.

PHI
PHI
If KPH =
If KPH =
If KPH =

Porosity (fraction).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x Jj x KK values (one for each block).

PERMX
PERMX
If KKX =
If KKX =
If KKX =

Permeability in x direction (md).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x Jj x KK values (one for each block).

PERMY
PERMY
If KKY =
If KKY =
If KKY =

Permeability in y direction (md).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x Jj x KK values (one for each block).
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6

PERMZ
PERMZ
If KKZ =
If KKZ =
If KKZ =

Permeability in z direction (md).
-1, read one constant value.
0, read KK values (one for each layer).
+1, read II x JJ x KK values (one for each block).

24.3.2 Modifications to Porosities and Permeabilities
1.

Heading

2

NUMP, NUMKX, NUMKY, NUMKZ, IPCODE
NUMP
Number of regions where porosity (PHI) is changed.
NUMKX Number of regions where x direction permeability
(PERMX) is changed.
NUMKY Number of regions where y direction permeability
(PERMY) is changed.
NUMKZ
Number of regions where z direction permeability
(PERMZ) is changed.
IPCODE
= 0 means do not print the modified distributions;
= 1 means print the modified distributions.

3

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, VALPHI
Omit this record if NUMP = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
Code
•\J1
TA/fD
iNUMr

Up to 80 characters.

Value

<0
>0

Meaning
New value of porosity for region (fr).
Multiply value of porosity by VALPHI.
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NOTE: NUMP records must be read where ... denotes the absolute value.
4.

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, VALKX
Omit this record ifNUMKX = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
K1
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
Code

NUMKX

Value

Meaning

<0

New value of x direction permeability for region
(md).

>0

Multiply value of x direction permeability by
VALKX.
NOTE: | NUMKX | records must be read.

5.

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, VALKY
Omit this record ifNUMKY = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Jl
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
Code
NUMKY

Value

<0

Meaning
New value ofy direction permeability for region
(md).
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Code

Value
Meaning
>0
Multiply value of y direction permeability by
VALKY.
NOTE: NUMKY records must be read.

6.

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, VALKZ
Omit this record ifNUMKZ = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Jl
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
Code

NUMKZ

Value

Meaning

<0

New value of z direction permeability for region
(md).

>0

Multiply value of z direction permeability by
VALKZ.

NOTE:

NUMKZ records must be read.

24.3.3 Modifications to Transmissibilities
It is important to keep in mind the directional convention used in
specifying transmissibility modifications. For example, in gridblock (I, J, K):
TX(I, J, K) refers to flow across the boundary between blocks 1-1 and I,
TY(I, J, K) refers to flow across the boundary between blocks J-l and J, and
TZ(I, J, K) refers to flow across the boundary between blocks K-l and K.
1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.
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2,

NUMTX, NUMTY, NUMTZ, ITCODE
NUMTX
Number of regions where x direction transmissibility (TX)
is changed.
NUMTY Number of regions where y direction transmissibility (TY)
is changed.
NUMTZ
Number of regions where z direction transmissibility (TZ)
is changed.
ITCODE
= 0 means do not print the modified distributions;
= 1 means print the modified distributions.

3

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, VALTX
Omit this record if NUMTX = 0.
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
Multiplier of x direction transmissibility for region.
NOTE: NUMTX records must be read.
II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, VALTY
Omit this record if NUMTY = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Jl
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
VALTY
Multiplier of y direction transmissibility for region.
NOTE: NUMTY records must be read.
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5

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, VALTZ
Omit this record ifNUMTZ = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction,
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction,
K1
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
VALTZ
Multiplier of z direction transmissibility for region.
NOTE: NUMTZ records must be read.
24.4 Rock and PVT Regions

1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2.

NROCK, NPVT
NROCK
Number of distinct Rock regions. A separate set of saturation-dependent data must be entered for each Rock region.
NPVT
Number of distinct PVT regions. A separate set of pressuredependent data must be entered for each PVT region.

3.

Heading
Up to 80 characters.
Omit this record if NROCK = 1.

4

NUMROK
Omit this record if NROCK = 1.
NUMROK = 0
Enter Rock region value for each block.
NUMROK > 0
Number of regions where the Rock region default
value of 1 is changed.

5.

IVAL
Omit this record if NROCK = 1 or NUMROK > 0.
IVAL
Array of Rock region values. Read II x Jj x KK values.
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6.

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, IVAL
Omit this record ifNROCK = 1 or NUMROK = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
JI
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
IVAL
Number of the saturation-dependent data set to be assigned
to this Rock region and IVAL z NROCK.
NOTE: NUMROK records must be read.

7.

Heading Up to 80 characters.
Omit this record ifNPVT = 1.

8.

NUMPVT
Omit this record ifNPVT = 1.
NUMPVT = 0
Enter PVT region value for each block.
NUMPVT > 0
Number of regions where the PVT region default
value of 1 is changed.

9.

IVAL
Omit this record ifNPVT = 1 or NUMPVT > 0.
IVAL
Array of PVT region values. Read II x JJ x KK values.

10.

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, IVAL
Omit this record ifNPVT = 1 or NUMPVT = 0.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
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IVAL

Number of the pressure-dependent data set to be assigned
to this PVT region and IVAL s NPVT.
NOTE: NUMPVT records must be read.

24.5 Relative Permeability and Capillary Pressure Tables
The following saturation-dependent data should be entered a total of
NROCK times - one set of records for each Rock region defined in Section 24,4.
1,

Heading

2

SAT1 KROW1 KRW1 KRG1 KROG1 PCOW1 PCGO1

SAT
KROW
KRW
KRG
KROG
PCOW
PCGO

KROW
KRW
KRG
KROG
PCOW
PCGO

Up to 80 characters.

Phase saturation (fr). Set SAT1 = 0.0 and SATn = 1.0,
Oil relative permeability for oil-water system (fr).
Water relative permeability for oil-water system (fr).
Gas relative permeability for gas-oil system (fr).
Oil relative permeability for gas-oil system (fr).
Oil/water capillary pressure (psi).
Gas/oil capillary pressure (psi).
NOTE: SAT refers to the saturation of each particular
phase. For example, in a data line following SAT = 0.2 we
have
Oil relative permeability at 20% oil saturation.
Water relative permeability at 20% water saturation.
Gas relative permeability at 20% gas saturation.
Oil relative permeability at 20% liquid (water plus oil)
saturation.
Oil/water capillary pressure at 20% water saturation.
Gas/oil capillary pressure at 20% gas saturation.
NOTE: KROG is used only when a three-phase oil relative
permeability is calculated (ITHREE= 1 in Record 4 below).
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Capillary pressures are defined as PCOW = Po - Pw and
PCGO = Pg - Po where Po, Pw, and Pg are the oil-, water-,
and gas-phase pressures, respectively.
3.

Heading

4.

ITHREE, SWR
ITHREE
Code specifying desired relative permeability option.
SWR
Irreducible water saturation (fraction).
Code

Up to 80 characters.

Value

Meaning

0

Oil relative permeability read from the relative permeability data for the two-phase water/oil system.

1

Oil relative permeability calculated from Stone's threephase relative permeability model

TTUTQpTn

1 i JnLKJiD

Repeat records 1 to 4 a total of NROCK times.

24.6 Fluid PVT Tables
The following pressure-dependent data should be entered a total of NP VT
times - one set of records for each PVT region defined in Section 24.4.
1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2.

PBO, PBODAT, PBGRAD
PBO
Initial bubble point pressure (psia).
PBODAT Depth at which PBO applies (ft).
PBGRAD Constant bubble point pressure gradient (psia/ft).

3.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.
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4

VSLOPE, BSLOPE, RSLOPE, PMAX, IREPRS
VSLOPE Slope of the oil viscosity versus pressure curve for
undersaturated oil, i.e. for pressures above PBO. The slope
(A|J.0/A/)0) should be in cp/psia,
BSLOPE Slope of the oil formation volume factor versus pressure
curve for undersaturated oil. The slope (A50/AP0) should
be in RB/STB/psia and should be negative or zero. BSLOPE
is not the same as the undersaturated oil compressibility.
RSLOPE Slope of the solution gas-oil ratio versus pressure curve. The
slope (A#W/AP0) should be in SCF/STB/psia and is normally zero.
PMAX
Maximum pressure entry for all PVT tables (psia).
IREPRS
= 0; constant bubble point pressure.
= 1; estimate variable bubble point pressure.

5.

Heading

Up to 80 characters; oil table follows.

6

PI

MUO1

PMAX
P

MUO(PMAX)
BO(PMAX)
RSO(PMAX)
Pressure (psia). Pressures must be in ascending order from
PI (normally 14.7 psia) to PMAX. The last table entry must
be PMAX.
Saturated oil viscosity (cp).
Saturated oil formation volume factor (RB/STB).
Saturated oil solution gas-oil ratio (SCF/STB).
NOTE: Oil properties must be entered as saturated oil over
the entire pressure range.

MUO
BO
RSO

BO1

RSO1

7.

Heading

Up to 80 characters; water table follows.

8

PI

MUW1

BW1

RSW1
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PMAX
P

MUW(PMAX) BW(PMAX)
RSW(PMAX)
Pressure (psia). Pressures must be in ascending order from
P1 (normally 14.7 psia) to PMAX. The last table entry must
be PMAX.
Water viscosity (cp).
Water formation volume factor (RB/STB).
Water solution gas-water ratio (SCF/STB).
NOTE: It is usually assumed in black oil simulations that
the solubility of gas in water can be neglected. In this case,
set RSW = 0.0 for all pressures.

MUW
BW
RSW

9.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

10

KGCOR
Code

Value

KGCOR

0
1

11.

Heading

12

PI

Meaning
Read gas and rock properties table
Activate gas correlation option and read rock compressibility vs pressure table
Up to 80 characters; gas table follows.

MUG1

BG1

PSI1

CR1

PMAX MUG(PMAX) BG(PMAX) PSI(PMAX)
CR(PMAX)
Omit this record if KGCOR = 1
P
Pressure (psia). Pressures must be in ascending order from
P1 (normally 14.7 psia) to PMAX. The last table entry must
be PMAX.
MUG
Gas viscosity (cp).
BG
Gas formation volume factor (RCF/SCF).
PSI
Gas pseudo-pressure (psiaVcp).
CR
Rock compressibility (1 /psia).
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13

KODEA, MPGT, TEM, SPG
Omit this record ifKGCOR = 0.
KODEA
Gas composition option (see Chapter 28.3).
MPGT
Number of gas PVT table entries (1 < MPGT < 25).
TEM
Reservoir temperature (°F).
SPG
Gas specific gravity (air = 1.0).

14,

FRCI
Omit this record ifKGCOR = 0.
FRCI
Component mole fraction of gas. Read 12 entries in the
following order.
FRCI(I)
1
2

Component I

H2S
CO2
N2

3
4
5
6

c,
C2
C3

FRCI(I)
7
8

Component I

9
10
11
12

iC4
nC4
iC5
nC5
C6
C7+

15.

PRSCI, TEMCI, RMWTI
Omit this record ifKGCOR = 0 or if KODEA * 4.
PRSCI
Critical pressure (psia).
TEMCI
Critical temperature (°R).
RMWTI
Molecular weight.

16.

Heading Up to 80 characters; rock compressibility table follows.
Omit this record ifKGCOR = 0.

17.

PI

CR1

PMAX
CR(PMAX)
Omit this record ifKGCOR = 0.
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Option
Constant rock compressibility

Code

PMAX Maximum table pressure (psia)
from record 4.

CR
Pressure-dependent rock com- P
pressibility
NOTE: Enter 1 record.

NOTE: Enter MPGT
records.
18.

Heading

Meaning

CR

Rock compressibility (1/psia)
Pressure (psia). Pressures must
be in ascending order from PI
(normally 14.7 psia) to PMAX.
The last table entry must be
PMAX.
Rock compressibility (1/psia)

Up to 80 characters.

19.

RHOSCO, RHOSCW, RHOSCG
RHOSCO Stock tank oil density (Ib/cu ft).
RHOSCW Stock tank water density (Ib/cu ft).
RHOSCG Gas density at standard conditions (Ib/cu ft).
NOTE: At standard conditions (14.7 psia and 60 degrees
F for oilfield units) pure water has a density of 62.4 Ib/cu ft
and air has a density of 0.0765 Ib/cu ft.
Repeat records 1 through 19 a total of NPVT times.
24.7 Pressure and Saturation Initialization
1,

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2,

KPI, KSI, PDATUM, GRAD
KPI
Pressure initialization code.
KSI
Saturation initialization code.
PDATUM Depth to pressure datum (ft).
GRAD
Estimated pressure gradient (psia/ft) for pressure corrections
to PDATUM. If GRAD = 0, a map of pressures corrected
to PDATUM will not be printed. If GRAD * 0, a map of
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pressures corrected to PDATUM will be printed using
pressure gradient GRAD,
Code

KPI

Value
0
1

0
KSI
1

Meaning
Read II x JJ * KK pressures (one for each block).
Equilibrium pressure initialization. Requires pressures and
depths at the OWC and GOC.
Read II x JJ x KK oil saturations (one for each block) and
II x JJ x KK water saturations. Gas saturations will be
calculated by the program.
Gravity segregated oil, water and gas saturation initialization.
NOTE: Options KPI and KSI may be used to prepare a
restart data file.

3.

PO
Omit this record if KPI = 1.
PO
Oil-phase pressure (psia). Read II x JJ x KK values.

4.

PWOC, WOC, PGOC, GOC
Omit this record if KPI = 0.
PWOC
Pressure at the water-oil contact (psia).
WOC
Depth to the water-oil contact (ft below datum).
PGOC
Pressure at the gas-oil contact (psia).
GOC
Depth to the gas-oil contact (ft below datum).
NOTE: Repeat this record a total of NROCK times - one
record for each Rock region.

5.

SO
Omit this record if KSI = 1.
SO
Oil saturation array (fraction). Read II x JJ x KK values,

6.

SW
Omit this record if KSI = /.
SW
Water saturation array (fraction). Read II x JJ x KK values.
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7.

SOI, SGI, SOR
Omit this record ifKSI = 0.
SOI
Initial oil saturation for the oil-water zone to be assigned to
all blocks in the rock region (fraction). Initial water saturation in the oil-water zone is I - SOI.
SGI
Initial gas saturation for the gas-water zone to be assigned
to all blocks in the rock region (fraction). Initial water
saturation in the gas-water zone is 1 - SGI.
SOR
Irreducible oil saturation to be assigned to all blocks in the
rock region (fraction). If SOR > 0, calculated So will be set
to 0 when So < SOR. Water and gas saturations are then
renormalized.
NOTE: Repeat this record a total of NROCK times - one
record for each Rock region.
24.8 Run Control Parameters

I,

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2

NMAX, FACT1, FACT2, TMAX, WORMAX, GORMAX, PAMIN,
PAMAX
NMAX
Maximum number of timesteps allowed.
FACT 1
Factor for increasing timestep size using automatic timestep
control. FACT1 = 1.0 for fixed timestep size. A common
value for FACT1 is 1.25.
F ACT2
Factor for decreasing timestep size using automatic timestep
control. FACT2 = 1.0 for fixed timestep size. A common
value for FACT2 is 0.5.
TMAX
Maximum elapsed time to be simulated (days); the run will
be terminated when the time exceeds TMAX.
WORMAX Maximum allowed water-oil ratio for a producing oil well
(STB/STB); WORMAX > 0.
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GORMAX Maximum allowed gas-oil ratio for a producing oil well
(SCF/STB); GORMAX ;> 0.
PAMIN
Minimum field average pressure (psia); the run will be
terminated when the pore volume weighted average reservoir pressure < PAMIN.
PAMAX
Maximum field average pressure (psia); the run will be
terminated when the pore volume weighted average reservoir pressure > PAMAX.
NOTE: PAMIN and PAMAX should be within the range
of pressures covered by the fluid PVT tables discussed in
Chapter 24.6.
3.

WOROCK
Omit this record ifWORMAX * 0.
WOROCK Maximum WOR allowed in the corresponding Rock region.
NOTE: If a well is completed in more than one Rock region,
the largest maximum WOR which applies to the Rock
regions penetrated by the well will be used as the WOR
control for that well. Enter NROCK records - one for each
Rock region.

4.

GOROCK
Omit this record if GORMAX * 0.
GOROCK Maximum GOR allowed in the corresponding Rock region.
NOTE: If a well is completed in more than one Rock region,
the largest maximum GOR which applies to the Rock
regions penetrated by the well will be used as the GOR
control for that well. Enter NROCK records - one for each
Rock region.

24.9 Solution Method Specification
1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.
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2,

KSOL
MITR

Solution method code.
Maximum number of LSOR iterations per timestep. A
typical value is 100.
Initial LSOR acceleration parameter. Values of OMEGA
should be between 1.0 and 2.0. A typical initial value is 1.5.
Maximum acceptable pressure change for convergence of
LSOR iterations (psia). A typical value is 0.1.
Parameter for determining when to change OMEGA. A
typical value is 0,001. If TOL1 = 0.0, the initial value of
OMEGA will be used for the entire run.
Maximum saturation change allowed per timestep (traction).
The timestep size will be reduced by FACT2 if the saturation
change of a phase in any gridblock exceeds DSMAX during
a timestep. A typical value for DSMAX is 0.05.
Maximum pressure change allowed per timestep (psia). The
timestep size will be reduced by FACT2 if the pressure
change in any gridblock exceeds DPMAX during a timestep.
A typical value of DPMAX is 100 psia.
Code for controlling numerical dispersion

OMEGA
TOL
TOL1

DSMAX

DPMAX

NUMDIS
Code

1C SOT

Value
1

Meaning
ID Tridiagonal Algorithm. Use with ID problems
and OD (tank) problems, i.e. when II = JJ = KK = 1 .

2

Direct solution band algorithm. Use with 2D and
3D problems.

3

LSORX - Iterative matrix solver with direct solver in
x direction.
LSORY - Iterative matrix solver with direct solver in
y direction.
LSORZ - Iterative matrix solver with direct solver in
z direction.

4
5
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Code

Value

MT
T"NjfT"YFQ
fNU
MUlo

1
2

Meaning
Single-point upstream weighting.
Two-point upstream weighting.
24.10 Analytic Aquifer Models

1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2

IAQOPT
IAQOPT

Analytic aquifer model code.

Code

IAQOPT

3.

Value

Meaning

0
1

No analytic aquifer model

2

Steady-state aquifer model (constant aquifer pressure)

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw =1.5

Pot aquifer model (small and bounded
aquifer)

Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = 2.0
Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = 3.0
Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = 4.0
Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = 5.0
Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = 6.0
Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = 8.0
Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = 10.0
Carter-Tracy aquifer model: Re/Rw = °°
NOTE: Only one aquifer model option (IAQOPT) may be
selected for a given run. Different aquifer influx strengths
may be specified for a given aquifer.

NAQEN
Omit this record if IAQOPT * 1.
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NAQEN

Number of regions containing a pot aquifer.

4

I1,I2,J1,J2,K1,K2,POT
Omit this record iflAQOPT * 1.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
J1
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
POT
Pot aquifer strength (SCF/psia).
NOTE: NAQEN records must be read.

5.

NAQEN
Omit this record iflAQOPT *2,
NAQEN
Number of regions containing a steady-state aquifer.

6.

II, 12, Jl, J2, Kl, K2, SSAQ
Omit this record iflAQOPT * 2.
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
Steady-state aquifer strength (SCF/day/psia).
NOTE: NAQEN records must be read.

7.

NAQREG
Omit this record iflAQOPT < 3.
NAQREG Number of Carter-Tracy aquifer parameter regions.
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8

AQCR, AQCW, AQMUW, AQK, AQPHI, AQH, AQS, AQRE
Omit this record iflAQOPT < 3.
Aquifer rock compressibility (1/psia).
Aquifer water compressibility (1/psia).
Aquifer water viscosity (cp).
Aquifer permeability (md).
Aquifer porosity (fraction).
Aquifer net thickness (ft).
Aquifer to reservoir boundary interface (fraction). A value
of 0 implies there is no boundary (hence no influx); a value
of 1 implies that the aquifer surrounds the gridblock.
AQRE
External aquifer radius (ft).

9.

NAQEN
Omit this record iflAQOPT < 3.
NAQEN
Number of regions containing a Carter-Tracy aquifer.

10

I1,I2,J1,J2,K1,K2
Omit this record iflAQOPT < 3.
11
Coordinate of first region block in I direction.
12
Coordinate of last region block in I direction.
Jl
Coordinate of first region block in J direction.
J2
Coordinate of last region block in J direction.
Kl
Coordinate of first region block in K direction.
K2
Coordinate of last region block in K direction.
NOTE: NAQEN lines must be read. Repeat records 8
through 10 a total of NAQREG times.
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Recurrent Data
Recurrent data records are read periodically during the course of the
simulation run. These data include the location and specification of wells in the
model, changes in well completions and field operations over time, a schedule
of well rate and/or pressure performance over time, timestep control information
for advancing the simulation through time, and controls on the type and
frequency of printout information provided by the simulator.
1.

Major Heading

Up to 80 characters,
NOTE: This record signifies the start of the recurrent
data section.

25.1 Timestep and Output Control
Timestep and output control records must be read to start the simulation.
1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2.

IWLCNG, IOMETH
IWLCNG Controls reading of well information.
IOMETH Controls program output and well scheduling.

270
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Code

Value

IWLCNG

0
1

lOMETH

> 1

Meaning
Do not read well information
Read well information
Number of elapsed time values to be read on record 3 .
The program will print results to output files at these
elapsed times and allow you to change well characteristics after the last elapsed time entered during this
recurrent data period,

3.

FTIO
FTIO Array containing total elapsed times at which output will occur
(days). Up to 50 monotonically increasing values may be entered.
The first entry must be greater than 0 and greater than the last entry
of any previously completed recurrent data periods.
NOTE: When the elapsed time of a run equals an FTIO value, the
well and basic summary reports will be printed. Maps will also be
printed according to the instructions given in record 4,

4

IPMAP, ISOMAP, ISWMAP, ISGMAP, IPBMAP, IAQMAP
IPMAP
Control code for printing pressure array.
ISOMAP Control code for printing oil saturation array.
ISWMAP Control code for printing water saturation array.
ISGMAP Control code for printing gas saturation array.
IPBMAP Control code for printing bubble point pressure array.
IAQMAP Control code for printing aquifer influx array.
Code Value

0
1
2
5

Meaning
Do not print the array
Print the array
Print the array and a digital contour plot

IVPMAP, IZMAP, IRCMAP, IVSMAP, IVRMAP
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IVPMAP
IZMAP
IRCMAP
IVSMAP
IVRMAP

Control code for printing seismic compressional velocity
(Vp) array.
Control code for printing seismic acoustic impedance array.
Control code for printing seismic reflection coefficient array.
Control code for printing seismic shear velocity (Vs) array,
Control code for printing seismic velocity ratio Vp/Vs array.
Meaning

Code Value

0
1
2

6

Do not print the array
Print the array
Print the array and a digital contour plot
NOTE: If IVRMAP > 0, time-dependent arrays will be
appended to file WTEMP.ARR.

DT, DTMIN, DTMAX
DT
Starting timestep size (days). DT may vary between DTMIN
and DTMAX when automatic timestep control is invoked.
DTMIN
Minimum timestep size allowed (days). A typical value is
1 day.
DTMAX Maximum timestep size allowed (days). A typical value is
30 days.
25.2 Well Information

Omit this section iflWLCNG = 0.
1.

Heading

Up to 80 characters.

2.

NWELLN, NWELLO
NWELLN Number of new wells for which complete well information
is entered.
NWELLO Number of previously defined wells for which new rates
and/or rate controls are entered.
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3.

Heading Up to 80 characters.
Omit this record ifNWELLN = 0.

4.

WELLID
Omit this record ifNWELLN = 0.
WELLID Well name with up to five characters.

5

IDWELL, KONECT
Omit this record ifNWELLN = 0.
IDWELL Well identification number. Each well should have a unique
IDWELL number. If two or more wells have the same
IDWELL number, the characteristics of the last well entered
will be used.
KONECT Total number of gridblocks connected to well IDWELL.

6.

I, J, K, PID, PWF

Omit this record ifNWELLN = 0.
I
x coordinate of gridblock containing well.
J
y coordinate of gridblock containing well.
K
z coordinate of gridblock containing well.
PID
Layer flow index for gridblock.
PWF
Flowing bottomhole pressure for block (psia). This value is
used only if KIP is negative for this well.
NOTE: KONECT records must be read. PID for a vertical
well can be estimated as
Kh
PID = 0.00708

In
where
r0 - 0.14 (DX 2 + DY 2 ) l/2

and
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K
h
DX
DY
rw
r0
S

=
=
=
=
~
=
=

layer absolute permeability (md)
layer thickness (ft)
x direction gridblock length (ft)
y direction gridblock length (ft)
wellbore radius (ft)
equivalent well block radius (ft)
layer skin factor

Deviated (slanted) and horizontal wells may be represented by
calculating an appropriate PID and specifying gridblock locations that
model the expected well trajectory. For example, a horizontal well that
is aligned in the x direction will have constant J and K indices, and index
I will vary if there is more than one connection.
To shut in a connection, set that connection PID to 0. To shut in
a well, set all of its connection PID values to zero.
7.

KIP, QO, QW, QG, QT
Omit this record ifNWELLN = 0.
KIP Code for specifying well operating characteristics.
Rate Controlled Well (KIP > 0):
QO Oil rate (STB/D).
QW Water rate (STB/D).
QG Gas rate (MSCF/D).
QT Total fluid voidage rate (RB/D).
NOTE: The total fluid rate given by QT is the oil plus water plus
gas production for the well or the total reservoir voidage rate at
reservoir conditions. For multi-layer systems, QT is a target rate.
BMP Controlled Production Well with Optional Rate Constraints
(KIP = -1):
QO Minimum oil production rate required (STB/D).
QW Maximum oil production rate allowed (STB/D).
QG 0.0
QT Maximum liquid withdrawal rate allowed (STB/D).
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NOTE: Rate constraints are not activated if the corresponding rate
equals zero.
BHP Controlled Water Injection Well with Optional Rate Constraints
(KIP = -2):
QO 0.0
QW Maximum water injection rate allowed (STB/D).
QG 0.0
QT 0.0
NOTE: QW should be a negative number or zero. The rate
constraint is not activated if QW = 0.
BHP Controlled Gas Injection Well with Optional Rate Constraints (KIP
= -3):
QO 0.0
QW 0.0
QG Maximum gas injection rate allowed (MSCF/D),
QT 0.0
NOTE: QG should be a negative number or zero. The rate
constraint is not activated if QG = 0.
Gas Production Well (KIP = -4):
QO 0.0
QW 0.0
QG 0.0
QT 0.0
NOTE: Sign conventions for rates:
Negative rates indicate fluid injection.
Positive rates indicate fluid production.
Summary of KIP Values
Code

Meaning

3

Gas well - injection rate specified

2

Water well - injection rate specified
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Summary of KIP Values
Code

8.

Meaning

1

Production well - rate specified
+ Oil rate specified: QO > 0, QW = QG = QT = 0
4 Water rate specified: QW > 0, QO = QG = QT = 0
* Gas rate specified: QG > 0, QO = QW = QT =0
+ Total rate specified: QT > 0, QO = QW = QG =0

-1

Oil and/or water production well - PI and FBHP
control

-2

Water well - PI and FBHP control

-3

Gas injection well - PI and FBHP control

.4

Gas production well - LIT representation

ALIT, BLIT
Omit this record if NWELLN = 0 or KIP * -4.
ALIT "a" coefficient of LIT gas well analysis.
BLIT "b" coefficient of LIT gas well analysis.

NOTE: Records 4 through 8 should be repeated NWELLN times.
9.

Heading
Up to 80 characters.
Omit this record ifNWELLO = 0.

10.

WELLID
Omit this record ifNWELLO - 0.
WELLID Well name with up to five characters.

11

IDWELL, KONECT
Omit this record ifNWELLO = 0.
IDWELL Well identification number. Each well should have a unique
IDWELL number. If two or more wells have the same
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KONECT

ID WELL number, the characteristics of the last well entered
will be used.
Total number of gridblocks connected to well IDWELL

12.

I, J, K, PID, PWF
Omit this record if NWELLO = 0.
I
x coordinate of gridblock containing well.
J
y coordinate of gridblock containing well.
K
z coordinate of gridblock containing well.
PID
Layer flow index for gridblock.
PWF
Flowing bottomhole pressure for block (psia). This value is
used only if KIP is negative for this well.
NOTE: KONECT records must be read.

13

KIP, QO, QW, QG, QT
Omit this record if NWELLO = 0.
KIP
Code for specifying well operating characteristics. See
record 6 for a description of the KIP options.

14.

ALIT, BLIT
Omit this record if NWELLO = 0 or KIP * -4.
ALIT "a" coefficient of LIT gas well analysis.
BLIT "b" coefficient of LIT gas well analysis.
NOTE: Records 10 through 14 should be repeated NWELLO times.
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Program Output Evaluation
You are given the option at the start of a WINB4D run to direct output
to either the screen or to a set of files. It is often worthwhile to send output to
the screen when first building and debugging a data set. WINB4D will abort at
the point in the data set where it encounters improperly entered data. For
evaluating run results, it is preferable to send output to files. In this case, a one
line timestep summary is sent to the screen each timestep so that you can monitor
the progress of a run. All output files are in text format.
A run may be aborted by typing <Cntl> C. You may then choose to
terminate the job.
26.1 Initialization Data
The reservoir flow simulator W1NB4D outputs the following initialization
data in text file WTEMP.ARR:
+ Gridblock sizes
+ Node midpoint elevations
4 Porosity distributions
+ Permeability distributions
4 Rock and PVT region distributions
+ Relative permeability and capillary pressure tables
+ PVT tables
4 Slopes calculated from PVT data
4 Timestep control parameters
278
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$ Analytic aquifer model selection
4* Initial fluid volumes-in-place
+ Initial pressure and saturation arrays
+ Initial seismic velocities array
4 Initial acoustic impedance array
4 Initial well information
Other output can be obtained at your request. For example, if a modification
option is invoked, you may print out the altered array. It is worthwhile to do this
as a check on the input changes.
26.2 Recurrent Data
All output files are text files so that they may be read by a variety of
commercially available spreadsheets. WINB4D output may then be manipulated
using spreadsheet options. This is especially useful for making plots or
displaying array data. Different output files are defined so that simulator output
file sizes are more manageable. The output files are designed to contain
information that is logically connected, e.g. well data in one file, reservoir
property distributions in another file. The different output files are described
below.
26.2.1 Timestep Summary File - WTEMP.TSS
A one line timestep summary is automatically printed out as a record of
the progress of the ran. This summary provides you with necessary information
for evaluating the stability of the solution as a function of time. Significant
oscillations in GOR or WOR, or large material balance errors are indicative of
simulation problems and should be corrected. A smaller timestep through the
difficult period is often sufficient to correct IMPES instabilities.
26.2.2 Run Summary And Plot File - WTEMP.PLT
The run summary file contains a concise summary of total field production
and injection and fieldwide aquifer influx. The WOR and GOR are ratios of total
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producing fluid rates. Consequently these ratios are comparable to observed
fieldwide ratios.
The output quantities include: cumulative production of oil, water and
gas; cumulative injection of water and gas; pore volume weighted average
pressure; aquifer influx rate and cumulative aquifer influx; and fieldwide WOR
and GOR values. These quantities are output as functions of time and timestep
number.
26.2.3 Well Report File - WTEMP.WEL
Rates and cumulative production/injection data for each layer of each well
are summarized in the well report at times you specify. Field totals are also
included.
26.2.4 Distribution Arrays File - WTEMP.ROF
You may output the following arrays whenever desired: pressure,
saturations, bubble point pressure, cumulative aquifer influx, eompressional
velocity, acoustic impedance, and seismic reflection coefficient. Output arrays
may be used as input pressure and saturation distributions for restarting a run.
It is usually unnecessary to print all of the arrays. To avoid excessive
output and correspondingly large output files, you should be judicious in
deciding which arrays are printed. In addition to arrays, you may wish to output
digital contour plots.
Digital contour plots provide a simplified picture of the physical parameter
distribution. The plot subroutine finds the minimum (AMIN) and maximum
(AMAX) values of the array APLOT. A new array AOUT is constructed using
the normalized parameter values given by
AV = (APLOT(I, J, K) - AMIN)/ADIF
where ADIF = AMAX - AMIN > 0.001. The values of AOUT are defined as
follows:
AOUT
1
2

Meaning (±0.05)
AV<0.05
AV = 0.10
AV = 0.20
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AOUT

Meaning (±0.05)

3
4

AV = 0.30

5

AV = 0.50

6

AV = 0.60

7

AV = 0.70

8

AV = 0.80

9
T

AV = 0.90

AV = 0.40

AV > 0.95

Digital contour plots highlight changes in parameter values and let you
visually monitor such items as saturation fronts, movements of pressure pulses,
and changes in acoustic impedance. The output array AOUT is printed so that
it can be used for drawing a rough contour plot.
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Chapter 27
Simulator Formulation
WINB4D is an implicit pressure-explicit saturation finite difference
simulator. It can simulate isothermal Darcy flow in up to three dimensions.
Reservoir fluids are described by up to three fluid phases (oil, gas, and water),
whose physical properties are functions of pressure only. Solution gas may be
present in both the oil and water phases.

27.1 Equations
The black oil simulator mass conservation equations for the oil-, waterand gas-phases are derived in Chapter 4. They can be succinctly written in vector
notation as follows:
Oil

a
B0

dt

Pose

4> -r-l

(27.1)

B

o

Water
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^o

0

Letting the subscript / denote o (oil), w (water), and g (gas), the symbols in Eqs.
(27.1) to (27.3) have the following definitions:
Bt = formation volume factor of phase i
qi = mass flow rate per unit reservoir volume of phase /
Rso = solubility of gas in oil
Rsw = solubility of gas in water
5, = saturation of phase i
v, = Darcy's velocity of phase i
Pise ~ density of phase i at standard conditions
<j) = porosity
Three additional equations - called auxiliary equations - are employed
when solving the preceding fluid flow equations. They are the saturation
constraint
S0 + Sw + Sg=l

(27.4)

and the capillary pressure relationships
P

cOW(Sw) = P0 - Pw

(27.5)

Pcgo(Sg) = P8 ' P0

(27.6)

where P, is the pressure of phase i, Pcow is the oil-water capillary pressure, and
Pcgo is the gas-oil capillary pressure.
Darcy's velocity for phase / is
(27.7)
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where K is a permeability tensor that is usually assumed to be diagonalized along
its principal axes, kriis relative permeability and |l, is viscosity of phase i. The
phase potentials ^t are given as functions of depth z by

o z

o z

o z

A 0 =p _.L£__ $w = P -Pcow --L2L. d> =p +pcgo _£*_
° 144'
°
144' * °
144

l

(2781
j

Phase densities are calculated from input PVT data as
P0 = -^-[P0,c + ^0PgJ' P w = "-[P0,c + ^wPgJ' P^-f^
5

5

o

(27.9)

5

w

g

Expressions for rock and phase compressibilities are
£.

1 84)
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2.

_L^" dP

C*. ~ ~

B 8R

* >»

(27.10)

B dp

These equations are discretized and solved numerically in WINB4D. The
procedure for solving these equations is outlined in Chapter 32.

27.2 Coordinate Orientation
The WINB4D reservoir model assumes a block-centered grid with the
axes aligned iising the right-handed coordinate system illustrated iri Figure 27-1.

I

K

*

y

\1
z

Figure 27-1. Coordinate system.
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The top layer (K = 1) is shown. The second layer (K = 2) is below the K = 1
layer, and so on. The top of each gridblock may vary from one block to another.
This allows the model to perform calculations using grid representations of
reservoirs ranging from flat layer cake models to dipping structures such as
anticlines and domes. An anticlinal structure is shown in Figure 27-2.

D -6200-60001
D-6400-6200
• -6600-6400
•-6800-6600
North - South

Figure 27-2. Depth to top of anticlinal structure.

27.3 Petrophysical Model
Monitoring changes in the seismic characteristics of a reservoir as the
reservoir is produced is the basis of time-lapse (4D) seismic monitoring
[Anderson, etal., 1995; He, etal., 1996; Fanchi, etal. 1999]. Changes in seismic
characteristics are determined in WINB4D by calculating seismic attributes as
a function of time. The seismic attributes calculated in WINB4D are defined
below.
( ompressional and Shear Velocities
Seismic compressional velocity and shear velocity are calculated from
the expressions [Scho'n, 1996; McQuillin, et al., 1984]:
'* + ty*
"
3__

(27.11)

PB
and
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(27.12)

where
Vp

— compressional velocity

Vs
K*
fl*
pB
pma

=
=
=
=
=

p,
<j>

= fluid density = p0S0 +pwSw +pgSg
= porosity

shear velocity
effective bulk modulus
effective shear modulus
effective bulk density = (!-<J))pMa +4^
density of grains (solid matrix material)

Gassman [1951] derived an expression for K* from the theory of elasticity of
porous media [Schon, 1996; McQuillin, et al., 1984]:
K

KB +

i

K

(27

where
KB
KG
KF
cf

-

bulk modulus of empty reservoir, that is, dry rock or
porous matrix material
= bulk modulus of grains (solid matrix material)
= bulk modulus of fluid = IIcf
= fluid compressibility = c0 S0 + cw Sw + cg Sg

The grain modulus KG equals the bulk modulus KB when porosity equals
zero. Figure 27-3 shows that bulk modulus and shear modulus are linear
functions of porosity for quartz sandstone [Murphy, et al., 1993] for porosity
less than 35%.
The WINB4D user must enter data that cannot be calculated from
traditional black oil simulator input data. In particular, the user must enter KB,
KG,\i*, and pma. The references give values that may be used if the data are not
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available from well logs such as shear wave logging tools or laboratory measurements of parameters such as acoustic velocities or the dry frame Poisson's ratio.
Bulk and Shear Moduli for Quartz Sand
Correlation Valid for Porosity < 35%

0.00

0.05

0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
Porosity

Bulk (psia) -»- Shear (psia)~*

0.30

0.35

Bulk (GPa) -"- Shear (GPa)

Figure 27-3. Correlation for bulk and shear moduli.
Acoustic Impedance and Reflection Coefficients
Acoustic impedance Z is defined as
Z = 9BVP

(27.14)

The reflection coefficient RC at the interface between two layers with acoustic
impedances Z, and Z2 is given by
Z2 - Z,
RC = ——
(27.15)
Z,2 + Z,j

The transmission coefficient TC is
TC =

2Z.

z +z

(27J6)

or TC = 1 - RC.
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27.4 Material Balance
Material balance is one measure of the numerical stability and accuracy
of a simulator. The WINB4D material balance calculation at time t is given by
FIP
:
Material Balance =
l(27 17)
OFIP - Prod + Inj
where
FIP = fluid in place at time /
OFIP = original fluid in place
Prod = cumulative fluid produced at time /
Inj
= cumulative fluid injected at time t
Based on this definition, material balance should equal one in an idealized
calculation. Actual simulator material balance may not equal one.
Material balance error reported by WINB4D is calculated using the
formula

{

FTP
—
OFIP - Prod + Inj

1
1 \ x 100%
J

(27.18)

Material balance can be a sensitive indicator of error. Material balance error is
greatest in WINB4D when a gridblock undergoes a phase transition, for example,
when a gridblock passes from single phase oil to two-phase oil and gas during
a timestep.
Material balance errors can be corrected by adding or subtracting enough
fluid to reestablish an exact material balance [Nolen and Berry, 1973; Spillette,
et al., 1986], This material balance correction technique is equivalent to adding
a source/sink term to the mass conservation equations for every gridblock. These
terms are not included in the WINB4D formulation. The exercises in Parts I and
II show that the uncorrected formulation can be used with good accuracy in
many practical situations.
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Chapter 28
Rock and Fluid Models
The interaction between reservoir rock and in situ fluids is modeled with
relative permeability and capillary pressure data. This chapter defines the threephase oil relative permeability model used in WINB4D and its use in
transmissibility calculations. It then presents additional details of the fluid
property model after reviewing a few commonly used thermodynamic terms.

28.1 Three-Phase Relative Permeability
Relative permeability curves are some of the most critical data in the
simulator because relative permeability curves can have a significant impact on
simulator performance. Relative permeability curves are an important part of
the algorithm that is used to model the interaction between reservoir rock and
fluids. Unfortunately, relative permeability curves are often among the missing
or poorer quality data.
Relative permeability data are affected significantly by alterations in
wettability conditions in the core. Ideally, the relative permeability data should
be measured in the laboratory under the same conditions of wettability that exist
in the reservoir. One method of approaching this ideal is to use preserved,
"native state" core samples.
"Native state" core samples are cores that are drilled using crude oil or
a special coring fluid designed to minimize wettability alterations. The cores
are sealed at the well site to minimize exposure to oxygen or drying and then
preserved until ready to undergo flow testing in the laboratory. However, this
292
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process is expensive and most relative permeability data are obtained on restored
state cores in the laboratory.
In principle, three-phase relative permeability should be used when oil,
water, and gas are flowing simultaneously. As a practical matter, the difficulty
of accurately measuring three-phase relative permeabilities often makes their
use meaningless. It is often sufficient to work with the two-phase relative
permeability curves only.
Despite their shortcomings, it may be of interest to perform a simulation
using a set of three-phase relative permeability curves. For this case, WINB4D
contains an option for computing a three-phase oil relative permeability curve
using water-oil and gas-oil relative permeability curves. As with most calculations of this type, we assume:
a.
The water relative permeability curve (k^ obtained for a water-oil
system depends only on water saturation, and
b.
The gas relative permeability curve (krg) obtained for a gas-oil
system depends only on gas saturation.
The validity of these assumptions depends on such factors as wettability
and degree of consolidation. Given the above assumptions, £w and krg for wateroil and gas-oil systems, respectively, are also valid for a water-gas-oil system.
The three-phase oil relative permeability kro3 is calculated as
,
k^ =

(^row

+

^rw) (krog
1

+

*rp
,*
_,_ L \
£- - (krw + krg)

(28J)

*row

where
krow - oil relative permeability for water-oil system
kmg = oil relative permeability for gas-oil system
k*row= oil relative permeability for water-oil system evaluated
at the oil saturation corresponding to irreducible water
saturation
Equation (28.1) is based on the work by Stone [1973], and it corresponds to
Model II of Dietrich and Bonder [1976]. For a discussion of alternative models
of three-phase oil relative permeability, see Blunt [1999].
When the three-phase calculation is activated, the user must be sure the
input water-oil and gas-oil relative permeability curves are realistic. For example,
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if we write irreducible water saturation as Swr, the relative permeability constraint
kmw (1 - Swr) = krog (S0 + Sw = 1.0) must be satisfied since Sg = 0 in both cases.
28.2 Transmissibility
The simulator offers no-flow boundary conditions, which lets you stop
flow between specified gridblocks in chosen directions. The no-flow conditions
are implemented by setting transmissibilities at boundary interfaces to zero. The
Transmissibility Modifications section in Chapter 24.3.3 describes the directional
conventions for transmissibility in the model,
Flow between neighboring blocks is treated as a series application of
Darcy's law. A transmissibility term at the interface between two blocks is
defined using the product of average values of relative permeability k^ of phase
0, absolute permeability K of each block at the interface, and cross-sectional
area Ac of each block at the interface, divided by the product of viscosity jle and
formation volume factor B% of the phase in each block. The transmissibility to
each phase is determined using a harmonic average calculation of the product
of absolute permeability and cross-sectional area at the interface between
neighboring blocks. An arithmetic average of phase viscosities and formation
volume factors is used. The average relative permeability is determined using
an upstream weighted averaging technique. The resulting Darcy transmissibility
is

2(KAC

Air

A'
-"•

rt( upstream)

Bu

and the finite difference transmissibility Atii.]/2 for phase <! between block / -1
and block / used in the simulator is
+ *-t ; I/O

•*••• a ;.. i

where they, k indices are suppressed and the spatial differences are

Ax — x(— xf_},

Ax = XM - xi
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Similar definitions of transmissibility apply in all three coordinate directions.
28.3 Terminology and General Comments
Some of the fluid property terms that are most frequently used in black
oil simulation are defined here.
Density
Density is defined as the mass of a substance divided by the volume it
occupies. The density of a fluid depends on the pressure, temperature, and
composition of the fluid.
Composition
The composition of a fluid depends on whether the fluid consists of a pure
component, such as water or methane, or is a mixture. For example, petroleum
and in situ water are mixtures. Petroleum is a mixture of hydrocarbon compounds, and in situ water usually contains dissolved solids, such as salt, and may
contain dissolved gases such as methane and carbon dioxide. The composition
of a fluid is a list of the components contained in the fluid.
The relative amount of each component in a mixture is defined as the
concentration of the component. Concentration may be expressed in a variety
of units, such as volume fraction, weight fraction, or molar fraction. It is
important to know the units associated with the composition. If the concentration
units are not clearly expressed in a fluid report, they should be determined before
use in calculations. It is common to find composition expressed in mole
fractions. The symbols {*„>>„ zt} are often used to denote the mole fraction of
component i in the oil phase, gas phase, and wellstream respectively.
The equilibrium K value is a measure of the amount of component i in
the gas phase relative to the oil phase. It is defined as the ratio

K, = y./xt
If component i exists entirely in the oil phase, then^, is 0 and K{ is 0. Conversely,
if component i exists entirely in the gas phase, then xt is 0 and Kf approaches
infinity. Thus, the equilibrium K value for component / may range from 0 to
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infinity. It should be noted that these concepts apply to both hydrocarbon
components and any other distinct molecular species, such as carbon dioxide
and nitrogen.
Pressure
The average pressure on a surface is the total normal force applied to the
surface divided by the area of the surface. The normal force is the component
of the force that is acting perpendicularly to the surface.
Consider a fluid in the pore space of a rock. The pressure at any point in
the fluid is equal in all directions. If the fluid is at rest in the pore space, the
pressure is equal at all points in the fluid at the same depth. Pascal's law says
that pressure applied to an enclosed fluid will be transmitted without a change
in magnitude to every point of the fluid and to the walls of the container.
Temperature
Temperature is a measure of the average kinetic energy of a system.
Several temperature scales are in use. The most commonly used temperature
scales are the Fahrenheit and Celsius scales. The relationship between these
scales is

where Tc and TF are temperatures in degrees Celsius and degrees Fahrenheit
respectively.
Applications of equations of state require the use of absolute temperature
scales. Absolute temperature may be expressed in terms of degrees Kelvin or
degrees Rankine. The Kelvin scale is related to the Celsius scale by
TK = Tc + 273

where TK is temperature in degrees Kelvin. The Rankine scale is related to the
Fahrenheit scale by
TR = TF + 460
where TR is temperature in degrees Rankine.
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Intensive and Extensive Properties
Pressure, temperature, and density are examples of intensive properties.
An intensive property is a fluid property which is independent of the amount
of material. For example, if a cubic cell of gas in an equilibrium state is divided
into two halves by a vertical partition, the gas in each half of the cell should have
the same pressure and temperature. By contrast, the mass and volume in each
half will be one half of the original mass and volume. Mass and volume are
examples of extensive properties. An extensive property is a property that
depends on the amount of material.
Compressibility
If the surface of an object is subjected to an external force, the resulting
pressure applied to the object can change the volume of the object. Compressibility is a measure of the volume change resulting from the applied pressure. The
fractional volume change AF/Fof an object may be estimated from

V
where c is the compressibility of the object, AP is the pressure applied, and the
minus sign implies that an increase (decrease) in applied pressure results in a
decrease (increase) in the volume of the object.
Formation Volume Factor
Formation volume factor is defined as the volume occupied by a fluid
phase at reservoir conditions divided by the volume occupied by the fluid phase
at standard conditions. The fluid phase volume may change substantially as
pressure and temperature change.
Ordinarily the volume of a fluid with constant composition will increase
as the applied pressure and temperature decrease. The behavior of petroleum
is made more complex because it is a mixture and can experience a change in
composition as temperature and pressure change. For example, a barrel of oil
at reservoir conditions (relatively high pressure and temperature) will shrink as
the barrel is brought to the surface (relatively low pressure and temperature).
The shrinkage is associated with the release of solution gas as the pressure and
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temperature of the oil decline from reservoir to surface conditions. Consequently,
measurements of the change in volume as a function of pressure are desirable,
especially for the oil phase.
The determination of gas formation volume factor provides an interesting
contrast to the determination of oil formation volume factor. Gas formation
volume factor is often determined with reasonable accuracy using the real gas
equation of state PF= ZnRT where n is the number of moles of gas in volume
Fat pressure P and temperature T. The gas compressibility factor Z equals one
if the gas is an ideal gas. For real gases, Z * 1 for most pressures and temperatures,
Specific Gravity
Specific gravity is defined as the density of a fluid divided by a reference
density. Gas specific gravity is calculated at standard conditions using air density
as the reference density. The specific gravity of gas is defined by
g

Ma(air)

29

where Ma is apparent molecular weight. Apparent molecular weight is calculated
as the mole fraction weighted average

M a = L-tYy.M.
J i
i
i=\

where Nc is the number of components,^, is the mole fraction of component /,
and M{ is the molecular weight of component i.
Oil specific gravity is calculated at standard conditions using fresh water
density as the reference density. Oils are often characterized by specifying their
API gravity, which is related to oil specify gravity y0 at standard temperature
and pressure by the equation

To

Heavy oils are oils with a relatively large J0 and a relatively low API gravity.
Heavy oils typically do not contain much gas in solution. By contrast, light oils
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have a relatively small yo and a correspondingly large API gravity. Light oils
typically contain a large amount of gas in solution.
Gas-Liquid Ratio
The gas-liquid ratio is defined as the volume of gas divided by the volume
of liquid, usually oil or water. The gas volume and liquid volume should be
expressed at the same temperature and pressure.
Viscosity
The coefficient of viscosity is a measure of resistance to flow of the fluid.
In general, gases have a lower viscosity than liquids. The inverse of viscosity
is called fluidity [McCain, 1990]. Thus, a fluid with a large viscosity has a low
fluidity.
The relationship between viscosity and shear rate defines the rheology
of the fluid. If fluid viscosity is independent of flow rate, the fluid is referred
to as a Newtonian fluid. If fluid viscosity depends on flow rate, the fluid is
considered a non-Newtonian fluid.
Two types of viscosity may be specified: dynamic viscosity p, and
kinematic viscosity V. They are related by the expression [I = p v where p is the
density of the fluid. Dynamic viscosity |i is used in Darcy's law to calculate the
rate of fluid movement fluid flow in porous media. Typically, the unit of
dynamic viscosity Ji is centipoise. If fluid density p has the unit of g/cc, then
kinematic viscosity v has the unit of centistoke. Thus, 1 centistoke equals 1
centipoise divided by 1 g/cc.
Reservoir fluid properties (PVT data) include fluid viscosities, densities,
formation volume factors, gas solubilities, etc. These data are usually obtained
by laboratory analyses applied to fluid samples taken from the reservoir. They
are sketched in ChapterB.
Differential to Flash Conversion
Laboratory reservoir fluid analyses generally provide data from both a
differential liberation experiment and a flash experiment approximating field
separator conditions. The differential and flash liberation data can be signifi-
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cantly different for some oils. The actual behavior of the production process is
some combination of the differential and flash processes. The assumption
normally made in preparing PVT data for use in a black oil simulator is that the
differential liberation data represent the process occurring in the reservoir and
the flash data represent production to stock tank conditions. Thus, for use in the
simulator, the differential liberation data should be corrected to flash values at
field separation conditions. This procedure is described in the literature [Arnyx,
et al, 1960; Moses, 1986] and is summarized below.
Physical property data obtained from a testing laboratory for a black oil
system will generally be a differential liberation study coupled with a separator
study. Most reservoir simulators require that these data be converted to flash
form so that the effects of the surface separation facility are included. Conversion
of the data is restricted to oil formation volume factor and solution gas-oil ratio
data. If the separator B0 and Rso are known, the conversion equations are:

"odbp

and
B

ofbp

"odbp

where subscripts are defined as:
d
/

= differential liberation data
= flash data

bp -

bubble point

28.4 Extrapolating Saturated Curves
Guidelines for extrapolating PVT data to pressures above the measured
saturation pressure are presented below.
i.

The Bg versus pressure curve is strongly non-linear and an extrapolation
of this curve to small Bg values at high pressures can result in errors. For
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most natural gases, the relationship \!Bg versus pressure will be very
nearly linear, especially at moderate to high pressures. Plotting l/Bg
versus pressure and extrapolating to PMAX should provide more realistic
values of Bg at higher pressures. Interpolating Bg using l/Bg versus
pressure substantially improves material balance.
2.

Once the Bg versus P curve is fixed, Rso versus P and B0 versus P curves
must be extrapolated so as to avoid a negative oil compressibility being
calculated over any pressure increment. To ensure that negative oil
compressibilities will not be calculated by the program, the following test
should be used. For any pressure increment P, to P2, where P2 > P{, the
following relationship should hold:

0 * - v(B02 - Bol;) +

.

5.615

where the units of B0, Bg, and Rso are RB/STB, RCF/SCF, and SCF/ STB,
respectively. Note that this test applies only to the saturated oil PVT data.
3.

The above concepts also apply to the water PVT data. However, for most
simulations, it can be assumed that Rsw = 0.0, thus - ABW/BWAP approximates water compressibility.

28.5 Gas PVT Correlation Option
Basic Gas Properties
Following Govier [1975], real gas Z-factors are computed using the
Dranchuk, et al. [1974] representation of the Standing-Katz Z-factor charts
[1942]. This representation employs the Benedict- Webb-Rubin [1940] eightparameter equation of state to express the Z-factor as a function of pseudocritical temperature Tr and pseudo-critical pressure Pr, thus
Z = Z(Pr, Tr)

(28.2)
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Once Z is known, the gas formation volume factor is easily determined for a
given temperature and pressure using the real gas law.
The isothermal gas compressibility c is obtained from Eq. (28,2) as
c

=

1 1

1

BZ

"a P.

(28.3)

where Pc is the critical pressure (psia).
Real gas viscosities are computed using the method described in Govier
[1975]. This method is a computerized version of the Carr, Kobayashi, and
Burrows [1954] hydrocarbon gas viscosity determination procedure.
Pseudo-Pressure Calculations
Pseudo-pressures are defined by
iK/0 = 2/ ^-dP'

Pe »gZ

(28.4)

where
P1 P0 =
P =
|lg =
Z =

dummy integration variable with pressure units (psia)
reference pressure = 14.7 psia
specified pressure (psia)
gas viscosity (cp)
gas compressibility factor

The pseudo-pressure t|f (P) is often written as m(P). Since \lg and Z depend
on P', evaluation of Eq. (28.4) is accomplished by numerical integration using
the trapezoidal rule and a user-specified pressure increment AP' ~ dP'.
Gas Property Description
Four different gas property descriptions may be specified. Their descriptions and control parameter (KODEA) values follow:
KODEA
]

GAS DESCRIPTION
Sweet gas: input 12 component mole fractions as
0.0.0. 1.0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
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GAS DESCRIPTION
Sour gas: input 12 component mole fractions in the order

y\ y-i y3 y* 0- o. o. o. o. o. o. o.

where j/j = mole fraction of H2S,
y2 = mole fraction of CO2
y3 = mole fraction of N2, and
3

Sweet or sour gas with the following 12 component mole fractions read in the following order:
H2S, CO2, N2, Cj, C2, C3, iC4, nC4, iC5, nC5, C6, C7+.
The sum of the mole fractions should equal one.

4

Same as KODEA = 3 but also read critical pressure, critical
temperature, and molecular weight of C7+.

Correlation Range Limits
The following range limits apply to correlations used in calculating gas
Z-factors, compressibilities and viscosities:

1.05 < — < 3.0
Tc
0.01 < — < 15.0
PC
0.55 < SPG < 1.5
40 < T < 400

where
Tc
Pc
T
P
SPG

=
=
=
=
=

pseudo-critical temperature (°R)
pseudo-critical pressure (psia)
temperature (°R)
pressure (psia)
gas specific gravity

No values of r, P, or SPG should be used that exceed the above correlation
ranges. If the range limit is exceeded, a fatal error will occur.
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Chapter 29
Initialization
It is important when making cross-section or 3D runs that the pressures
in the model are correctly initialized. If not, phase potential differences due to
gravity terms could cause fluid migration even though no wells are active.
Consequently, a simple pressure initialization algorithm is used in WINB4D.
It is reviewed below along with an option to correct pressures to a user-specified
datum and an option to initialize saturations using gravity segregation.
29.1 Pressure Initialization
Consider a gridblock that may have a gas-oil contact and a water-oil
contact as in Figure 29-1.
Datum

X
y
\r
I

>„

EL(+)

GOC, t
)

woe

w
\r

fjL.\

^

*

'

\
f

Figure 29-1. Depths for pressure initialization algorithm.
We assume the pressure in the gridblock at model location (/, j, k) is
dominated by the density of the phase at the block midpoint and that there are
304
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no transition zones between different phases initially. The pressure and depth
at the gas-oil contact are PGOC and GOC, respectively. Similarly, for the wateroil contact we have PWOC and WOC.
The initial pressure assigned to the gridblock in Figure 29-1 is determined
by the depth of the node (midpoint) relative to the respective contact elevations.
Let us define the depth of the block midpoint from datum as ELiJk. With
this definition, the pressure in the block is given by the following algorithm;
a.
IfEL, yA <GOCthen
pg = pgJBgandP..k = PGOC + pg (EL,/t - GOC)/144
b.

IfEL, 7fc >WOCthen
Pw

=

(Pw*c

+ R

™ ' Pgsc)/5w and

P.jk = PWOC +
c.

Pw

(EL,.., - GOC)/144

If GOC <; ELljk < WOC then
PO

=

(Post

+ R

so ' P«c)^o

and

Pijk = PWOC + p0 (ELiJk - GOC)/144
The above algorithm should be reasonable for systems with initial transition
zones that are small relative to the total thickness of the formation.
Pressure Corrected to Datum
Pressure P(I, J, K) of gridblock I, J, K with mid-point elevation EL(I, J,
K) may be corrected to a datum depth PDATUM by specifying a pressure
gradient GRAD. The pressure at datum is given by PDAT(I, J, K) = P(I, J, K)
+ (PDATUM - EL(I, J, K))*GRAD.
29.2 Gravity-Segregated Saturation Initialization
A simple model of a gravity-segregated saturation distribution is
calculated when KSI = 1. For depths increasing downward, we calculate
elevations and thicknesses using the geometry shown in Figure 29-1 as follows:
Block BOT
=
EL + 0.5 *DZ
Block THICK
=
DZ
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Block TOP
=
BOT - THICK
Water zone thickness
WTHICK
=
BOT - WOC
Gas zone thickness
GTHICK
=
GOC - TOP
The user must specify the initial oil saturation (SOI) for an oil-water system and
the initial gas saturation (SGI) for a water-gas system. Given the initial
saturations SOI and SGI, the following algorithm is applied [Fanchi, 1986].

S, = 0

Case GOC
1
TOP
BOT
WOC
Case
2

TOP

S0 = SOI
Sw=l-SOI
,

GOC

}ft

WOC
BOT

,
}A

f
g

f

GTHICK
THICK

If ^^^^ then
50-°0

WTHICK
THICK

sg = fg*SGI

oC*w - I1 -O50C- bg*
Case
3

TOP

,

GOC
BOT
WOC

J-'

S0=\- SOI*f
Sg = (l-f)*SGI
C = L1

^w

Case
4

GTHICK
THICK

l

f_

GOC
TOP

[/

WOC
BOT

;

l

C

C

US0 < Sor, then
S —0

5W = 1 - 5G/
Sg - SGI

- *->o " ^g

WTHICK
THICK

5g = 0
Sw = 1 - SOI*f
S0 = SOI*f

lfS0 < Sor, then
S0 = 0
5W = 1
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S0 = 0
Sw=l-SGI
Sg = SGI

Case TOP
EOT
5
GOC

woe
Case
6

S0 = Sg = Q
Sw=l

GOC

woe
TOP
BOT

Water saturation is calculated as Sw = 1 - S0 - Sg in all cases. Cases 2 through 4
require the user to enter residual oil saturation Sor.
29.3 Aquifer Models
A reservoir-aquifer system can be modeled using small gridblocks to
define the reservoir and increasingly larger gridblocks to define the aquifer. This
approach has the advantage of providing a numerically uniform analysis of the
reservoir-aquifer system, but it has the disadvantage of requiring more computer
storage and computing time because additional gridblocks are used to model the
aquifer. A more time- and cost-effective means of representing an aquifer is to
represent aquifer influx with an analytic model. Three models are available as
options in WINB4D.
Pot Aquifer
Aquifer influx is calculated assuming the aquifer is both small and
bounded. The pot aquifer influx rate qwp is dependent on the pressure change
over a timestep for a specified gridblock:
POT

(Pn -

POT * 0

(29.1)

where P", Af" are gridblock pressure and timestep at the present time level n\
Pn + \ Ar" + ' are gridblock pressure and timestep at the future time level n + I;
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and POT is the pot aquifer coefficient. The minus sign preceding the bracketed
term indicates water is entering the block when Pn> Pn +l.
Steady-State Aquifer
The steady-state aquifer model is based on Schilthuis's assumption that
the water influx rate qwss is proportional to the pressure difference between the
aquifer and the hydrocarbon reservoir. It is further assumed that the aquifer is
sufficiently large that it experiences no net pressure change throughout the
producing life of the reservoir. With these assumptions, WINB4D computes
steady-state aquifer influx into a specified gridblock as
qwss = -[SSAQ (/>° - P w + 1)]; SSAQ * 0

(29.2)

where P"+l is the gridblock pressure at the future time level n + 1 ; P° is the initial
gridblock pressure; and SSAQ is the proportionality constant. The minus sign
preceding the bracketed term indicates water is entering the block when we have
the inequality p°>pn + \
Carter-Tracy Aquifer
The Carter-Tracy [ 1 960] modification of the Hurst- van Everdingen [ 1 949]
unsteady-state aquifer influx calculation is available in WINB4D. The CarterTracy aquifer influx rate qwa for a specified gridblock is
*Wr = -M - B(Pn+l - P")]

(29.3)

where P",P"+l are gridblock pressures at time levels n and n + 1, respectively,
The coefficients A and B are given by

A = Kt

P(p° - / > " ) DENOM

(29.4)

with

= Kt
H
' DENOM

DENOM = P"D+l - t£p't£+l

(29
5)J
l

(29.6)
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'n+1

P.tD

dP.tD

(29.7)

dt

D

Kt = 0.00633

^--

=

AQPAR1

p = 2n$hcrs = AQPAR2

(29.9)

c = cr + cw

(29.10)

and

The quantities ffl and PtD are dimensionless time and pressure, respectively, with
tD = Ktt

and PtD is the Carter-Tracy influence function for the constant terminal rate case.
The functions PlD andP',D are numerically represented by regression equations
[Fanchi, 1985]. All remaining parameters are defined as follows:
cr - rock compressibility (psi'1)
cw = water compressibility (psi"1)
h
~ aquifer net thickness (ft)
k
~ aquifer permeability (md)
re
= external aquifer radius (ft)
rw = external reservoir radius (ft)
s
= 0/360° where 6 is the angle of aquifer/reservoir interface
We = cumulative water influx at time level«, SCF
[i
= aquifer water viscosity (cp)
(f) = aquifer porosity
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Chapter 30
Well Models
The well models contained in WINB4D are described in this chapter.
User-specified parameters for controlling these well models are defined in
Chapter 25.
30.1 Rate Constraint Representation
Case 1: Oil Production Rate Q0 Specified
In this representation, rates may be specified for injectors or producers.
We assume the well may be completed in a total of K connections, and the
production rates for each connection k for a specified oil rate are:
Oil

K '
(PID)— °J*
K
A "
£ (PH))-±
A=l

(30.1)

o

Water

O ±
»w*

- *£ok
OLi

i

/T,

f i n 9\
PU./J
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Gas

a

I.JB
g g
0

Qok

+

(Rso\Qak

+

(RSW\QWk

(30,3)

°> k

where A.c is the fluid mobility of phase Q. and PID is the well productivity index.
For a more detailed discussion of PID, see Chapter 31. Notice that a PID may
be specified for each connection. This capability lets the WINB4D user take into
account permeability contrast.
Case 2: Water Production Rate Qw Specified
Assuming the well may be completed in K connections, the production
rates of connection k for a specified water rate are:
Water
Qwk = Qw

K
S

,_.L

/"DTT\\ 1 / D
( "LU i Atw I JoW

(30.4)
Jk

Oil

e

°* = ^w* T^/if

(30 5)

-

Gas
•^^

? g
?

P

^-J

MB.

/T»

\

/-k

.

/•»>

\

/-V

/ , + (K )L{S , + (R )k\s .

/3Q 5)

Case 3: Gas Production Rate Qg Specified
Assuming the well may be completed in K connections, the production
rates of connection k for a specified gas rate are:
Gas
Q
= Q
*k
*
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Oil

y0k= ygk\ . ,„

O \

(30.8)

O J ——
wk, = X'gkl
\ I n—

f l f ) Q\

/""I

/"^

I

®

Water

a

\J\J.y)

Solution gas in both oil and water is neglected when a gas production rate is
specified. This is a reasonable assumption for wells producing primarily free
gas.
Case 4: Total Production Rate Specified
When the total reservoir voidage rate QT is specified, we first compute
the phase mobility ratio for all connections:
Oil Mobility Ratio
*(
oT = S I ^

a

+

K
o
^

+

}

^

(30.10)

Water Mobility Ratio
K

(

A...

1

Gas Mobility Ratio
a

gT

K
(
~ ^= 1 7

*

\ ^o

+

*
T
^w

+

T~
^gj

}

(30.12)
k

We now compute the total oil rate

(

\ x-v
T^^.

\^~

(30.13)

where
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(30.14)

A Jt=l

is the average oil formation volume factor for all connections in which the well
is completed. Given Eq. (30.13), we simply proceed as in Eqs. (30.1) through
(30.3) above.
Case 5: Injection Rate Specified
If the well is a water or gas injector, the user must specify the total water
or gas injection rates Qw or Qg, respectively, and a well injectivity index (WI)
for each connection. The injection rate for each connection is then allocated as
follows:
Water Injection Rate
(30.15)

Gas Injection Rate
[WI(A,0 + Xw + A,p]t
gk

~

g

~K~

~

(30.16)

k~ 1

It is important to note that allocation of injection fluids is based on total
mobilities, and not just injected fluid mobility. This is necessary for the
following reason: If an injector is placed in a block where the relative permeability to the injection fluid is zero, then the simulator using injection fluid mobility
only would prohibit fluid injection even though a real well would allow fluid
injection. A common example would be water injection into a block containing
oil and irreducible water. To avoid the unrealistic result of no fluid injection,
we assume the total mobility of the block should be used. For most cases, the
error of this method will only persist for a few timesteps because, in time, the
mobile fluid saturation in the block will be dominated by the injected fluid.
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30.2 Explicit Pressure Constraint Representation
Case \: Oil and/or Water Production Wells
We assume that flowing bottomhole pressures (PWF) and well PIDs are
specified for a pressure-constrained well. The oil and water rates in STB/D for
connection k are given by
Qnk =

PID

V

(Pn - PWF),

(30.17)

(Pn - PWF),

(30.18)

and
A,
B

k

where the explicit pressure P" is used. If P" < PWF, the well is shut in. When
P" > PWF, Qok and Qwk are calculated and then substituted into Eq. (30.3) to

Case 2: Gas Production Well
The laminar-inertial-turbulent (LIT) method may be used to represent a
gas production well. The LIT method entails fitting gas well test data to the
equation
aQ + bQ

= i|r

- t|f

(30.19)

where
tyR

= pseudo-pressure corresponding to shut-in pressure
PR (psia2/ cp)
t|V = pseudo-pressure corresponding to a specified well flowing
pressure /^(psiaVcp)
agg = laminar flow
^(?g2 ~ inertial and turbulent flow
WINB4D employs user specified values of a, b, Pwf, and a table of pseudopressure versus pressure values to compute total gas well production rate as
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(3020)
where tyR is the pseudo-pressure corresponding to the nodal pressure P". Rates
for each phase in connection k are computed by mobility allocation as shown
in Eqs, (30.7) through (30.9).
Case 3: Injection Wells
The injection rate for a water or gas injection well is computed from

( A. + A,

I

B

+ V

,

where the subscript/? denotes water or gas, and PID=WI. Fluid injection occurs
when Pn < PWF. If P" > PWF, the injection well is shut in. Also note that total
mobility is used for the injection well rate calculation. The reason for this was
discussed in the first section of this chapter.
30.3 GOR/WOR Constraints
Maximum gas-oil and water-oil ratios (GORMAX, WORMAX respectively) are input by the user and apply to every oil production well. GOR for a
well is defined as total gas production divided by total oil production for all
active well completion intervals. If GOR for the well exceeds GORMAX, then
the completion interval (connection) with the highest GOR will be shut in. If
more than one connection has the same maximum GOR, the shallowest
connection will be shut in first. The procedure is repeated until GOR is less than
GORMAX or until the well is shut in.
The ratio WOR is defined as total water production divided by total oil
production for all active well completion intervals. If WOR for the well exceeds
WORMAX, then the completion interval (connection) with the highest WOR
will be shut in. If more than one connection has the same maximum WOR, the
deepest connection will be shut in first. The procedure is repeated until WOR
is less than WORMAX or until the well is shut in.
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30.4 Fluid Withdrawal Constraints
Fluid withdrawal from explicit pressure controlled production wells can
be constrained as follows:
a.
A minimum oil production rate can be specified;
b.
A maximum oil production rate can be specified; and
c.
A maximum liquid (water plus oil) withdrawal rate can be specified.
A positive value of QO for a pressure controlled production well is used
as the minimum allowed oil production rate. If the calculated oil production rate
drops below the minimum allowed value, the well is shut in.
A positive value of QW for a pressure controlled production well is used
as the maximum allowed oil production rate. If the calculated oil production rate
exceeds the maximum allowed value, calculated production will be reduced to
the allowed value. Production from each connection is proportionally reduced
by the ratio of allowed to calculated oil production rates.
A positive value of QT for a pressure controlled production well is used
as the maximum allowed liquid withdrawal rate. If the sum of oil and water
production exceeds the maximum allowed value, calculated production is
reduced to the allowed value. The reduction is made by multiplying production
from each connection by the ratio of allowed-to-calculated liquid withdrawal
rates. IMPORTANT: When used to control total liquid withdrawal, the units
of QT are STB/Day.
30.5 Fluid Injection Constraints
Fluid injection into explicit pressure controlled injection wells can be
constrained as follows:
a.
A maximum water injection rate can be specified; and
b.
A maximum gas injection rate can be specified.
A negative value of QW for a pressure controlled water injection well is
used as the maximum allowed water injection rate. If the calculated water
injection rate exceeds the allowed value, calculated water injection will be
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reduced to the allowed value. Water injection into each connection is proportionally reduced by the ratio of allowed to calculated water injection rates.
A negative value of QG for a pressure controlled gas injection well is used
as the maximum allowed gas injection rate in direct analogy to the water
injection rate constraint described previously.
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Chapter 31

31.1 Productivity Index
Productivity index (PI) is defined as the ratio of rate Q to pressure drop
AP, or PI = £?/AP, where AP ~ Pe- Pw, Pe = average reservoir pressure, and
Pw = wellbore bottomhole pressure BHP. From Darcy's Law for radial oil flow
we can write PI as
_
PI =
(31.1)
AP " Mo[H'A,) + S\
The meaning and units of all terms are given as follows:
\i0 = oil viscosity (cp)
B0 = oil FVF (RB/STB)
re = drainage radius (ft)
rw = wellbore radius (ft)
S = skin
Ke = effective permeability (md) = kro Kabs
kro = relative permeability to oil
Kahs = absolute permeability (md)
hnet = net thickness (ft)
Q0 = oil rate (STB/D)

318
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Some of the terms in Eq. (31.1) depend on time-varying pressure and
saturation, while other factors change relatively slowly or are constant with
respect to time. We separate these terms to obtain

PI =
where the quasi-stationary factors are collected in the PID term, that is,
0.00708 J: . A

The WINB4D user is expected to provide a PID for each well connection. A
connection is a gridblock with a well perforation.
31.2 Vertical Wells
A value of the connection flow index PID for a vertical well can be
estimated from a formula derived by Peaceman [1978]:

PID, =

0.007080
(31.2)

where
re - ro = 0.14(A*2 + Ay2)'7'
for an isotropic system. With respect to permeability, an isotropic system is a
system in which x direction and y direction permeabilities are equal, (Kx = Ky).
For a square well block in an isotropic system, AJC = Ay and r0 « 0.2 AJC. The
subscript k in Eq. (31.2) denotes the &th connection. For a well in a rectangular
gridblock and an anisotropic system (that is, Kx * Ky), well PID is estimated
using an effective permeability
K =

]/KXKy

and an equivalent well block radius
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r = 0.28

(Ky/Kxf<

+

(KxIK/<

The remaining parameters are defined as:
K = horizontal permeability of connection k (md)
h - thickness of connection k (ft)
rw = wellbore radius (ft)
S = dimensionless skin factor
In principle, the well flow index can be related to measured values. In practice,
however, the terms re, S, and kro /\10B0 are seldom well known, especially for
a multiphase flowing well. As a matter of expediency, therefore, Eq. (31.2) is
often used to compute an initial estimate of PID. This value can then be
improved by adjusting it until the well rates computed by the simulator match
the initial observed well rates.
31.3 Horizontal Wells
There are many ways to estimate connection flow index PID for a
horizontal well [Joshi, 1991 ]. A PID value can be estimated for horizontal wells
in a manner similar to that for vertical wells by using the Joshi formula
QMlOSKh

pro,

a+ . 2 _ I L I
\
I 2j
In
(
LI2
)

(

(31.3)

\
h
2r

J

^^ 5
O
+

wj

where
£

0.5

N

0.25
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The subscript k in Eq. (31.3) denotes the &* connection. The remaining
parameters are defined as follows:
K
h
L
rw
reh
S

=
=
=
=
=
=

horizontal permeability of connection k (md)
thickness of connection & (ft)
horizontal well length (ft)
wellbore radius (ft)
drainage radius of horizontal well (ft)
dimensionless skin factor

The drainage radius reh of the horizontal well needs to account for elliptical flow
into the wellbore. Babu and Odeh [ 1989] present a procedure for estimating reh.
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Chapter 32
The IMPES Formulation
The following section from Fanchi, et al. [1982] shows how the flow
equations for a black oil simulator can be recast in a form that is suitable for
solution by a numerical technique. The numerical technique is based on the
formulation originally presented by Sawyer and Mercer [1978].
32.1 Flow Equations and Phase Potentials
The form of the Darcy velocities (Eqs. (4.10) through (4.12)) may be
simplified by defining the potential €>p of phase p as
$ = p - _Z
P
P
144

( 3 2 > i)

and we have used the assumption that g=gc. In this notation, including x, y, and
z directional permeabilities and unit vectors i, j, k, the Darcy velocities may
be written as

v = -K

dx

y

By

z

(32.2)
dz

(32.3)

K • A...VO... = -A.
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° " + jK
- —
- - - + kK
'• " - iK —z
By
dz

323

(32,4)

have used the dyadic notation K to signify that permeability is a tensor of rank
two. The expanded form of Eqs. (32.2) through (32.4) employs the common
assumption that the coordinate axes of our reference system are aligned along
the principal axes of K. As discussed in Chapters 7 and 8, and associated
references, this assumption impacts the ability of the simulator to accurately
model fluid flow.
Combining Eqs. (4.27) through (4.29) with Eqs. (32.2) through (32.4)
gives

St

B

(32.5)

(32.6)
and

(32.7)

Equations (32.5) through (32.7) are equivalent to Peaceman's [1977] Eqs. (1105) through (1-107) for a three-dimensional system, except we have also
allowed gas to dissolve in the water phase. Our rate and coordinate system sign
conventions also differ. If these differences are taken into consideration, the
formulations are seen to be equivalent.
32.2 Introduction of the Capillary Pressure Concept
The presence of oil-, water-, and gas-phase pressures in Eqs. (32.5)
through (32.7) complicates the problem. We simplify the handling of the phase
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pressures and potentials in the flow equations by using the capillary pressure
concept. Let us define the difference in phase pressures as
p

= P

o - Pw

cow

(32.8)

and

P ego = P g ~ P o -

(32
9)
\~>^.J/

The differences Pcow and Pcgo are the capillary pressures for oil-water and gaswater systems, respectively. Experimentally Pcow and Pcgo have been observed
to be principally functions of water and gas saturations, respectively. Using Eqs.
(32.8) and (32.9) lets us write the water and gas phase potentials as
Pw*

$
*w = JPo ~ Pcow - -2—
~AA
144

(32
10)
\J±.iv)

and

®*8 = po

+ p

cgo* - ~7
144

(32.11)

Combining Eqs. (32.5) through (32.7) with Eqs. (32.10) and (32.11) and
rearranging yields
Oil
—

«
~.

A, 1
tI %•„}

__

a
?„

V • K • — VP + CGL - '
v^J
Po,c

d

. S }

~

(32-12)

^L = ~~ U ~

(32.13)

5r

Water
f —

\

w

i
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Gas

(32.14)

d_'
dt

B^

B,

The gravity and capillary contributions to the phase pressures have been
collected in the terms CG0, CGW, and CGg:
CG„ = -V • K

•Z V

(32.15)

(32 16)

-

= -V • K

and
,
CG„ = V • K - -*
-,

,

ego

JLtt
144

(32.17)
-V

1 Ai \

144 /

n

S

> V I\P.COW
I

t AA

144

Essentially our task is to solve Eqs. (32.12) through (32.14) and saturation
constraint Eq. (4.20) for the four unknowns P0,S0,SW, and Sg. All other physical
properties in the equations are known, in principle, as functions of the four
unknowns, or from field and laboratory data.

32,3 The Pressure Equation
The procedure used in WINB4D to solve the flow equations requires that
we first combine Eqs. (4.20) and (32.12) through (32.14) such that we have only
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one equation remaining for the unknown pressure P0. We proceed by using the
following shorthand for Eqs. (32.12) through (32.14):
Oil

Water
d
Lr = —

f .

4>-JtO

(32.19)

a* I *J

Gas

R.-S^
"so~o

SL
"g

a

I. =

RS

(32.20)

where
L=V-K- — VP+CG- —,
/)

r

__

rt

/)

?

(32 21)
f *»! JM' * JU J. I

« A
= v •K •-

and
g

Lg0 - V • K •
L

+

R
\ "g

so

° +

*«A )

R

w

"°

CG - -^- (32.23)

/

Recognizing that formation volume factors, gas solubilities, and porosity
are functions of pressure, we use the chain rule to expand the accumulation terms
(time derivatives) of Eqs. (32.18) through (32.20):
Oil
Q\

O i3

n

O CD

/i T

^ "*"^
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Water
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dt
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dP,
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dt

(32.26)

dt

Bw

o

dt

o

The saturation constraint
S

o + S*

+ S
g

= 1

(32.27)

is now used to remove dS^/d/ from Eq. (32.26). Differentiation of Eq. (32.27)
by t and rearranging gives

as
a?

as
a/

as
ar

—I = _—°- - —in.

(32.28)

Substituting Eq. (32.28) into Eq. (32.26) and simplifying yields
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JLt ^ "°~

A
sl dt

B

as*2 ^o

4>
\

B.

dS..

Bl dt

^ 3P0

a/
(32.29)

Equations (32.24), (32.25), and (32.29) are three equations for the three
unknowns P0, S0, Sw. Multiplying Eq. (32.24) by (B0 - Rso Bg), Eq. (32.25) by
(Bw - Rsw Bg\ Eq. (32.29) by Bg, and adding the results gives
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where some simplification has been performed. This mess can be greatly
simplified by multiplying the bracketed terms and then combining with appropriate terms in the curly brackets. We also notice the terms involving time
derivatives of S0 and Sw vanish identically. The result is

+

s

d
S\
^ o)
dp

g

°. dt

(32.31)
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B
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Oil and water compressibilities include the effect of gas:
(32,32)

B0 dPo

B

4W

£

^

Gas compressibility is
(32.34)

while rock compressibility has the form

1 ad:

r*

(32.35)

0

Total compressibility for the system is the sum
c

t = cr

+ c s

oo

+ c s
+ c s
gg
w »

(32.36)

Employing these definitions, Eqs. (32.21) through (32.23) and (32.27) in Eq.
(32.31) gives

(*o - Rs

a
+ CG - —

« A

V • K - —VP

+ CG
(32.37)
+

CG *

a/>
^ t -%
dt
Equation (32.37) is called the pressure equation. The pressure equation does not
contain any time derivatives of saturations. WINB4D is coded to solve the three-
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dimensional, three-phase flow equations by first numerically solving the pressure
equation for P0, then using the results in Eqs. (32.18), (32.19) and (32.27) to find
the phase saturations. This procedure is an example of a numerical method
known as the IMplicit Pressure/Explicit Saturation (IMPES) procedure.
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